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1.1 Abstract

Cross sections for the excitation of the 2P-states of atomic hydro

gen in charge exchange collisions of protons in argon and nitrogen were 

measured by observing the Lyman-a radiation emitted in transitions from 

this state. For the measurement of the target gas pressure, a modified 

ionization gauge was developed, which eliminated distortions of pres

sure measurements due to charging effects on the glass envelope. Be

cause of the lack of light standards in the vacuum ultraviolet region 

df the spectrum, the major problem of the measurements was the absolute 

calibration of tne L^-photometer. This calibration was obtained from 

coincidence measurements of H^- and La-photons in the presence of an 

electric field. Tne measurements were corrected for the effect of 

Doppler shift on photometer sensitivity. For the evaluation of the 

coincidence measurements, the branching ratio of H -transitions to thea
2S-state and the polarization of Lyman-a radiation, emitted in cascade 

processes, were needed. These quantities were obtained from quantum 

mechanical calculations of a hydrogen atom in a weak electric field. 

Cross sections for the 2P-states were obtained in the energy range from 

0.5 to 30 keV. The 2P-cross sections in argon had maxima of 2.23xl0~17 

and 2.68x10 17 cm2 at 3.35 and 11.86 keV, respectively, and in N2 

maxima of 2.17xl0"17 and 2.10xl0“17cm2 were observed at 3.39 and 11.3 

keV, respectively. The energy dependence of the measured cross sections 

is in agreement with that of published measurements. Differences in 

the absolute values are discussed.
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2.0 Introduction

2.1 Charge Exchange Collisions

Charge exchange collisions were first observed during the 

investigation of positive canal rays. The puzzling phenomenon was 

found that canal rays, emanating from a hole in the cathode of a dc 

gas discharge, were not uniformly deflected in a magnetic field.

J. Stark (1903) advanced the hypothesis that the nonuniform deflection 

of positive canal rays may be due to charge changing collisions of 

positive ions in the gas discharge and that positive ions are not 

uniformly accelerated because, in traversing the electric field of 

the discharge, individual ions spent different times in the charged 

state.

In 1908, W. Wien (1908) conducted a series of systematic experi

ments in order to distinguish between a number of different explana

tions for the nonuniform deflection of canal rays. The experimental 

evidence led him to the conclusion that positive ions, indeed, undergo 

charge exchange collisions. He also found that when positive ions 

were swept out of the canal rays the beam restored its equilibrium 

fraction of positive ions after traversing a certain distance through 

the gas.

Further evidence for charge exchange collisions was found by 

Henderson (1922), who observed that deflection of a-particles, 

emitted by a radioactive source, inidicated the existence of singly

1
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and doubly charged particles, and Rutherford (1924), who measured 

the equilibrium fraction of Hg+ ions present in a-particle beams.

The first theoretical treatment of electron capture reactions was 

carried out by R. H. Fowler (1924), who applied equilibrium statis

tical theory to calculate the probability for this purpose.

A different model was considered by L. H. Thomas (1927). He 

determined the chance for capture of a bound electron by a passing, 

fast particle from two close collisions. The first collision takes 

place between the electron and the incoming, positive particle. In 

this collision the electron is deflected from its equilibrium orbit 

towards the nucleus. If the following, close collision between the 

electron and the nucleus results in an electron velocity of the same 

direction and of tne same magnitude as that of the impacting particle, 

the electron is captured.

H. Kallmann and B. Rosen (1930) found that charge exchange cross 

sections reached high values if the ionization energy of the gas 

molecules equaled the neutralization energy of the impacting 

ions. This so-called resonance principle is not always valid as can 

be seen from Table 1. The charge exchange cross sections for protons 

on X and acetylene reach high values, although their ionizationc
potentials are significantly different from that of hydrogen, but 

the charge exchange cross section on Kr is smaller than the correspond

ing cross section on X and acetylene. Ionization energies ofc
ammonia and acetylene differ only slightly, but the charge exchange
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TABLE 1

Gas

Ionization Potentials and Charge Exchange Cross 

Sections for Proton Impact

Ionization
Potential

Charge Excnange 
Cross Section
10"15cm2

Proton
Energy Reference

H 13.527 V

Kr 13.93 V 1.70 7 keV

Xe 12.08 V 1.99 7 keV

Ar 15.68 V 1.17 7 keV

Ne 21.47 V 0.27 7 keV

He 24.46 V 0.056 7 keV

h2 15.6 V 0.78 7 keV

02 12.5 V 0.90 7 keV

c2h2 11.6 V 2.0 7 keV

n h3 11.2 V 0.7 7 keV

7 keV (Allison, 1958) 

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Le Doucen, 197 

Ibid.

Note: Ionization potentials were taken from C. D. Hodgman (1960).
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cross section for protons on acetylene is almost three times as big 

as that on ammonia. These examples show that there are more para

meters involved in electron capture reactions than only the ioni

zation energies.

During measurements of charge exchange cross sections of protons 

on hydrogen and argon in the energy range up to 4 keV, F. Goldmann 

(1931) could not find a sure indication for the presence of slow 

electrons. The production of slow electrons indicates ionizing 

processes without electron capture, and, therefore, one can conclude 

from the absence of slow electrons that charge exchange collisions 

are the dominating ionizing processes in hydrogen and argon at 

low energies.

F. Wolf (1937) investigated charge exchange collisions of protons 

and deuterons impacting on argon atoms and observed a significant 

low energy maximum of the cross section. Plotting cross sections of 

both ions versus velocity, Wolf could show that both curves practically 

coincided. This result clearly indicated that the masses and veloci

ties of the impacting ions have a strong effect on the charge exchange 

cross section because the cross section versus energy curves had to be 

scaled with the square root of the mass ratio in order to obtain a 

relationship, which was valid for both particles.

F. Wolf compared the charge exchange cross sections of protons 

in argon with his own measurements of total cross sections of protons 

in the same gas and with measurements of Ramsauer, Kollath and
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Lilienthal (1931). Although there were some differences between the 

cross sections measured by Wolf and the other group, for high energy, 

the charge exchange cross sections seemed to approach the total cross 

sections, indicating the important role of this process in the total 

interaction of protons with target gas atoms. At high energy, the 

charge exchange cross section of protons also exceeded the gas kinetic 

cross section of argon.

The first theoretical treatment of charge exchange collisions 

on the basis of quantum mechanics was carried out by H. S. W. Massey 

and R. A. Smith (1933) in 1933. Charge exchange collisions of hydrogen 

ions in H2, N2, 02, Ne and Ar were measured by P. M. Stier and C. F. 

Barnett (1956) over the wide energy range from 3 keV to 200 keV.

The charge exchange collisions, which have been investigated in 

this work, were restricted to those electron capture reactions of 

protons in argon and nitrogen which led to formation of hydrogen 

atoms in the 2P-state.
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2.2 Detection of Vacuum-Ultraviolet Radiation

Excitation cross sections for atomic states are in general 

measured by observation of the spectral lines which are emitted in 

transitions from the state of interest. In the case of excitation 

cross sections for the 2P-state of atomic hydrogen, the only radiation 

which is emitted from this state is the Lyman-a line at a wavelength 

of 1215.68 A (C. D. Hodgman, 1960). This line is in the vacuum- 

ultraviolet region of the spectrum, and the measurement of its 

'intensity requires special techniques.

Devices for the detection of radiation in this wavelength region 

have been known for a long time. The first detector was invented by 

Viktor Schumann in 1892. The Schumann plates are essentially photo

graphic plates without the gelatin base of the emulsion. Schumann 

had recognized that the absorption of the gelatin renders ordinary 

photographic plates insensitive to vacuum-ultraviolet radiation. By 

removing the gelatin base from the plate, he succeeded in devising 

a detector for this spectral region.

Other devices applicable to the detection of vacuum-ultraviolet 

radiation are thermopiles, bolometers, ion chambers, Geiger-Mueller 

counters, photocells, photomultiplier tubes and solid state photocells. 

Different detectors utilize different interactions of vacuum-ultraviolet 

radiation with matter or different methods of measuring the interaction. 

Chemical interaction of radiation with the photographic emulsion is
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used in Schumann plates. Simple thermal heating is the principle 

on which the operation of thermopiles and bolometers is based. How

ever, thermopiles utilize the thermoelectric effect to measure the 

increase in temperature, while the temperature dependence of a 

resistor is used in bolometers for the same purpose. Both detectors 

are usable over the whole spectral range from the infrared to the far 

ultraviolet region. They can be calibrated in a wavelength region 

where standard light sources are available and the calibration can be 

extended into the vacuum-ultraviolet region of the spectrum with some 

corrections for losses due to emission of photo-electrons (Samson,

1964). For the purpose of measuring light intensities in collision 

experiments, these detectors are not usable because of their low 

sensitivity.

The ionizing effect of vacuum-ultraviolet radiation in gases is 

used in ion chambers and Geiger-Mueller counters. The Geiger-Mueller 

counter is the more sensitive device and is able to detect single 

photons due to the large output pulses produced by gas amplification of 

the original ion current. An advantage of these detectors is that 

the large output pulses permit discrimination against background 

signals and, therefore, a good signal to noise ratio can be obtained. 

However, the large dead time of the counter, on the order of 1 milli

second, limits its application to low count rates. Geiger-Mueller 

counters were the first detectors used for the observation of Lyman-a 

radiation in measurements of excitation cross sections for the 2P-level



of atomic hydrogen (Fite and Brackmann, 1958).

Although less sensitive than Geiger-Mueller counters, ion 

chambers with noble gas filling are applicable to absolute measure

ments of vacuum-ultraviolet radiation according to J. A. R. Samson 

(1964, 1967a). The voltage applied to the electrodes is sufficiently 

low to prevent ionization by primary ions and, thus, no gas ampli

fication is obtained. If the ionization yield, 6, for the gas in the 

chamber is known, the number of photons absorbed per unit time can be 

obtained from the measured ion current. For absolute measurements of 

Vacuum-ultraviolet radiation, one has to know what fraction of the 

incident number of photons is absorbed by the gas or one has to take 

precautions that all incident photons are absorbed by the gas.

The double ion chamber is a device which permits determination 

of the fraction of the incident intensity, absorbed in that section 

of the chamber where the ion current is measured. A detailed dis

cussion of the double ion chamber is given by J. A. R. Samson (1967a). 

The device consists of two ion chambers in series, which have 

collector plates of equal length d. Denoting the distances of the 

plates from the entrance window with Li and L2> one can show that 

the following relations (Samson, 1964) exist between the incident 

intensity I0 and the collector currents ix and i2



where e is the electronic charge and y is the absorption coefficient 

of the gas.

y = aab*n (2.3)

0ab 1S a*3S0rP’tl0n cross section and n denotes the number density

of the gas in the ion chamber. If 6 is known, I0 and y can be 

obtained from (2.1) and (2.2).

The equations (2.1) and (2.2) are based on the following assump

tions: the absorption coefficient y obeys Beer's law, and the gas

pressure in the chamber is uniform. Deviation from Beer's law can 

occur in spectral regions where the gas has discrete absorption lines. 

If the gas pressure in the chamber is not uniform, the number of 

absorbed photons cannot be calculated from Lambert's law, whicn is 

used in (2.1) and (2.2). An important additional precaution, which 

has to be taken, is that the ion chamber should be operated in the 

plateau region of its ion current versus voltage characteristics. 

Operation of the chamber in the plateau region indicates that all 

ions are collected and that no secondary ionization is caused by 

primary electrons. Both conditions are necessary for proper 

determination of the incident intensity and, therefore, the existence
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of a plateau has to be affirmed for good absolute measurements 

of radiation by means of an ion chamber.

The double ion chamber has been used by E. P. Andreev and 

coworkers (1966) for absolute measurement of the excitation cross 

sections for the 2P-level of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange 

collisions of protons with noble gases.

In photocells and pnotomultiplier tubes, the photo-electric 

effect is utilized to emit electrons into vacuum, while in solid 

state photocells, the interaction of radiation with the material 

results in raising charge carriers into the conduction band. The 

incident radiation is measured by recording the electric current 

of the free carriers. Among the devices based on the photo-electric 

effect, photomultiplier tubes are the most sensitive detectors. If 

they are provided with a sufficient number of dynodes, their response 

to a single photon is large enough to permit single photon counting. 

With some limitation, photomultiplier tubes are usable for investi

gation of the time correlation of photons. The sensitivity of all 

photo-electric devices is strongly wavelength dependent and, therefore, 

absolute measurements require calibration at the same wavelength 

where the devices are used. This represents a significant difficulty 

for measurements in the vacuum-ultraviolet region of the spectrum 

where standard light sources are not readily available.

An important advantage of photomultiplier tubes is that they 

are usable for measurements with very high count rates. The tubes
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are not limited by any dead time. The upper limit of the count 

rate is determined by the maximum dc current that can pass the 

tube without damaging its photocathode.

Besides for direct detection by photo-electric effect, 

photomultiplier tubes can also be used in combination with a 

suitable scintillator for measurement of vacuum-ultraviolet radiation. 

In this application, the photomultiplier serves only the purpose of 

detecting the fluorescence of the scintillator during irradiation with 

vacuum-ultraviolet light. A well-known scintillating material is 

Sodium salicylate. Photomultipliers coated with this material have 

been used in the wavelength region from 400A to 2300A. The fluorescent 

light of sodium salicylate has its intensity maximum at approximately 

4200A and the fluorescent decay time lies between 7 and 12 nanoseconds 

(Samson, 1967b). A disadvantage of sodium salicylate is that its 

quantum yield changes with time (Samson, 1964). A photomultiplier, 

coated with sodium salicylate, has been used by E. P. Andreev and 

coworkers (1966) for relative measurement of excitation cross sections 

for the 2P- and 2S-level of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange 

collisions of protons.



2.3 Review of Related Cross Section Measurements 

2.3.1. The Work of W. L. Fite and R. T. Brackmann

The first measurements of excitation cross sections for the 

2P-level of atomic hydrogen were made by W. L. Fite and R. T. 

Brackmann (1958). Their work was concerned with collisions of elec

trons impacting on atomic and molecular hydrogen. Although a 

different collision process was investigated, the work became very 

important for the investigation of excitation cross sections for the 

2P-level of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange collisions of protons 

because many workers who studied the latter process used the measure

ments of Fite and Brackmann on molecular hydrogen to calibrate their 

Lyman-a detectors.

Fite and Brackmann measured the excitation cross section for 

the 2P-level in a crossed beam experiment. A beam of hydrogen atoms 

was produced in a furnace at a temperature of 2700°K and was excited 

to the 2P-level by electron impact in the collision chamber of the 

apparatus. The number of atoms in the beam was determined from the 

number of ions produced in collisions with electrons and from 

measured ionization cross sections. The degree of dissociation of 

hydrogen molecules was determined by mass analysis of the ions.

A Geiger-Mueller counter (1958), filled with iodine vapor, was 

used for detection of vacuum-ultraviolet radiation emanating from 

the beam. The spectral sensitivity of such a counter begins at the

11
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ionization threshold of the iodine vapor at 1336A and ends at the 

short wavelength cut off of the window material at approximately 

1050 A in the case of lithium fluoride. An oxygen gas filter with 

lithium fluoride windows was used for the purpose of wavelength 

isolation of the Lyman-a line.

The background gas pressure in the collision chamber was 

approximately 10"6mmHg. To identify the radiation produced by the 

interaction of electrons with the hydrogen beam, it was necessary to 

chop the beam with a shutter. The ac component of the counter current 

at. the chopping frequency was measured by means of a phase sensitive 

detector.

Since the neutral beam, emerging from the furnace, was not fully 

dissociated, it was necessary to account for the contribution to 

the light signal from molecular hydrogen. The ratio of the excitation 

cross sections of atomic hydrogen to that of molecular hydrogen was 

obtained from the ratio of the intensities, observed with furnace 

temperatures of 2700°K and 300°K. At the latter temperature the beam 

was a pure molecular hydrogen beam. In the evaluation of this 

measurement the assumption was made that the mass flow in the beam 

is independent of the furnace temperature.

Cross section measurements for atomic hydrogen were corrected 

for the anisotropy of the emitted radiation due to polarization, 

which was measured by observing the emitted Lyman-a radiation under 

three different angles with respect to the electron beam. The
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relative cross section measurements for atomic hydrogen were 

normalized by assuming Born approximation calculations (Massey,

1956; Rothenstein, 1952; Massey and Moisewitch, 1953) to be correct

at high energies. Absolute excitation cross sections for molecular

hydrogen were obtained from the previously determined ratios of atomic

to molecular cross sections and the normalized values for atomic

cross sections. The molecular hydrogen cross sections were used 

by other workers to calibrate their Lyman-a photometers.
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2.3.2 Measurements by Dunn, Geballe, Pretzer and Van Zyl

The experimental techniques of measuring Lyman-a radiation, 

which had been developed by W. L. Fite, R. T. Brackmann and K. E.

Hagen (1958), was used by G. H. Dunn and coworkers (1952) to measure 

excitation cross sections for the Lyman-a line in collisions of protons, 

H2+ , H3+ and Hg+ ions in hydrogen, helium and nitrogen. For the 

purpose of particle identification, the ions were mass analyzed before 

they entered the collision chamber. The apparatus was also provided 

with an electron gun such that an electron beam could be introduced 

into the collision chamber at right angle to the ion beam.

The Lyman-a detector was an iodine filled Geiger-Mueller counter 

provided with an oxygen filter. The detector viewed the interaction 

region in a direction perpendicular to both beams. Precautions were 

taken that both beams presented the same geometry to the detector. 

Calibration of the detector was obtained from the comparison of 

observed count rates for electron impact on hydrogen molecules with 

cross sections measured by Fite and Brackmann (1958) for the same 

process. Using this calibration procedure, Dunn and coworkers could 

reproduce the measurements of Fite and Brackmann on molecular hydrogen 

over the energy range from 10 to 400 eV.

Of great interest for the work, which is later discussed, is the 

measurement of excitation cross sections for the Lyman-a line in charge 

exchange collisions of protons with nitrogen molecules. In these
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collisions, the major contribution to the countable vacuum-ultra

violet radiation came from photons emitted by moving hydrogen atoms. 

Measurements were made over the energy range from 0.1 to 6.5 keV, 

and effects on the measurements due to Doppler shift of the Lyman-a 

line could be expected. However, Dunn and coworkers claimed that 

Doppler shift had only a negligible effect on their measurements.

One must therefore assume that the authors used a very small acceptance 

angle for the Lyman-a photometer.
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2.3.3 Measurement of Excitation Cross Sections in Rare Gases

Excitation cross sections for the Lyman-a line in charge 

exchange collisions of protons and deuterons were measured by

Pretzer, Van Zyl and Geballe (1963b). The target gases were He, Ne,

Ar, Kr and Xe, and the measurements covered the energy range from 

0.5 to 25 keV. The projectile particles were identified by mass 

analysis. The Lyman-a radiation was measured with a Geiger-Mueller 

counter, filled with helium and iodine vapor, and an oxygen filter was 

used for wavelength isolation.

In order to obtain absolute values for the cross sections, Pretzer 

and coworkers calibrated their detector with the Lyman-a radiation 

produced by protons impacting on molecular hydrogen, using the cross

sections determined by Dunn et al. (1962), which were based on

measurements by W. L. Fite and R. T. Brackmann (1958). Pretzer and 

coworkers estimated the error of the absolute values of their cross 

section measurements to be less than 45%.

For equal particle velocities, the cross sections of protons and 

deuterons had very similar structure, and the structure of the cross 

section curves became more pronounced with increasing mass of the 

target gas atoms. For the heaviest target gases, the cross sections 

reached high values at low energies where the corresponding cross 

sections in He, Ne and Ar had already dropped off to negligible 

values.
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The measurements on argon by Pretzer and coworkers were used in 

a number of following investigations to obtain absolute values for 

relative cross section measurements.
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2.3.4 Method of Calibrating a Lyman-a Photometer by Coincidence 

Measurements

Bassani and coworkers (1962) were investigating charge exchange 

collisions of protons in hydrogen and helium which led to the 

production of excited hydrogen atoms in the metastable 2s-state.

After sweeping the protons out of the mixed beam emerging from the 

collision chamber, they detected metastable hydrogen atoms by 

observing the Lyman-a radiation, emitted by these atoms in an electric 

field. The Lyman-a detector was a windowless magnetic photomultiplier 

tube Bendix Mod. 306 with continuous dynodes. Wavelength isolation of 

the Lyman-a line was obtained with an oxygen filter, provided with 

lithium fluoride windows.

For the calibration of this detector, Cristofori and coworkers 

(1963) devised a very interesting method. They used an electron beam 

impacting on hydrogen gas to produce hydrogen atoms excited to the 

n = 3 level. From this level, the hydrogen atom can decay with two 

successive transitions, giving rise to the emission of a Balmer-a 

photon followed by that of a Lyman-a photon. The time lag of the two 

transitions is determined by the life time of the intermediate state, 

which is a substate of the n = 2 level of atomic hydrogen. In the 

case of the 2p-state, the life time is only 1.6*10-9 sec, but the two 

transitions occur with a very long time lag if the intermediate state 

is the metastable 2s-state. The long life time of this state can be
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avoided if an electric field of sufficient intensity is applied to 

the interaction region of the electron beam. In the presence of a 

suitable electric field, the emission of every Balmer-a photon is 

followed by that of a Lyman-a photon within a few nanoseconds, and 

in this short time, the emitting hydrogen atom practically does not 

move.

Cristofori and coworkers observed the Balmer-a photons with a 

cooled RCA-7265 photomultiplier and an interference filter for wave

length isolation, while Lyman-a photons were detected by the photometer, 

the efficiency of which was to be determined. Both photometers were 

viewing the same interaction region of the electron beam. The number

Nu„ of detected Balmer-a photons and the number N of coincidences of hq cq

Balmer-a and Lyman-a photons were counted. If N ^ 1 is the number of 

emitted Balmer-a photons in the presence of the quenching field, N.
H

and Nccj are given by the following equations:

N

N
ft,

= £ . _H . M'
hq hq 4tt hq

fth ft.
= £ . _lL . £i . _L . M'

cq hq 4tt Lq 4tt hq

(2.4)

(2.5)

where enq and ft̂ are the efficiency and the solid angle of the 

Balmer-a detector and and ft̂ are the corresponding quantities for

the Lyman-a detector. It should be noted that the quantities enq

and also include the transmission factors of the respective 

filters. From (2.4) and (2.5) Cristofori and coworkers got the
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important relation

Sjjjj- ■ eLq ‘2'6>

which expresses the product of photomultiplier efficiency and the ratio 

of solid angle, subtended by the Lyman-a detector, to the total solid 

angle in terms of measured quantities. This product is actually the 

overall efficiency of the Lyman-a photometer, and (2.6) can be 

rewritten in the form

N
el =
L hq

Important for the success of the coincidence measurements is the 

number of accidental coincidences per unit time which is given by
oC

the relation

Sac - 2 • Shq • ’ T (2-8)

where x is the resolving time of the coincidence circuit and and 

\ q  are the count rates °f Balmer-a and Lyman-a photons. In order to 

make Nac small, Cristofori and coworkers chose a resolving time x of 

5*10 9 sec.

Conceptually, the calibration method, devised by Cristofori and 

coworkers, is very simple, but there are some difficulties involved.

In the evaluation of the measurements, it is assumed that no other
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photons are detected by the Balmer-a photometer but Balmer-a photons. 

Implicitly the assumption is made in equation (2.5), and it is not 

an easy task to satisfy this condition if excited hydrogen atoms are 

produced by electron impact on hydrogen gas. The difficulty arises 

from the many emission lines of molecular hydrogen in the vicinity of 

the Balmer-a line, which complicate the isolation of this line from the 

rest of the spectrum.

Cristofori and coworkers have chosen a large solid angle for 

their Balmer-a photometer such that radiation with an angle of inci- 

'dence of 27° is still accepted by the photometer. Under this condi

tion, the pass band of the interference filter is not well defined, 

and, as the wavelength isolation becomes uncertain, the number of 

detected Ha~photons N^q, which enters the final equation (2.7), also 

becomes uncertain.

The interference filter in Cristofori’s apparatus was mounted in 

front of the liquid nitrogen cooled photomultiplier, and it is possible 

that the cooling of the photomultiplier affected the temperature of the 

interference filter. This effect can cause additional uncertainties 

of the wavelength isolation of the Balmer-a line.

The resolving time of 5*10"9 sec, used by Cristofori and coworkers, 

is rather short in comparison with the life time of the quenched 25- 

state. Bethe and Salpeter (1957a) have derived the following 

equation for the life time t(F) of the quenched 2s-state
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where x = (F/475), F is the electric field, measured in V/cm, and t

is the life time of the unperturbed 2p-state. Even for very large
“9values of x, t(F) approaches only the value 2tp = 3.2*10 sec, and 

under these extreme conditions, 20 % of the coincidences, involving 

transitions from the quenched 2s-state, still remain undetected 

because the transitions occur after 5*10 9 sec. The correction for 

this effect is complicated since it involves the occupation numbers 

of substates of the n = 3 level.

The calibration method, devised by Cristofori and coworkers, is 

of great interest for the work reported here, but additional pre

cautions have to be taken in order to eliminate the discussed uncer

tainties.
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2.3.5 Cross Section Measurements with Photometer Calibration by 

Means of the Branching Ratio Method

F. J. de Heer, J. van Eck and J. Kistemaker (1963) investigated 

excitation cross sections of protons and He+ ions and measured cross 

sections for the 2P-state of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange 

collisions of protons with helium and neon. The detection system for 

the Lyman-a radiation consisted of a vacuum monochromator and a 

window!ess E. M. I. particle multiplier type 9603.

For the calibration of the detection system (van Eck, 1963), the 

branching ratio method was used. Helium atoms were excited to the 

3^P-state in charge exchange collisions of He+ ions with neon. From 

the 3"*P-state, excited helium atoms can decay to the 2^S- and to the 

l^S-state. The first transition is in the visible region of the 

spectrum at 5016 A, while the second transition is in the far ultra

violet at 537 A. The emitted number of photons at 537 A N537 and the 

corresponding number of photons ^5qig emitted at 5016 A are related 

by the following equation

f Z -  £ * 1  (2.10)
5016 3,2

where A^ 2 and A3 i are the probabilities for the transitions

3^P 2^S and 3^P -*• l^S respectively. N5016 was measured with another

monochromator, which was calibrated with a standard lamp, and Ng37
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could be calculated from equation (2.10), in which theoretical values 

for A3 2 and A3 -j were used. The knowledge of N537 permitted calibra

tion of the vacuum-monochromater at 537 A.

The quantum efficiency of the detector at other wavelengths was 

obtained from the comparison of its response to that of a photo

multiplier coated with sodium salicylate. Taking the wavelength 

dependence of reflectivity and astigmatism into account, de Heer 

and coworkers extended the calibration of the detection system to 

other wavelengths with an estimated error of 40%.

The results, which de Heer and coworkers obtained for the 

excitation cross sections of the 2P-state of atomic hydrogen in 

charge exchange collisions of protons in helium and neon, were 

different from Pretzer's measurements. The cross sections were larger 

than those of Pretzer and coworkers and had a different energy 

dependence.
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2.3.6 Absolute Measurement of Cross Sections for the 2P- and

2S-State of Atomic Hydrogen in Charge Exchange Collisions 

of Protons

Andreev and coworkers (1966) measured absolute cross sections 

for the production of hydrogen atoms in the 2P- and 2S-state in charge 

exchange collisions of protons in helium, neon, argon, krypton and 

xenon. Their measurements covered the energy range from 10 to 40 keV. 

Excitation of hydrogen atoms to the 2P-state was measured by observing 

the emission of Lyman-a radiation. Cross sections for the metastable 

2S-state were obtained from the difference of the Lyman-a emission with 

and without an electric field applied to the observation region of the 

collision chamber. The purpose of the electric field was to reduce the 

life time of the metastable 2S-state to a sufficiently small value such 

that the Lyman-a radiation emitted in transitions from this state could 

be measured.

Protons, emerging from the ion source, were identified by mass 

analysis in a magnetic field, and precautions were taken that the beam 

of protons and excited atoms was in excitation equilibrium when it 

entered the observation region of the collision chamber. Wavelength 

isolation of the Uyman-a line was obtained with a vacuum monochromator, 

the grating of which was coated with magnesium fluoride, and the 

radiation at the exit slit was detected by means of a photomultiplier 

tube, coated with sodium salicylate.
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The detection system, consisting of monochromator and coated 

photomultiplier, was used for relative measurements on all target gases 

over the entire energy range. Because of the complexity involved in 

calibrating this system, Andreev and coworkers chose a double ion 

chamber for absolute measurements. The ion chamber was filled with 

nitric oxide at a pressure of 1 to 2 mmHg. The gas passed a cold trap 

cooled with a mixture of dry ice and aceton before it entered the ion 

chamber, which was continuously flushed. The proton beam was 

sufficiently intense that the emitted flux of Lyman-a photons produced 

a measurable ion current in the ionization chamber. The observed ion 

current was of the order of 1.8*10 13 amp.

The spectral response of the ion chamber ranged from the cut off 

of the lithium fluoride window at 1040 A to the ionization threshold 

of NO at 1346 A. For the absolute measurement, Andreev and coworkers
— 3

chose neon as target gas at a pressure of 10" mmHg. No filter was 

used for wavelength isolation of the Lyman-a line. Measurements with 

the vacuum monochromator did not indicate any other radiation except 

Lyman-a in the spectral response region of the ion chamber. The 

absolute measurement on Ne was made at a proton energy of 16 keV, and 

the result was used to normalize the relative measurements on all 

target gases. The error of the absolute measurement was stated to be 

20%. Cross sections, obtained by Andreev and coworkers, were fairly 

close to the corresponding results of Pretzer and coworkers.
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2.3.7 Cross Section Measurements with Photometer Calibration 

Based on the Quantum Yield of the Cathode Material

Cross sections for the excitation of the metastable 2S-state in

charge exchange collisions of protons in hydrogen and argon were 

measured by J. E. Bayfield (1969). The metastable hydrogen atoms 

were detected outside of the collision chamber after a sufficiently 

long flight time to permit decay of 2P-state atoms to the ground 

state. Protons were swept out of the beam before the metastable H- 

atoms entered tne detection chamber of the apparatus, which was held

at a vacuum of 3*10 9 Torr. Metastable atoms were detected by Stark

effect quenching and observation of the resulting Lyman-a radiation.

The Lyman-a detector was a Bendix model M-306-1 resistance-strip 

photomultiplier, which was a crossed-field device enclosed in the 

detection chamber of the collision apparatus. The detection efficiency 

for metastable atoms included the efficiency of radiative quench

ing of metastable atoms in the field of view of the photomultiplier, 

the solid angle ft for collection of the emanating radiation and the 

photomultiplier efficiency ep.

was obtained from the distribution of the Stark field and 

the life time of the 2S-state in an electric field (Bethe and Salpeter, 

1957a), and ft could be calculated from the geometry of the detection 

system. The most difficult quantity, which had to be determined, was 

the photomultiplier efficiency £p. £p is the product of quantum yield
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Eq of the photocathode, collection efficiency ec of the electron 

multiplier, counting efficiency eQ of the connected electronics and 

the transparency t of the grid mounted in front of the photocathode. 

tg could be determined from the grid dimensions, and for the quantum 

yield of the tungsten cathode, Bayfield used a mean value of published 

data. Since the photo-electric emission is strongly affected by sur

face conditions of the emitter, there is a considerable spread in the 

published data of e , which range from 0.016 to 0.030.
H

The spatial variation of the collection efficiency ec of the 

magnetic electron multiplier had been investigated for the Bendix 

model M-303 by another group of investigators. Bayfield expected the 

situation to be similar for the model M-306-1, and from calculations 

of electron trajectories he determined a mean value of ec . The 

counting efficiency ee of the electronics was estimated from the 

measured curve of counting rate versus discriminator voltage.

The uncertainty of the overall efficiency of the detection 

system was estimated to be ±55%. In spite of the incomplete knowledge 

of the factors determining the efficiency of the detector, Bayfield s 

results were in agreement with Andreev's measurements on argon 

(Andreev et al., 1966). The excellent vacuum, which Bayfield 

maintained in the detection chamber, had certainly contributed to the 

good performance of his detector.
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The measurements of Dunn et al. (1962), Pretzer et al. (1963b), 

and Andreev and coworkers (1966) were used by a number of investigators 

to calibrate their photometers for Lyman-a radiation in order to obtain 

absolute values for cross sections of collision processes they were 

studying.

Jaecks and coworkers (1965) measured cross sections for excitation 

of the 2S-level of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange collisions of 

protons and deuterons with rare gas atoms over the energy range from

1.5 to 22 keV. This group used a helium iodine counter for the

detection of Lyman-a radiation, which was emitted in transitions from

the quenched 2S-state. Since this detector requires calibration, 

relative measurements were compared with results of Pretzer and 

coworkers (1963b) to obtain absolute cross section values.

Emission of Lyman-a radiation, resulting from ion impact on 

molecular gases, was investigated by B. van Zyl et al. (1967). The 

ions studied by this group were protons, deuterons, H2+ , D2+ and He+

ions. Cross sections were measured in the target gases hydrogen and

deuterium over the energy range from 1 to 25 keV. In addition, 

excitation of the 2P-level in charge exchange collisions of protons 

with nitrogen molecules was investigated. Van Zyl and coworkers also 

used an iodine filled Geiger-Mueller counter for the detection of 

Lyman-a radiation. The results were normalized to cross sections of

2.3.8 Relative Measurements
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Dunn et al. (1962) in the overlapping range of the two measurements.

D. A. Dahl berg and coworkers (1967) extended van Zyl's work on the 

excitation of the 2P-state of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange 

collision of protons with nitrogen molecules to proton energies of 

130 keV. The measurements were made with a vacuum monochromator and 

were normalized to van Zyl's results for the same process at an impact

energy of 20 keV.

V. Dose and coworkers (1968) measured cross sections for emission 

of Lyman-a radiation in collisions of hydrogen atoms with rare gases 

'over the energy range from 1 to 55 keV. Their detector was a helium 

iodine counter, and Andreev's measurements (1966) were used to

calibrate the photometer.

Measurements of the excitation to the 2P-state in proton colli

sions with rare gases were repeated by A. L. Orbeli and coworkers 

(1970) in order to calibrate their Lyman-a detection system with 

Andreev's absolute measurements. They then used the system to measure 

cross sections for excitation of the 2S, 2P and 3P state in collisions 

of hydrogen atoms impacting on noble gases. Excitation of the 3P- 

state was determined by measuring the emission of Lyman-B radiation.

J. H. Birely and R. J. McNeal (1971) measured relative cross 

sections for the 2P-state in charge exchange collisions of protons 

with argon atoms and compared their results with cross sections of 

Pretzer and coworkers (1966) to find a calibration constant for their 

detector, which consisted of a solar blind EMR photomultiplier tube
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542 J and an oxygen filter. The calibrated photometer was used to 

measure cross sections for the 2P-state in collisions of protons and 

fast hydrogen atoms with nitrogen and oxygen molecules. The same 

calibration procedure was also used for measurements of 2P-cross 

sections for fast hydrogen atoms impacting on rare gases (Birely and 

McNeal, 1972). R. H. Hughes and coworkers used a similar calibration 

method to measure excitation cross sections for the 2P- and 2S-state 

of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange collisions of protons in He, Ne, 

Ar, 02 and N2. The measurements covered the energy range from 20 to 

120 keV.

R. L. Fitzwilson and E. W. Thomas (1971) made relative measure

ments of cross sections for excitation of the 2S-state in charge 

changing collisions of protons traversing the target gases helium, 

argon, nitrogen and oxygen. The projectile energies ranged from 4 

to 26 keV. The flux of metastable hydrogen atoms was monitored 

outside of tne target gas cell by radiative quenching. The Lyman-a 

radiation emanating from the beam was measured with a channel 

electron multiplier. Fitzwilson and Thomas normalized their relative 

measurements by comparing their results on argon at a proton energy 

of 20 keV with previous measurements of the same collision process.

The most difficult part in all measurements of excitation cross 

sections involving Lyman-a radiation is the absolute measurement of 

tne Lyman-a intensity, and some measurements were made by normalizing 

the results to previous measurements, which were already normalized
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to other experimental or computed cross sections. The apparent 

agreement of some absolute measurements is in contrast to the 

uncertainty of the measurements, and R. L. Fitzwilson and E. W.

Thomas (1971) have called the close agreement of these measurements 

somewhat illusory.

On the other hand, there is a need for absolute measurements of 

Lyman-a cross sections. Lyman-a radiation is emitted in transitions 

from the first excited energy level of the simplest atom, and this 

level also has the smallest number of substates. Excitation cross 

sections for this level are of considerable interest for tne compari

son of theoretical results with experimental data. As the measuring 

techniques progress, beam excitation of atomic lines may become a 

substitute for secondary light standards in the vacuum-ultraviolet 

region of the spectrum.



3.0 The Method of Approach

The work, reported here, was concerned with absolute measure

ments of excitation cross sections for the 2P-states of atomic 

hydrogen in charge exchange collisions of protons with argon atoms 

and nitrogen molecules.

A beam of protons, mass analyzed in a magnetic field, was 

passed through the target gas, and excitation to the 2P-state of 

hydrogen was measured by counting Lyman-a photons emitted in transi

tions from this state. The target gas pressure was measured with a 

modified ionization gauge. This gauge was developed for the measure-
-3

ment of relatively high gas pressures in the range from 10 to 10

Torr. The L -radiation was observed in the collision chamber of the 
a

apparatus at an angle of 90° with respect to the beam axis. The 

observation angle of 90° was chosen to minimize Doppler shift of the 

radiation emitted by fast moving hydrogen atoms. The proton path 

from the entrance aperture of the collision chamber to the observation 

region was adjusted to a length of 3.7 cm in order to prevent a build

up of neutral hydrogen atoms in the beam before it entered the field 

of view of the photometer. Thus it was assured that the detected 

radiation was produced in collisions of protons with the target gas 

and that collisions of secondary particles had only a negligible effect 

on the observed intensity.

33
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On the other hand, the path length of 3.7 cm was sufficiently 

long so that, even for the highest proton energies used in the 

course of the measurements, radiative equilibrium with respect to 

Lyman-a radiation could be established in the beam before the 

particles entered the observation region. Under this condition, the 

number of L - photons, emitted in the viewing region, equaled the 

number of collision processes in the same region that led to hydrogen

atoms in the 2P-state.

The photometer for Lyman-a radiation was an EMR-photomultiplier 

model 542T with an oxygen filter. Calibration of the photometer was 

obtained from coincidence measurements of Balmer-a and Lyman-a photons 

in the presence of an electric field. For the application of this 

calibration method, the collision chamber was provided with electrodes 

used to apply an electric field to the observation region. The field 

served the purpose of radiative quenching of the metastable 2S-state 

of atomic hydrogen. The emission of Balmer-a photons was monitored 

by a second photometer including a narrow pass-band interference 

filter for wave length isolation of the H -line. The electronic data
Ot

acquisition system included counting circuits for Hq- and La-photons 

and for coincidences of these two types of photons.

In order to avoid the many emission lines of molecular hydrogen 

in the vicinities of the H - and La-line, the coincidence method of 

Cristofori and coworkers (1963) was modified. This method is briefly 

discussed in section 2.3.4. Instead of producing hydrogen atoms in
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the n = 3 state by electron impact on hydrogen gas, excited H-atoms 

were formed in charge exchange collisions of protons in argon. Thus 

background radiation was reduced to the line spectra of argon and 

atomic hydrogen, and undesired radiation could easily be eliminated 

by optical filtering.

Producing excited H-atoms in charge exchange collisions of pro

tons had far-reaching consequences for the calibration procedure of 

the La-photometer. H^- and Lyman-a photons were now emitted by fast 

hydrogen atoms moving in the direction of the beam, and Doppler shift 

of the Lyman-a line strongly affected the absorption of the oxygen 

filter. The successive emission of a H - and a Lyman-a photon, 

resulting from the decay of a hydrogen atom in the n = 3 state, no 

longer occurred at the same position in the observation region of 

the beam because within the life time of the 2P- or the quenched 

2S-state, the H-atom moved a considerable distance along the beam.

The high particle velocity allowed H-atoms which had emitted a 

Balmer-a photon to leave the viewing region before emitting a 

Lyman-a photon and thus giving rise to loss of coincidences. Although

the emission of H - and L -photons in the presence of an electric
a a

field was practically independent of position along the beam, the 

emission of L -photons in coincidence with H -photons was dependent
a a

on position due to the motion of hydrogen atoms during the life time

of the intermediate state.
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In order to correct for the above mentioned loss of coincidences 

and for the position dependence of the emission of La-photons in

coincidence with H -photons, it was necessary to know the life times
a

of the 2S- and 2P-states in the presence of the electric field and 

the branching ratios of ^-transitions to these states. These quanti

ties were obtained from quantum mechanical calculations. The compu

tation of the wavefunctions for the n = 3 and n = 2 states of atomic 

hydrogen in the presence of an electric field followed Lueders' theory 

of the Stark effect of atomic hydrogen (Lueders, 1950 and 1951). In 

addition, the polarization of the Lyman-a radiation, emitted from the 

intermediate states, could be obtained from the computed wavefunctions.

The calculated values of branching ratios, life times and polari

zation of the Lyman-a radiation permitted evaluation of the coincidence 

measurements of H - and Lyman-a photons in the presence of an electric 

field. The analysis of the coincidence measurements led to the quan

tum efficiency of the Lyman-a photometer. Doppler shift of the

H - and L -line were taken into account, a a
The overall efficiency eL of the La-photometer was obtained

from eqL, the detection geometry and the transmission factor of the

oxygen filter. The energy dependence of the photometer efficiency was

computed from the Doppler shift of the incident radiation and the known

wave length dependence of the absorption cross section of molecular

oxygen in the spectral region of the Lyman-a line. The computed values

of e. permitted evaluation of the measured L -intensities for proton 
L ^
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impact on argon and nitrogen. Absolute excitation cross sections for 

the 2P-state in charge exchange collisions of protons in these two 

gases were obtained for proton energies ranging from 0.52 to 30.3 keV.

An estimate of cascade contributions to the measured excitation 

cross section in argon at 6.05 keV was obtained from coincidence

measurements of H - and L -photons in the absence of an electric field.a a



4.0 Experimental Details

4.1 The Proton Beam Apparatus

4.1.1 The Vacuum System

The vacuum chamber of the proton beam apparatus, which is shown 

in Fig. 1, consisted of two straight sections at an angle of 60°. The 

ion source was mounted at the beginning of the first one, and both 

straight sections were joined by the curved magnet section where the 

beam of positive particles, extracted from the ion source, was mass 

Analyzed in a magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the plane of 

the vacuum chamber. In the magnetic field, the proton beam was 

deflected 60° so that, after leaving the field, the protons were 

confined in a beam parallel to the axis of the second straight section 

and could pass the entrance aperture to the collision chamber.

The straight sections of the vacuum chamber were built up of four- 

inch glass crosses provided with adapter flanges to connect the crosses 

with glass pipes or metal flanges. Vacuum-tight seals were made with 

rubber gaskets and 0-rings. The first section of the vacuum chamber, 

which included the ion source, was provided with two teflon bellows to 

permit alignment of the ion source and the focusing electrodes.

The curved magnet section was made of copper tubing and was 

connected to the glass sections by means of brass bellows. The 

position of this section in the gap of the magnet was fixed with a 

plastic flange attached to one pole piece.
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The collision chamber was a four inch glass cross, which was 

platinum plated to make the walls light-tight and conductive. The 

thin metal film prevented the buildup of charges on the inside wall, 

which could produce electric fields in the observation region and 

thus perturb the atomic systems under investigation or erratically 

deflect the proton beam. The chamber was provided with windows for 

the observation of visible and vacuum-ultraviolet light. The inside 

was coated with colloidal graphite to eliminate reflection of light 

on the chamber wall which could distort the measurement of the light 

intensity emanating from the beam.

The collision chamber was partitioned off from the rest of the 

vacuum chamber by the pump hole assembly shown in Fig. 2. The pump 

hole, which was used for the evacuation of the collision chamber, was 

closed with the movable plunger during the normal operation of the 

system. The plunger was operated from the outside of the vacuum system 

by means of a rotary feedthrough. The entrance aperture of the 

collision chamber (Fig. 2) was mounted on a 13 cm long brass tube in 

order to reduce the path length of the protons from the entrance into 

the target gas to the beginning of the observation region to 3.7 cm.

The diameter of the brass tube was 1.9 cm.

Target gases, leaked into the collision chamber, were separated 

by differential pumping from the hydrogen gas in the ion source.

For this purpose and for maintaining the necessary vacuum in the system, 

two four-inch diffusion pumps were connected with the vacuum chamber.
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Diffusion pump number 1 evacuated the glass cross on which the ion 

source was mounted, and diffusion pump number 2 evacuated the glass 

cross to which the collision chamber was connected. Each diffusion 

pump was provided with a chevron ring baffle and a multicoolant baffle 

to reduce backstreaming of oil vapor into the vacuum chamber. Both 

baffles were cooled by a single refrigeration unit, and the forepump 

vacuum for the diffusion pumps was produced with two separate mechani

cal pumps. Liquid nitrogen traps were built into the glass crosses 

above the diffusion pumps. The traps were platinum plated to decrease 

radiative transfer of heat to the liquid nitrogen. During measure

ments both traps were refilled every two hours.

When no gas was leaked into the system, the vacuum chamber could

be evacuated to a pressure of 1.5*10" Torr, and a pressure of 3*10

Torr was obtained in the collision chamber when the pump hole was open.

With a target gas pressure of 1.2*10-I+ Torr in the collision chamber

and hydrogen being leaked into the ion source, the pressure in the
-6

system outside of the collision chamber was 5*10 Torr. The same 

pressure was also observed in the glass cross on which the ion source

was mounted. The vacuum in these two regions was monitored by two

ionization gauges mounted above the inlets of diffusion pumps number 1 

and number 2 (Fig. 1).
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Protons, produced in a r. f. hydrogen gas discharge, were 

extracted by an electric field. Besides protons, other positive ions 

entered the vacuum chamber. The positive ions were accelerated and 

focused by the field in two acceleration gaps. The second gap field 

was shaped by two coaxial cylinders. Axial alignment of the two 

cylindrical focusing electrodes and the exit channel in the extractor 

electrode was obtained with a special alignment tool. In the following 

toagnet section (Fig. 1), all positive ions with masses different from 

that of protons were separated from the beam. The magnetic field 

deflected the proton beam 60° in the horizontal plane of the vacuum 

chamber. In order to permit corrections of the beam position in the 

vertical plane, a pair of electrostatic deflection plates was mounted 

at the end of the magnet section.

Collimation of the proton beam in the collision chamber was 

achieved by passing the beam through two apertures with a diameter 

of 3.2 mm. One of the collimating apertures was the entrance aperture

into the collision chamber. The second aperture was mounted at a

distance of 23.2 cm before the entrance to the collision chamber. The 

geometrical spread of the proton beam was 0.79°, and at the center of

the viewing region the beam was confined in a diameter of 4.4 mm. The

uncertainty of the beam position in the observation region was 

restricted to the area of this circle. The two collimating apertures

4.1.2 The Ion Source
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were aligned with the center of the magnet section by means of a steel 

rod, the diameter of which matched those of the apertures.
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4.1.3 Energy Calibration of the Proton Beam

The energy of the proton beam was adjusted by setting the current 

control of the magnet to a certain value and varying the acceleration 

voltage until maximum beam current was obtained. The proton beam was 

distinguished from the beams of other ions produced in the source by 

the fact that, for a fixed magnetic field, the highest acceleration 

voltage was required to pass protons through the magnet section. 

Although the acceleration voltage was always recorded during measure

ments, this voltage was only an approximate measure of the proton 

energy. Since ions were already accelerated in the gas discnarge where 

their motion and even their charge state were affected by frequent 

collisions, it could not be determined how much energy the particles 

had gained in this region. Attempts to derive empirical values for 

this energy did not prove to be reliable.

The current control setting of the magnet was calibrated in terms 

of proton energies by measuring the beam energy with the retarding 

field method. For this purpose, the metalized glass section at the 

end of the collision chamber (Fig. 1) was replaced by an unmetallized 

glass piece, in which electrodes for the retarding field were mounted. 

The energy analyzer, shown in Fig. 3, was based on the plane parallel 

plate geometry. The collector plate, to which the retarding potential 

was applied, was mounted on the flange that closed the chamber. A 

parallel plate at ground potential was placed at a distance d of 14 cm
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from the collector, and the proton beam entered the retarding field 

through a hole in this plate. The radius r of the hole was 1.9 cm.

J. A. Simpson (1961) derived for the energy resolution of a 

parallel plate analyzer the following relation

Inserting the values for r and d in (4.1), one gets AE/E = 10~3.

This energy resolution was considered to be sufficent. It should

be mentioned that (4.1) describes the energy resolution for a beam the 

radius of which equals that of the hole. The measurements were not 

made under this extreme condition. At the entrance into the 

retarding field the proton beam was confined in a diameter of 9 mm, and 

therefore, the calculated value of AE/E could be considered as an upper 

limit for the distortion of the energy measurement. The perturbed 

field configuration near the opening in the grounded plate introduced 

errors in the measurement, but this effect was smaller near the center

of the hole than it was at the edge.

As long as protons were able to reach the collector of the 

analyzer, an electric current was registered by the current meter 

outside of the vacuum chamber. When the retarding potential reached 

the value corresponding to the maximum proton energy, the collector 

current went to zero. Typical curves of collector current versus 

retarding potential are shown in Fig. 4.
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The collector was isolated from the flange on which it was 

mounted, but the retarding potential was applied to both parts. In 

this way, the flange was used as a guard for the collector, and 

currents on the order of 10"9 amp could be measured without any 

noticeable leakage current. The retarding voltage was supplied by a 

stabilized 10 kV Fluke power supply model 410 B operated on a line 

voltage stabilizer. The power supply permitted adjustment of the 

retarding voltage with an accuracy of 0.25%. The collector current 

was measured with a Keithley electrometer model 600A, which was a 

battery operated instrument and therefore could be used floating on 

high retarding voltages. For energy measurements above 10 keV, two 

Fluke power supplies model 410 B were used in series, and the line 

voltage for the second power supply, which was floating on the output 

voltage of the first one, was isolated from ground potential by an 

isolation transformer. Energy calibration above 20 keV was made with 

an unstabilized power supply.

The curves of collector current versus retarding potential in 

Fig. 4 indicate a drop of approximately 10% in the current reading at 

the low voltage end of the curves. This drop can be attributed to 

the effect of secondary electrons. As soon as the collector potential 

is approximately 200 V above ground potential, secondary electrons, 

released by proton impact, cannot leave the collector because of their 

low kinetic energy, thus causing the current reading to drop to the 

true value of the proton beam current. The retarding voltage, corres-
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sponding to a drop of the collector current to 50% of the beam 

current has been used to determine the average proton energy.

The magnetic field in the magnet section was measured with a 

Hall cell mounted at a fixed position between the pole pieces. The 

Hall cell was calibrated with a standard magnet. A plot of the square 

roots of measured proton energies versus magnetic field is shown in 

Fig. 5. The measurements follow very closely a straight line, and 

this line has been used to extend the energy calibration from 25 to 

30 keV.

The steep slopes of the collector current curves near cut off 

potentials in Fig. 4 indicate an energy uncertainty of ±0.5%. Since 

the energy resolution of the analyzer is 0.1%, one can conclude that 

the steepness of the slopes is not affected by the energy resolution.
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4.1.4 Beam Spread and Energy Uncertainty

It has been mentioned in section 4.1.2 that at the entrance into 

the collision chamber the proton beam can have a spread of 0.79°.

This directional spread of the orbits can correspond to trajectories 

of different radii in the magnetic field. Since radius R and energy E 

are related by the equation

E - ^  (4.2)

the beam spread is equivalent to a certain energy spread of the 

protons, e and m denote charge and mass of the particle, respectively.

The orbits of two protons in a 60° magnetic sector field are shown 

in Fig. 6. Both particles enter the magnetic field at the same posi

tion and move initially in the same direction but with different 

energies E and (E-6E). The displacement of the trajectories at the 

end of the magnetic field is d, and the angle between them is 6<f>. The 

radii of orbits, belonging to the energies E and (E-6E), are R and 

(R-6R), respectively. From the triangle ABC in Fig. 6 one gets the 

following relation

R-6R _ sin60°
RT3“  “ sin(180° - 60° - 6<f>)

R-6R _ sin60°
R-d ~ sin(60° + 6<j>)
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Expanding the sine function in the denominator yields

R-6R _ sin60°
R-d " sin60°*cos(6<f>)+sin(6cj))*cos60o

If 6(f) is a small angle, one can use the following approximations:

cos (6(f)) = 1 , sin (6<f>) = 6<J)

R-6R _ 1________
R-d 1 + 6<f) • cotg60° *

%
From the expansion of the denominator on the right hand side of the 

last equation one gets

R-6R = (R-d) • (1 -6cp-cotg60°)

6R = R*6<j>*cotg60°+d(l -6(j)*cotg60°) . 

Dividing the last equation by R yields

^  = 6(f) • cotg60° + jj- • (1 — 6<f)• cotg60°) .

Since d is positive and 6<f>«l, one gets the inequality

6R >_ 6<f) • cotg60° . (4.3)

From (4.2) one finds for fixed B the relation

<5E = 4 rT “  • 2R • 6R
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and dividing this relation by E gives the equation

(4.4)

Inserting (4.4) in (4.3), one finds a lower limit for the relative 

energy uncertainty corresponding to a beam spread 6<j>

The possible spread of the proton beam is 0.79° or 0.0138 radian. 

Inserting this value in (4.5) one gets for the possible energy 

uncertainty the lower limit

Although the energy spread can be greater than 1.6%, the slopes of 

the collector current curves in Fig. 4 indicate an energy spread of 

approximately 0.5%. It is possible that the sharp drop of the 

collector current near the cutoff potential is affected by secondary 

electrons released by the impact of reflected protons on the grounded 

electrode or the wall of the analyzer. Secondary electrons, released 

in the retarding field, give rise to a negative collector current, 

thus causing the positive collector current produced by incident 

protons to drop off faster than it should do. It is, of course, 

possible that the beam spread was smaller than 0.79°, but the 

presence of secondary electrons has definitely been observed.

— > 2 • 6<}> • cotg60° . (4.5)

<$|. > 0.016
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4.1.5 Limitation of the Energy Calibration

Repeating tne energy calibration revealed a greater uncertainty 

in the average proton energy than one could expect on the basis of 

the beam spread. The measurements showed that the proton energy was 

reproduced with an accuracy of ±2.5% by adjusting the current control 

of the magnet to the same setting.

One possible reason for the energy uncertainty was that before 

passing the first collimating aperture, the proton beam had a diameter 

Of approximately 1 cm. Since the acceleration voltage was adjusted 

for maximum beam current at a fixed magnetic field, a shift of the 

maximal current density in the beam could lead to an adjustment of a 

larger or a smaller deflection angle. The possible uncertainty of the 

deflection angle was 0.8°, and according to (4.5) one could expect 

an uncertainty in the beam energy of approximately 1.6%.

The measurements seemed to indicate a stronger effect. For this 

reason, the reproducibility of the magnet current was investigated.

This led to the result that repeated adjustment of the current control 

to the same setting did not always reproduce the same current and 

variations of ±1% were possible. Since the magnetic field was in 

first approximation proportional to the current, the magnetic field 

could vary by ±1%. According to (4.2), a variation of B by ±1% 

corresponds to an energy uncertainty of ±2%. It was concluded that 

the uncertainty in the current adjustment of the magnet was most likely 

the cause for the observed energy variation of the proton beam.
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4.2 The Measurement of Target Gas Pressure

4.2.1 Investigation of Perturbing Effects

The absolute determination of excitation cross sections includes

the measurement of the signal from the excitation processes, the num

ber and energy of the projectiles and the number density of the target 

particles. The last measurement involves the determination of target 

gas pressure whenever the collision processes are studied by launching 

a beam of projectiles into a gas. Although pressure measurements of 

rarefied gases have been carried out for a long time, absolute measure

ments in the range near 10_1+ Torr are not without problems.

In the work reported here, the target gas pressure was measured 

with a Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge. For preliminary measurements 

ionization gauges RG-75, manufactured by Veeco, were used and were 

operated with a control unit of the same company. However, distortions 

occurred, which seriously affected the reproducibility of pressure 

measurements. It was observed that the pressure reading of the gauge 

changed by a factor of two or three when the emission current was 

raised from 1 ma to 5 ma and was then reduced to the original value 

of 1 ma. In addition, the ion current to the collector was not a 

linear function of emission current. Increasing the emission current 

by a factor of 5 caused the collector current to increase by a 

factor of 7. This deviation from the linearity indicated that either 

the gauge or the control unit did not properly function.
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In order to investigate the control unit, external meters were 

used to measure collector and emission current. However, their 

current readings agreed with those of the control unit. This indicated 

that the failure was not in the electronics of the setup, and there

fore, it became necessary to investigate the function of the ioniza

tion gauge.

It was mentioned above that the pressure reading of the gauge 

could increase by a factor of two or three when the emission current 

was raised to 5 ma for a short time. The higher pressure reading of 

the gauge was fairly stable and seemed to indicate a second mode of 

operation resulting in a larger ion current to the collector for the 

same emission current and for the same potentials applied to the 

electrodes. The larger ion current could be due to a higher collection 

efficiency or to a larger number of ionizations. Both effects could 

be explained by changes in electron trajectories. When a strong 

magnetic field was applied to the ionization gauge, it was possible 

to change the mode of operation from one corresponding to high 

collector current to one producing low collector current. After the 

magnet had been removed, the gauge remained in the mode producing low 

ion current. The last experiment was reproducible and indicated that 

the two modes were related to the motion of charged particles in the 

gauge. During the experiments, the chamber was filled with nitrogen 

at a pressure of approximately 10 u Torr, and the reproducibility of 

the described effects eliminated the possibility of accidental pressure 

variations.
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The investigation was continued with a clean gauge having no 

visible deposit on the glass envelope. In spite of the better 

appearance of the glass, the two modes of operation were observed, 

and the mode corresponding to high collector current could also be 

changed to that of low collector current by applying a strong magnetic 

field. It was then conjectured that the two modes of operation were 

caused by electric charges on the glass envelope. In order to verify 

this assumption, a thin metal foil was attached to the envelope, and 

the potential of the foil with respect to the cathode of the gauge 

was measured with a Keithley electronic electrometer. The outside of 

the glass envelope was cleaned with acetone, and a guard ring was 

connected to the envelope for protection of the foil against leakage 

currents. The guard ring was connected to the cathode. When the 

gauge was operating in the low collector current mode, the electrometer 

reading exceeded +10V, which was the highest voltage range of the 

instrument. The pressure reading of the gauge was then 0.6x10 4 Torr. 

When the mode of operation was changed to high pressure reading 

(2.2x1 O’4 Torr) by temporarily raising the emission current to 5 ma, 

the electrometer indicated a potential of less than —1OV, i.e. the 

meter reading was off scale. This experiment was repeated several 

times, and the foil potential changed each time when the mode of 

operation changed.

The mode of gauge operation could also be changed by connecting 

the foil directly to either the cathode or the positive grid of the
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tube. In both cases the gauge operation changed from the mode of high 

collector current to that of low collector current.

The experiments with the foil seemed to confirm the assumption 

that the glass envelope of the gauge was charging and that different 

buildups of charge were correlated with different modes of operation. 

The effects produced with the foil indicated a strong interaction 

between the charges on the glass envelope and the motion of charged 

particles in the gauge.

The mechanism which led to the buildup of electric charge on the 

glass envelope appeared to be rather complex. The nature of the gas 

in the gauge seemed to be important because no double mode operation 

was observed when the chamber was filled with hydrogen instead of 

nitrogen. The hydrogen pressure was approximately equal to that of 

nitrogen during previous experiments. The collector current varied 

linearly with emission current, and the deviation from linearity did 

not exceed 2%. A similar result was obtained with helium. A gauge 

of the same type was mounted on another vacuum system, which was 

filled with helium at a pressure of approximately 10_lt Torr, but no 

double mode operation was observed.

It is very likely that the emission of secondary electrons is 

involved in the buildup of electric charge on the glass envelope.

Since the yield of secondary electrons depends on the layer of gas 

absorbed on the surface, it is possible that the buildup of charges on 

the glass envelope is affected by the nature of the gas in the gauge.
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An additional experiment was made with a new tube, which had 

never been used before. After several days of normal use, two modes 

of operation were observed and it was possible to change the mode by 

applying a strong magnetic field to the gauge. This experiment 

indicated that pressure measurements with an ionization gauge can 

become unreliable after a few days of operation.
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4.2.2 Modified Bayard-Alpert Gauge

The investigation of Bayard-Alpert gauges showed that an 

ambiguity of pressure readings in the range near 10-l+ Torr could exist 

due to double mode operation of the gauge in certain gases. It was 

observed that the two modes of operation were closely related to the 

buildup of electric charge on the glass envelope. Therefore, it was 

conceivable that the double mode operation could be eliminated if the 

interior of the gauge were shielded from electric charges on the 

glass wall.

It was expected that a grid, mounted between the glass envelope 

and the gauge elements, would shield tne interior of the gauge from 

electric charges on the envelope. If the screen grid were connected 

to cathode potential, electrons passing the grid would be retarded 

and would impact on the glass surface with greatly reduced energy. 

Although the mechanism leading to the buildup of electric charges on 

the gauge envelope appeared to be very complex, it was very likely 

that electrons and the emission of secondary electrons contributed 

to this process. Reduced impact energy would result in a lower yield 

of secondary electrons. It was thought that a reduced yield of 

secondary electrons together with the shielding of the interior of 

the gauge would eliminate the observed distortions of pressure 

readings.
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The design of a screen grid can be based on results of the theory 

of electron tubes. By analogy witn the grid of an electron tube, the 

effective potential Vg of the surface containing the screen grid wires, 

which are connected to the cathode of the gauge, can be expressed in 

the following form (Moeller, 1955)

V = V /u + V/y . (4.6)e q' Hq g' Hg

V and V are the voltage of the acceleration grid and the potential 
y h

of the gauge envelope due to tne buildup of electric charge, respec

tively. From energy considerations, one can assume that Vq is limited

to the interval

V < V < vn ,c -  q -  g

where V is the voltage applied to the collector, y and y are 
c h y

called amplification factors. For planar geometry, the dependence of 

these quantities on the grid parameters is given by K. R. Spangenberg 

(1948) as

yg = -2udg/{a ln[2sin(irr/a)]} . (4.7)

dg is the distance between screen and acceleration grid, and a and r 

denote spacing and radius of tne screen grid wires. An analogous

expression is valid for y^. Equations (4.6) and (4.7) can be used as

guidance for the choice of the screen grid parameters.
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Initially, V is zero and electrons passing the screen grid have
M

the kinetic energy,

E - * y w9 •

where e denotes the electron charge. It is possible to reduce E to 

a low value by making 1/Ug a small number. One expects that, due to 

the low yield of secondary electrons, the impact of low energy elec

trons on the glass envelope results in a reduced buildup of electric 

charge. In the case that some buildup of electric charge still occurs, 

the screen grid diminishes the effect of the charge on the motion of 

electrons and ions in the gauge if 1/Pq is also a small number. From

equation (4.7) one can see that 1/u and 1/u can be simultaneously
y h

reduced to low values by a suitable choice of the ratio r/a.

Bayard-Alpert gauges were modified by introducing screen grids in 

the space between the gauge elements and the envelope. Two versions 

of modified gauges were built. The screen grid of the first version 

was an open, cylindrical grid of parallel nickel wires. A schematic 

drawing of the gauge is shown in Fig. 7. A spiral nickel grid was 

mounted in the second version, which was also provided with an addi

tional lead to permit outgasing of the grid by passing high electric 

currents through the grid wire. In order to avoid nickel deposits on 

the glass envelope, heating of the grid was limited to an estimated 

temperature of 600°C. The screen grids of both versions of the 

ionization gauge were connected to the cathode.
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It was learned that the Welch Scientific Company manufactures 

Bayard-Alpert gauges (Cat. No. 1422K) with internal platinum coating 

for shielding the gauge from electrostatic charges and for stabilizing 

sensitivity. The spiral screen grid, which can be outgased, has a 

definite advantage over the platinum coating, because in vacuum 

systems where organic vapors cannot completely be eliminated there 

is the danger that non-conductive deposits can be formed on the 

coating. In this case, the gauge is no longer protected against 

electrostatic charges collected on the inside of the envelope.
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4.2.3 Performance and Calibration of the Modified Ionization Gauge

Modified Bayard-Alpert gauges were built by introducing screen 

grids into Veeco gauges of the type RG-75. The first gauge was built 

with an open, cylindrical screen grid and was operated on the collision 

chamber filled with nitrogen at a pressure of 10_1+ Torr. Repeated 

switching of the emission current from 1 ma to 5 ma did not produce 

the double mode operation observed with the unmodified gauge. In 

order to search for electric charges on the gauge envelope, a metal 

foil was attached to the gauge, and the voltage between foil and 

cathode was measured with a Keithley electrometer. Instead of the 

large effect, which had been observed with unmodified gauges, a 

voltage of only 0.2 V was indicated by the meter, and the voltage did 

not change when the emission current was raised from 1 ma to 5 ma. The 

collector current varied linearly with emission current at a nitrogen 

pressure of 1.2xl0_1+ Torr. This measurement was done when the gauge 

was mounted on a calibration system. A plot of collector current 

versus emission current is shown in Fig. 8.

Three stabilized power supplies were used instead of the Veeco 

control units to supply tne voltages for collector, acceleration grid 

and filament of the modified gauge. The voltages applied to collector 

and grid were -30 V and +150 V, respectively. These values were 

determined with respect to cathode potential. Collector and emission 

current were measured with two separate meters to permit simultaneous
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Fig. 8 Collector Current of a Modified Bayard-Alpert Gauge 

versus Emission Current
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observation of both quantities. The accuracy of the current meters 

was higher than that of the internal meter of the Veeco control unit.

The most important test of the modified ionization gauge was the 

comparison with a McLeod gauge. A plot of collector current Ic
— 5 —4

versus nitrogen pressure p over the range from 5x10 to 7.2x10 Torr

is shown in Fig. 9. The dependence of I on p was linear within
V

±4.6%. The ionization gauge was provided with a spiral screen grid

and, prior to the measurement, the acceleration grid as well as the

screen grid were thorougnly outgased. The gauge was operated with an

emission current Ig of 1.00 ma.

The plot in Fig. 9 corresponds to a calibration constant

(p*I /I ) = 0.95{10_1+Torr-ma/ua}. The gauge was used on the colli- 0 c
sion apparatus for approximately seven months and was then recali

brated. The observed calibration constant was (p*Ig/Ic) =

1.06*{10_l+Torr-ma/ua}. If one assumes that the McLeod gauge readings 

were perfect, then the calibration constant changed only 10% during 

the operation of the gauge. The dependence of collector current on 

pressure was linear within ±2%. It should be mentioned that during 

the seven months of operation, a brown deposit developed on the glass 

envelope. Under these conditions pressure measurements with an

unmodified gauge would have been seriously distorted.

Prior to the calibration of ionization gauges, the mercury in 

the McLeod gauge was cleaned by passing it through a glass filter.

When there were indications that the glass envelope of the McLeod
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Fig. 9 Collector Current of a Modified Bayard-Alpert Gauge 

versus Gas Pressure
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gauge was outgasing, the entire gauge was cleaned with nitric acid 

and was subsequently rinsed with distilled water. The last procedure 

was followed by rinsing with acetone and baking under vacuum. The
«. n

ultimate pressure in the calibration system was 1.7x10 Torr. When 

this vacuum was reached, the pressure reading of the McLeod gauge was 

also in the range of 10"7 mmHg, thus indicating that no gases were 

released from the glass or the mercury. The heights of the mercury 

columns in the capillaries of the gauge were measured with a catheto- 

meter.

A liquid nitrogen trap isolated the calibration system from the 

mercury vapor in the McLeod gauge. Distortions of pressure measure

ments by the stream of mercury vapor from the gauge to the cold trap 

were eliminated by a needle valve, which throttled the flow of vapor 

(Carr, 1963, Mirza, 1969).

Four modified ionization gauges were built. Two gauges were 

provided with spiral screen grids, and the other ones were built 

with open, cylindrical grids. Every gauge was calibrated against the 

McLeod gauge and exhibited a linear dependence of collector current 

on pressure and emission current.
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During linearity tests of photon counts versus target gas 

pressure, it was observed that the measurements did not follow a 

straight line as it was expected. On the other hand, there was no 

distinct trend in the measurements which would indicate a clear 

nonlinearity. The measuements appeared to be scattered around a 

straignt line. Since the same scatter was observed in the photon 

counts of two independent photometers, it was assumed that the 

pressure measurements were the possible source of errors.

Observation of the pressure reading with the r.f. gas discnarge 

operating and without the gas discharge running revealed that the 

measurement of collector current was affected by the r.f. generator. 

It was assumed tnat r.f. power was coupled into the electrometer, 

thus causing false readings of the instrument. Based on this 

observation it was decided to shut the r.f. generator off during 

all pressure measurements. With this precaution a linear dependence 

of photon counts on target gas pressure was observed.

4.2.4 Distortions of Pressure Measurements by r.f. Pickup
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4.3 The Lyman-a Photometer

4.3.1 Description of the Photometer

The excitation of the 2P-level of atomic hydrogen in charge 

exchange collisions of protons was measured by observing the Lyman-a 

radiation, which was emitted in transitions from this state. In 

order to detect Lyman-a photons outside of the collision chamber, it 

was necessary to provide the envelope of the chamber with a lithium 

fluoride window. The Lyman-a photometer, which incorporated the 

window, the detector and an oxygen filter, is shown in Fig. 10.

The space between the lithium fluoride window and the photomulti

plier in Fig. 10 was used as an oxygen filter. It was continuously 

flushed with purified oxygen, and all parts surrounding this space 

were sealed with rubber 0-rings. The spacing between the lithium 

fluoride window and the window of the photomultiplier was 1.45 cm.

Two oxygen lines for feeding and venting the filter are indicated in 

Fig. 10. The feeding line was connected to the regulator of an 

oxygen tank, and a control valve in the line permitted fine adjustment 

of the oxygen pressure. The venting line could be closed with a shut 

off valve, and a third copper tube, not indicated in Fig. 10, 

connected the oxygen filter with a manometer. Great care was exercised 

in adjusting the pressure in the filter in order to avoid any pressure 

surge, which could endanger the window of the photomultiplier tube. 

During measurements, an oxygen pressure of 795 Torr was maintained in
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the filter, and the pressure was held at this level within ±1 Torr.

The accuracy of the manometer was 1.5%.

The photomultiplier of the Lyman-a photometer was operated with 

the photocathode at -3800 V and anode at ground potential. Therefore,

it was necessary to avoid metal parts in the vicinity of the cathode

in order to prevent arcing, which could damage the tube. The retainer, 

in which the photomultiplier was mounted, and the small flange 

opposite to the photocathode were made of lucite, and nylon screws were 

used in the immediate vicinity of the photocathode.

The photometer housing was large enough to include the preampli

fier for the output signal. The Lyman-a radiation was measured by 

single photon counting.
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4.3.2 Isolation of the Lyman-a Line

The Lyman-a line was isolated from the emission spectrum produced 

in the collision chamber by the spectral sensitivity of the photomul

tiplier and an oxygen filter. The spectral sensitivity of the solar 

blind EMR photomultiplier, which was used for all measurements, is 

shown in Fig. 11. The snort wavelength cut off at 1110 A resulted 

from the transmission properties of the magnesium fluoride window of 

the tube, and at 1460 A tne sensitivity decreased to approximately 

)% of its maximum value near the wavelength of the Lyman-a line.

Molecular oxygen has seven transmission windows in the spectral 

region from 1100 A to 1225 A. According to Watanabe (1958), the 

absorption cross section reaches minima at the following wavelengths:

1108.3 A, 1126.9 A, 1142.8 A, 1157.0 A, 1166.8 A, 1187.1 A and

1215.7 A. The Lyman-a line approximately coincides with the absorption 

minimum of the longest wavelength window (1215.7 A). The window at

1108.3 A is outside of the spectral sensitivity of the photomultiplier, 

and any disturbing radiation that can be detected by the Lyman-a 

photometer, has to be emitted at wavelengths in one of the remaining 

six windows.

In the case of protons impacting on argon, the only light that 

could be emitted were the spectral lines of argon, atomic hydrogen 

and argon ions. In the hydrogen spectrum, Lyman-g (1025.722 A) is 

the closest line to Lyman-a, but this line is below the short
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wavelength cut off of the photomultiplier and was therefore not 

detected. Argon and its seven multiply-charged ions Aril, Aril I,

ArlV, ArV, ArVI, ArVII and ArVIII have no intense spectral lines in 

the wavelength region from 1100 A to 1225 A (Striganov and Sventitskii, 

1968). Arlll has a weak line at 1205.95 A, but the wavelength 

separation from the next oxygen window is sufficiently large to prevent 

detection of this line.

The only known spectral line that is emitted in an oxygen window 

is the weak line of ArlV at 1187.8 A. Since no excitation cross 

sections for this line are available, one can get an indication for a 

possible contribution to the Lyman-a counts by comparing the cross 

section 03 for the formation of ArlV with the charge exchange cross 

section a10 of protons in argon. For proton impact on Ar, a3 reaches 

a maximum value of 2x10 17 cm2 at 26 keV (Fedorenko, 1959), and under 

the most unfavorable conditions c3 amounts to approximately 3% of Oio* 

One can, therefore, expect that the effect of the ArlV emission on the 

detection of the Lyman-a line has been negligible.

In charge exchange collisions of protons with nitrogen molecules, 

a stronger effect of the nitrogen spectrum on the counts of Lyman-a 

photons can be expected. Molecular nitrogen has a number of bands 

in the vacuum ultraviolet region of the spectrum. The Lyman-Birge- 

Hopfield bands extend from 1205 to 2602 A (Wallace, 1962) and some 

emission could pass the oxygen filter at wavelengths near 1215.7 A.

Two Birge-Hopfield band systems extend from 920 to 1644 A and from
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955 to 1438 A (Wallace, 1962). Light of both band systems could also 

pass the filter at some oxygen windows.

Neither atomic nitrogen nor the multiply charged ions Nil, NIII, 

NIV, NV and NVI have strong spectral lines in an oxygen window 

(Striganov, Sventitskii, 1968). However, atomic nitrogen has weak 

lines at 1167.45 A, 1158.05 A, 1143.32 A and 1142.73 A, which are very 

close to absorption minima of the filter. The total contribution of 

nitrogen spectra to the Lyman-a emission is limited by the fact that 

only weak atomic lines are emitted in oxygen windows and that the 

windows have very narrow pass bands of a few Angstroems, which reduce 

the effects of the three molecular band systems.
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4.4 Tne Balmer-a Photometer

4.4.1 Description of the Photometer and the Cooling System 

for the Photomultiplier

Balmer-a photons were detected with a RCA 7265 photomultiplier, 

and the spectral isolation of the H^-line was obtained with a narrow 

pass band interference filter, the half width of which was 10.4 A.

A plot of the transmission curve is shown in Fig. 12.

Argon and its first seven multiply-charged ions have no strong 

emission lines in the pass band of the interference filter. Since

coincidence measurements of L - and H -photons, emitted in collisions
a a

of protons with argon atoms, were used for the calibration of the 

Lyman-a photometer, it was important that the H -counts, N. , were notOt 11
affected by the emission of other spectral lines. The quantum

efficiency e  ̂of the La-photomultiplier has actually been obtained

from the ratio of coincidence counts N to H -counts. A significantc a

contribution to N from the emission of other lines would distort the n
ratio N /N. and would result in a value of e . which is too small, c h qL

Because of the relatively low work function of the S-20 photo

cathode, the dark count rate of the photomultiplier was on the order 

of l.OxlO3 to 1.5xl03 pulses per second at room temperature, thus 

resulting in an unfavorable ratio of photon counts to dark counts. 

Since at very high energies as well as at low energies, the proton 

beam current decreased below 10"8 amp and produced a correspondingly
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low rate of photon counts, it was necessary to cool the photo

multiplier in order to reduce the dark count rate.

The photomultiplier was cooled by passing a stream of cooled, 

compressed air through the photometer housing. Venting the housing 

by a tube, the diameter of which was larger than that of the feeding 

line, prevented the pressure in the housing from rising significantly 

above atmospheric pressure. The compressed air was cooled by passing 

it through a coil of copper tubing in an ice water bath. The cooling 

of the photomultiplier was made more effective by lining the interior 

of the housing with insulating foam rubber.

It was necessary to reduce the moisture content of the compressed 

air prior to cooling in order to prevent condensation of water vapor in 

the photometer. Increasing humidity of the air in the housing 

resulted in a significant increase of apparent dark counts, which 

were probably caused by minute arcs between pins of the photomultiplier 

socket. The compressed air was dried by passing it through a moisture 

separator, which also removed dust particles. The air was then 

passed through a commercial drying unit and a 30 cm long pipe filled 

with silica gel. The pipe had a diameter of 6 cm and could hold 650 g 

of silica gel. The desicant was replaced prior to every measurement 

and was reactivated by baking at 160°C for several hours.

Since interference filters are very sensitive to temperature 

changes, it was necessary to protect the filter from being cooled by 

the compressed air. For this reason, the filter and the photomulti
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plier were separated by two glass windows sealed to a plastic flange. 

With this precaution, tne effect of the cooling system on the photo

meter sensitivity was checked using both the light of a standard lamp 

and that of a spectral lamp. Observation of the photon counts for a 

given adjustment of the standard lamp indicated a loss of approximately 

7% in sensitivity when the cooling system was started and a decrease of 

the dark count rate from 1.17xl03 pulses/sec to 91 pulses/sec.

A different result was obtained, when the photometer was tested 

with a hydrogen discharge lamp. After the cooling system was started, 

the photometer sensitivity slowly dropped to 50% of its original 

value. The light of the hydrogen lamp that passed the interference 

filter was predominantly light of the Balmer-a line. The decrease in 

sensitivity could be explained by assuming that, in spite of the 

above precautions, cooling of the filter still occurred, shifting the 

transmission curve toward shorter wavelengths without changing its 

shape. A shift of 2 A was sufficient to account for a 50% reduction 

of the transmission factor at the Ha-line.

Since the continuous spectrum of the incandescent standard lamp 

was very broad in comparison with that of a spectral line, a shift of 

the transmission curve on the order of 2 A did not significantly change 

the intensity of the light that passed the interference filter. The 

test of the photometer with the standard lamp, therefore, did not 

reveal the serious problem resulting from the change of the filter 

temperature when the cooling system was started.
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It was of great importance to eliminate the observed effect of 

the cooling system on the transmission characteristics of the inter

ference filter. The filter was mounted on a flange, which was not in 

direct thermal contact with the photometer housing. A rubber gasket 

between flange and housing provided the thermal insulation. The 

temperature of this flange could be raised with a heating tape con

trolled by a variable autotransformer. A calibrated thermocouple 

thermometer was attached to the retainer that held the interference 

filter, and the electric power for the heating tape was adjusted to 

keep the retainer at room temperature during the operation of the 

cooling system. A test with the hydrogen lamp showed that under these 

conditions the sensitivity of the photometer was practically unaffected

by the cooling system.

During all cross section measurements, the interference filter 

was held at a temperature corresponding to the room temperature at 

which the transmission curve of the filter was measured.
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If light intensities are measured by single photon counting, the

number of photon counts Np is obtained by subtracting the dark counts

N_, from the total number of counts Nt registered by the electronics 
d
at the output of the photometer. The fluctuations of the dark counts 

6N,j are the actual limiting factor for the detection of small light 

intensities. Denoting with Nt° and Nd° the average values of total 

counts and dark counts respectively, one gets for Nd and Nt

Nd « Nd0 ± 6Nd

Nt = Nt° ± 6Nd

and for the photon counts one finds the relation

Np = Nt° - Nd° ± 2 • 6Nd .

If 2*6N. exceeds N„, the number of true photon counts can be lost, 
d P

Thermionic emission of the photocathode is the most important 

source for dark counts of photomultipliers sensitive in the long 

wavelength region of the visible spectrum. Besides thermionic 

emission, a number of disturbing effects contribute to the count rate. 

Small arcs between electrodes inside of the tube or in the wiring on 

the outside produce pulses which can be coupled into the preamplifier 

and are registered as dark counts. Although this contribution is

4.4.2 Dark Counts
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smaller than that of thermionic emission, for measurements of small 

light intensities it is of great importance because it gives rise to 

large fluctuations in the dark count rate.

When a number of spurious arcs originating at the same spot 

occur, a leakage path for electric currents is usually destroyed by 

local heating, or a sharp corner is rounded off. Consequently, arcing 

is interrupted at this spot until the conditions for a new breakdown 

are restored. The small arcs, therefore, add an erratic component to

the dark count rate.

The dark counts of the Balmer-a photometer were investigated by 

recording the count rate with a chart recorder during a period of 

several hours. A typical section of the recorder trace is shown in 

Fig. 13. The recorder trace indeed indicated the presence of an erratic 

component. (The fluctuations are larger than one would expect, 

statistically.) A first improvement of the stability of the count rate 

was achieved by using connectors of higher voltage rating for the 

photometer. Since the count rate was still fluctuating, the voltage 

divider for the photomultiplier was potted with an insulating material. 

This measure resulted in a significant improvement. A recorder trace 

of the dark count rate after modifications is shown in Fig. 14.

If the dark counts Nd are of a purely statistical nature, the 

theoretical value for the standard deviation 6Nd is

«$Nd = Aq ( 4 . 8 )
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Fig.14 Recorded Dark Count Rate of the H-OCPhotometer 

(Potted Voltage Divider)
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it  =  -h  • ( 4 - 9 )Nd ^ 7

The level of the count rate in Fig. 14 corresponds to 103 pulses/sec, 

and according to (4.9) a relative standard deviation of 3% can be 

expected. The recorder trace in Fig. 14 indicates fluctuations on the 

order of 1.5%, which are within the bounds given by (4.9).

With the described improvements of the Balmer-a photometer, it 

was possible to measure H^-cross sections, when the ratio of dark 

counts to photon counts was as unfavorable as 14 to 1. The observed 

relative standard deviation of these measurements was 10%, and on the 

basis of (4.8), one could expect fluctuations of the H^-counts

and the relative standard deviation is

6Nh = 72• or a relative standard deviation /2*Nd7Nh = 0.12, which 

is practically in agreement witn the observed standard deviation.
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4.4.3 Calibration of the Photometer

The method employed for the calibration of the Balmer-a photo

meter with a standard lamp has been described by R. Stair et al. (1960). 

Mirror optics produced a full size image of the lamp filament on an 

aperture plates and the entire light cone that passed the aperture 

entered the photometer. Determination of the intensity that was 

incident on the aperture was based on the known spectral radiance, 

the size of the cone of radiant energy from the lamp and the aperture 

diameter. The quantum efficiency of the photomultiplier tube for a 

fixed adjustment of the electronics was obtained from the known 

incident intensity and the observed pulse counts. Since the intensity 

that passed the aperture could overload the Balmer-a photometer, a set 

of five neutral density filters was used to attenuate the light by a 

factor of 2.3*105.

The mirror optics, aperture plate, photometer and the filter 

holder were mounted on two optical benches in a light-tight housing, 

which was connected with the lamp housing of the standard lamp by a 

large diameter tube. Although this arrangement of the calibration 

setup reduced the level of stray light, it was still necessary to 

make a light-tight connection between the photometer and the filter 

holder in order to avoid stray light that could bypass the neutral 

density filters. During the calibration, the photomultiplier tube 

was cooled, and the interference filter was held at the same 

temperature as during measurements.
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For the purpose of measuring the spatial variation of light 

absorption, each neutral density filter was moved across a small 

diameter light beam by the micrometer drive of a traveling microscope, 

and the transmitted intensity was detected by the H^-photometer. A 

satisfactory uniformity of the neutral density filters was observed.

A typical plot of photomultiplier current versus filter position is

shown in Fig. 15.

Of great importance for the calibration of the Ha~photometer was 

the spatial variation of the photocathode sensitivity. In order to 

measure the sensitivity as a function of position, a thin metal plate 

with a small aperture was mounted in front of the photometer, and the 

aperture could be moved along a cathode diameter by a micrometer drive. 

The light of a pulsed deuterium lamp irradiated the metal plate, and 

only light that passed the aperture could enter the photometer. Three 

neutral density filters protected the photomultiplier tube against 

exposure to excessive light intensities. The average photomultiplier 

current was limited to 3.5x10 ® amp, and the photocathode response to 

the incident intensity at different locations was determined by 

measuring the dc component of the anode current with a Keithley electro

meter (Model 600 A). The measurements, which are plotted in Fig. 16, 

indicated significant variations of the photocathode sensitivity.

During the calibration of the photometer, the intensity that 

entered the photomultiplier was confined in a light cone with a 

cone angle of approximately 2.5°. In order to reduce the effect
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Fig 15 Measurement of the Spatial Variation of the

Transmission Factor of a Neutral Density Filter
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Fig.16 Spatial Variation of Photocathode 
Sensitivity (H^-Photometer)
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of the varying photocathode sensitivity on the calibration, the 

distance of the photomultiplier from the limiting aperture was 

increased to permit the light cone to spread over a cathode area with 

a diameter of 1.8 cm.

Although the calibration of the neutral density filters was 

found to be unchanged after a period of several months, it was 

necessary to calibrate the filters prior to calibration of the 

photometer, because in some cases changes of the attenuation factors 

were observed after a few weeks. The neutral density filters were 

calibrated by determining the attenuation factors of each individual 

filter, which were obtained with a random error of ±0.8%.

The combined attenuation of all five neutral density filters 

could not be measured because it would require an intensity variation 

on the order of 2.3xl05, which exceeded the dynamic range of the 

photometer. One limiting factor was the dead time of the pulse shaping 

network, wnicn was 10"5 sec. It was therefore of interest to know 

wnether the combined attenuation of two filters agreed with the pro

duct of the individual attenuation factors. The result of the 

measurement was that the combined attenuation factor agreed with the 

product within 0.6%, although an error of 0.9% could be expected on 

the basis of the random error of the filter calibration.

During the calibration of the Ha-photometer higher light 

intensities were incident on the photometer than in actual measure

ments in order to make the photon counts large in comparison with the
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dark counts. Because of the high count rates, dead time corrections 

amounted to approximately 4%, and the knowledge of the correct dead 

time was very important for the determination of the quantum 

efficiency. Using two different standard lamps at three different 

light levels, the measurement of the quantum efficiency was repro

ducible within ±3.6%. Adding to this error the standard deviation 

of the calibration of neutral density filters, which was 2.2%, one 

gets a random error of 5.8% for the quantum efficiency of the H - 

photometer.

The reproducibility of the photometer calibration on one day 

does not indicate possible errors due to variations of the quantum 

efficiency over a longer period of time. Variations of the quantum 

efficiency on the order of ±10% were indeed observed during a 

period of six weeks.
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4.5 The Electronic Data Acquisition System

4.5.1 Preamplifiers for the Photometers

The response of a photomultiplier tube to a single photon is 

a small current pulse, which produces across a resistor, suitable for 

matching the characteristic impedance of a cable, a voltage pulse of 

a few millivolts (peak to peak). It is therefore desirable to amplify 

the pulses immediately at the output of the tube. For this purpose, 

preamplifiers were designed. The circuit diagram of the preamplifier 

originally used is shown in Fig. 17.

The circuit elements of the preamplifiers were adjusted for opti

mum pulse response. It was necessary to reduce the input resistor of 

the amplifiers to the low value of lOOfi in order to obtain output 

pulses with a half width of approximately 8 nsec or less.

Efforts were made to avoid overshooting or ringing of the 

output pulses because ringing could lead to multiple triggering of the 

pulse heignt analyzer and the same photon pulse could be counted more 

than one time. This effect is usually eliminated if the photometer is 

calibrated against a standard light source. In this case, multiple 

counting of the same photon pulse results in nothing more than an 

apparently higher quantum efficiency of the photometer. Since light 

intensities are obtained from the ratio of photon counts to measured 

quantum efficiency, the measurements of light intensites can be 

correct in spite of multiple counting of photon pulses.



Fig.17 Preamplifier for Ha-Photometer.
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An entirely different situation exists if the quantum efficiency

of the Lyman-a detector is obtained from coincidence measurements of

H - and L -photons. In this case, multiple counting always results a a
in a measurement of a Lyman-a intensity which is too large. This is 

demonstrated by the discussion of a few examples.

If multiple counting occurs only in the H^-channel and every 

H^-photon is counted k times, where k >. 1 > the number of coincidences 

observed during the calibration of the photometer is unaffected by 

multiple counting in only one signal channel. Therefore, the correct 

number of coincidences Ncq is registered by the electronics. In the 

theory given in section 2.3.4, where practically stationary hydrogen 

atoms are considered, the efficiency of the Lyman-a detector is 

obtained from equation (2.7)

e, = N„„/Nl,_ .L cq hq

If Nnq is the number of H^-counts which would be observed without 

multiple counting, the coincidence experiment, carried out with 

multiple counting in the H^-channel, results in an apparent efficiency

eL = Ncq/(k,Nhq) ’

which is too small by a factor 1/k. Consequently, an erroneously high 

Lyman-a intensity is measured.

Even if photon pulses in both channels are counted k times, the 

intensities, indicated by tne Lyman-a pnotometer are incorrect. Under
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this condition, it is possible that the coincidences are also counted

k times and the correct ratio Ncq/Nhq is obtained, but the l_a-counts

are too large by a factor of k. Although the correct efficiency of the

La-photometer is obtained, the photometer signal indicates a Lyman-a

intensity which is too high by a factor of k. If the coincidences are

not counted k times, the intensity measurement can be too high by a

factor of k2. In the case that multiple counting occurs only in the

L -channel, the measurement of L -radiation also results in an intensity 
a a

which is higher than the incident photon flux.

■ It was possible to eliminate all distortions of output pulses of

the preamplifiers which could give rise to multiple counting of photo

meter pulses by inserting suitable capacitors in the circuits. Termi

nated with a 50ft load resistor, the amplifier shown in Fig. 17 had a 

voltage gain of approximately 5.

Originally, preamplifiers of the type shown in Fig. 17 were used

for both photometers. When the electron multiplier gain of the Lyman-a

photomultiplier decreased, it was necessary to design a high gain 

amplifier for this photometer. The circuit diagram of the amplifier is 

shown in Fig. 18. In order to obtain a higher voltage gain, it was 

necessary to use larger collector resistors in the new circuit, and, 

therefore, bandwidth was lost. The rise time of the output pulses 

increased to 20 nsec, and the half width of single photon pulses was 

approximately 40 nsec.

t . , c c im fp  F. RASMUSON LIBRARY



Fig.18 Preamplifier for La-Photometer.
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In order to assure stable photometer sensitivity, electronically 

stabilized power supplies were built for the preamplifiers. The 

circuit diagram of the power supplies is shown in Fig. 19. The cir

cuit consists of an unregulated power supply and the control circuit.

A resistor chain couples a fraction of the power supply voltage into an 

amplifier stage, and a constant current is passed through the resistor 

chain to make the circuit more sensitive to fluctuations of the power 

supply voltage. The emitter of the amplifying transistor is connected 

to the reference voltage established by two Zener diodes. The voltage 

of the power supply is compared with the reference voltage and fluctu

ations produce an amplified output voltage of the transistor.

The output voltage of the amplifier stage drives two emitter 

followers which control the bias current of the series transistor 

(2N1530). The phase of the bias current is opposite to tnat of the 

fluctuations of the power supply voltage and, therefore, the 

fluctuations are reduced to a low level.

The power supply could be loaded with as much as 0.5 amp and the 

output voltage was 6 V. Fine adjustments of the output voltage could 

be made by varying the potentiometer shown in the circuit diagram of 

Fig. 19. The ac ripple of the power supply was 0.5 mV or less. It 

was necessary to operate Hq- and L^-preamplifiers on separate power 

supplies because erroneous coincidences were observed when both 

preamplifiers were operated with the same power supply.

4.5.2 Power Supplies for the Preamplifiers
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It was expected that fluctuations of the power supply voltage for 

the preamplifier could affect the photometer sensitivity. Since the 

amplifier stages of the ^-preamplifier (Fig. 17) were dc coupled, this 

amplifier was more sensitive to voltage fluctuations than the preampli

fier for the L^-photometer which was ac coupled. In order to investi

gate the effect of varying power supply voltage, the H -photometer wasut

operated in the calibration setup, and photon count rates were measured 

for a fixed light level of the standard lamp and different adjustments 

of the dc voltage for the preamplifier. It was observed that changing 

the power supply voltage from 6.0 to 6.5 V caused an increase of 

only 1.5% in the photon count rate.

A stronger effect of the power supply voltage was observed below

6.0 V, and, therefore, the voltage for the preamplifier was adjusted 

to 6.2 V. Observation of the power supply voltage for a period of 

three days with a Fluke differential multimeter model 853 A showed that 

the power supply voltage did not change more than ±5 mV. The observed 

voltage variation could change the photometer sensitivity by approxi

mately 0.02%. During the test, as well as during cross section 

measurements, the power supply of the preamplifier was operated on an 

electronic line voltage regulator (Sorensen model 1000).

The photometer sensitivity was strongly affected by the photo

multiplier voltage. Measurements of the quantum efficiency of the

4.5.3 Effect of Voltage Fluctuations on the Photometer Sensitivity
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Ha-photometer for different photomultiplier voltages are shown in 

Fig. 20. A variation of the photomultiplier voltage of 5 % could 

change the quantum efficiency by 30%. The curve in Fig. 20 seems 

to indicate a plateau region of the quantum efficiency above 2.5 kV. 

Although it would be desirable to operate the photomultiplier tube

in this voltage range in order to take advantage of the higher quantum

efficiency and the independence from voltage fluctuations, no attempt 

was made to use this range because of the rapid increase of dark counts 

with photomultiplier voltage. Dark count rates as function of photo

multiplier voltage are plotted in Fig. 21. During the measurement,

the photomultiplier tube was cooled by the cooling system described in

section 4.4.1.

The sharp rise of the dark count rate in Fig. 21 at photomulti

plier voltages above 2.4 kV indicates that other processes besides 

thermionic emission were contributing to the dark count rate at high 

voltages. It is very likely that small arcs caused the increase of the 

dark counts. Since the photomultiplier tube (RCA 7265) was rated for 

a maximum voltage of 3.0 kV, one can assume that the arcing occurred 

outside of the tube.

It is possible that the existence of a plateau in the pulse 

counting characteristic of a photomultiplier depends on the adjustment 

of the threshold voltage of the pulse height analyzer. Since it was 

necessary to adjust the threshold voltage relatively high in order to 

discriminate against voltage pulses picked up from the r.f. ion
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PHOTOMULTIPLIER VOLTAGE (kV)

Fig.20 Quantum Efficiency of the -Photometer versus
Photom ultiplier Voltage
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PHOTOMULTIPLIER VOLTAGE (kV)

Fig.21 Dark Count Rates of the HOC-Photometer versus 

Photomultiplier Voltage
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source the plateau in Fig. 20 seems to occur at an unfavorably high 

voltage.

Because of the dependence of the quantum efficiency on the 

photomultiplier voltage, it was important to determine the size of 

possible fluctuations of this voltage. The power supply for the 

photomultiplier (Calibration Standards Corp. Model 127) was electro

nically stabilized and was operated on a line voltage regulator. The 

output voltage of the power supply (2.200 kV) was observed with a 

Fluke multimeter and a Fluke voltage divider. Within five hours the 

'photomultiplier voltage did not change more than ±1 V. On the basis 

of the measurements shown in Fig. 20, the observed variation of the 

voltage corresponds to a change in quantum efficiency on the order of 

0.32%.

The combined effect of possible changes of photomultiplier 

voltage and preamplifier voltage would not alter the photometer 

efficiency more than 0.34%. Since the entire pulse counting electro

nics was operated on electronic line voltage regulators, it is very 

likely that the observed variations of the quantum efficiency of the 

Ha-photometer on the order of ±10% are due to changes in the quantum 

efficiency of the photocathode or the electron multiplier gain of the 

dynode structure.
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The powerful oscillator which maintained the gas discharge of 

the ion source produced a high level of pickup noise in the preampli

fiers of the H - and L^-photometer. The major component of the 

pickup noise was a 50 Me sinusoidal signal. The frequency was 

approximately determined by observation of the waveform on an 

oscilloscope. The pickup noise was bigger than the photometer pulses 

and produced a large number of erroneous counts.

• The level of the pickup voltage had to be reduced before any 

reliable measurement could be made. It was thought that the 

disturbing signal could be suppressed by narrow band reject filters 

without seriously distorting the photometer pulses. For this purpose, 

filters, consisting of two iT-sections, were designed (Feldtkeller,

1950). The circuit diagram of the filters is shown in Fig. 22. Two 

band reject filters were used at the output of the ^-preamplifier, and 

one filter was inserted in the ^-channel. The filters eliminated the 

50 Me component of the pickup voltage, but after further amplification 

of the signal with a Chronetics amplifier model 156 B, a 20 Me and a

70 Me component were found.

The 70 Me component of the pickup noise could be suppressed with 

low pass filters connected to the outputs of the Chronetics ampli

fiers. Difficulties were encountered when a 20 Me band reject filter 

was used to attenuate the pickup voltage at this frequency. The filter

4.5.4 Filter Circuits for the Attenuation of r.f. Pickup Noise
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Fig.22Band Reject F ilter
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reduced the pickup noise to the low level of a few millivolts, but 

the rise time of the photometer pulses increased. The longer rise time 

resulted in a significant uncertainty in the time for triggering of the 

pulse height analyzer by photometer pulses. Since this effect was 

detrimental to coincidence measurements, the 20 Me filter could not be 

used. In order to avoid erroneous counts produced by the remaining 

pickup noise, the threshold voltage of the pulse height analyzer was 

raised. The level of the pickup voltage was approximately 30 mV in 

the L -channel and 10 mV (ptp) in the H -channel.a a

With all filters connected to the circuit, the observed uncertain

ty in the time for triggering the pulse height analyzer was approxi

mately ±1.5 nsec. Therefore, it was possible to use a resolving time 

of approximately 10 nsec for coincidence measurements.
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The importance of dead time measurements for the correction of 

pulse counts at high count rates has been pointed out in the discussion 

of the calibration method for the H^-photometer in section 4.4.3.

In the signal flow from the photometer to the scaler, the pulse 

height analyzer is the first electronic circuit which has a dead time. 

For this reason, double pulses with variable time separation were fed 

into the pulse height analyzer, and the resulting pulses at the input 

of-the scalar were observed on a dual trace oscilloscope (Tektronix 

model 585A). The second trace of the oscilloscope was used for the 

display of the input pulses. The delay time between the two pulses 

was shortened until the second pulse at the input of the scaler 

disappeared. The dead time of the circuits under test is just the 

delay time between the pulses for this condition, as determined from 

the oscilloscope display.

A block diagram of the double pulse generator is shown in 

Fig. 23. Trigger pulses of a commercial square wave generator were 

fed into two pulse generators. One generator was adjusted for a 

fixed delay of its output pulses with respect to the trigger pulses. 

The delay of the other generator was variable. A circuit diagram of 

the pulse generators is shown in Fig. 24. Double pulses with variable 

time delay were obtained by adding the output pulses of the two 

generators.

4.5.5 Dead Time Measurement
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Fig-23 Blockdiagram of Double Pulse Generator
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The electronic circuits in the Balmer-a channel as well as the 

circuits in the Lyman-a channel v/ere investigated by means of the 

double pulse generator, and a dead time of 1.0 ysec was observed 

in both channels.
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Coincidence measurements are affected by the occurrence of 

accidental coincidences. Unless the number of accidental counts is 

completely negligible, this number must be measured. The real 

coincidences are then obtained by subtracting the accidental counts 

from the total number of coincidences detected by the coincidence 

module. It is common to measure accidental counts by observing 

coincidences when a suitable delay is inserted into one signal channel, 

this destroys all real coincidences and leaves the occurrence of 

accidental coincidences unaltered. In order to determine both real 

and accidental coincidence counts simultaneously, the two signal 

channels are connected with two coincidence circuits and real coin

cidences are destroyed in one of the two circuits by a delay line.

The application of two coincidence modules is possible in those 

cases where the number of accidental counts is small in comparison 

with the real coincidences or if fluctuations of the resolving time 

are negligible. Both conditions were not verified in coincidence 

measurements of Balmer-a and Lyman-a photons. Therefore, a switching 

module (Young, 1968) was used, which passed H^-pulses for 40 msec 

through an undelayed channel and for the following 40 msec through 

a channel where the pulses were delayed by approximately 120 nsec.

The channels were periodically switched with a high degree of accuracy 

and synchronously the output pulses of the coincidence module were

4.5.6 The Switching Module
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switched to two scalers. One scaler registered coincidences with

delayed H^-pulses. These coincidences were, of course, accidental

counts. The other scaler registered coincidences with undelayed

H -pulses. The latter coincidences included real and accidental 
a

counts. The real coincidences were obtained from the difference of 

the two scalers.

The symmetry of the switcning periods t was tested by feeding 

periodic pulses generated by a crystal stabilized generator into the 

switching module and counting the output pulses of the delayed and 

the undelayed channel. The difference of the pulse counts was a 

measure of the asymmetry of the switching periods. The obtained 

results indicated that the difference of the two periods was on the 

order of 2><10~5xt or smaller.

A different result was obtained when random pulses were used for 

the same test. The difference of the counts of output pulses of the 

delayed and the undelayed channel were 10 times larger than the 

expected difference on the basis of statistical fluctuations. Since 

during actual measurements, random pulses passed the switching 

module, it was important to investigate the cause of the observed 

asymmetry, which could affect coincidence measurements.

The random pulses and the periodic pulses had equal pulse 

height and equal width. The only difference between the two signals 

was the time between consecutive pulses. In order to investigate the 

effect of the time-lag between pulses, the pulse height analyzer of
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the H^-channel was triggered by the double pulse generator described 

in section 4.5.5, and the waveforms of double pulses at the outputs of

the two channels of the switching module were observed. It was found

that, due to a longer trailing edge, output pulses of the undelayed 

channel were not resolved into two separate pulses if the delay time 

of the double pulses was 260 nsec, but output pulses of the delayed

channel were still resolved into two distinct pulses. This obser

vation explained the apparent asymmetry of the switching periods 

observed during the test with random pulses.

In order to eliminate the detrimental effect of different wave

forms in the two channels of the switching module, a dead time of 1.0 

ysec was introduced in the pulse shaping circuit that produced the 

input pulses for the module. The pulse width was adjusted to 250 nsec. 

Thus, the leading edge of a pulse could not follow the trailing edge 

of a preceeding pulse with a time difference of less than 750 nsec.

This measure was also a safeguard against double pulsing that could 

occur when the pulse height analyzer was triggered by ringing of the 

waveform of a large photometer pulse. Such pulses would follow the 

first pulse with a time difference of less than 1.0 ysec and would 

therefore be eliminated by the dead time. After the changes in the 

pulse shaping circuit were completed, the switching module was again 

tested with random pulses. The difference of the observed pulse 

counts at the output of the two channels was now in agreement with 

flucuations of the count rates due to the statistical nature of the 

signal.
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When the pulse counts at the outputs of the switching module were 

tested witn double pulses, the time separation of which approached the 

dead time of the pulse shaping circuit, a large difference of the 

count rates was observed. The effect could be eliminated by using 

a separate power supply for the switching module and the frequency 

divider, which produced pulses for the control of the switching 

periods. This result indicated that the dead time of the pulse shaping 

circuit had been affected by signals from the frequency divider, which 

were coupled into the circuit through a common power supply.
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In the previous section, single components of the data acquisition 

system have been described, including the problems which have been 

encountered and the efforts made to resolve them. A block diagram 

of the overall system is shown in Fig. 25. Two similar signal 

channels were used for the H - and L -photon pulses. The preampli-oc ot
fiers, shown in Fig. 17 and 18, immediately followed the photometers 

of the corresponding channels, and they were connected with the 

following components by two coaxial cables of equal transit time.

After the signals passed the filter circuits consisting of band 

reject filters, they were amplified and filtered again before entering 

the pulse height analyzers of their respective channels. The output 

pulses of the pulse height analyzers triggered monostable multi

vibrators of the pulse shaping circuits, which produced positive pulses 

of approximately 3.5 V (p.t.p.) with a width of 250 nsec and also 

introduced a dead time of 1.0 ysec in both signal channels. A 

variable delay line in the L -channel permitted adjustment of equal 

transit time in both channels.

The pulse shaping circuits had two independent outputs. One 

output of each channel was connected to a scaler for single photon 

counting. The counting capacity of the H - and La-sca1er were 

increased to 107 and 108 counts, respectively, by using high speed 

frequency dividers in front of the scalers. The high counting

4.5.7 Description of the Overall Electronic System
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capacity was needed for coincidence measurements, which required 

long counting periods.

The second outputs of the two pulse shaping circuits were used for

coincidence measurements of H^- and L^-photons. The output of the

L -channel was directly connected to the coincidence module, and output a
pulses of the H^-channel were passed through the switching module 

before they entered the coincidence circuit. The switching module, 

the function of which has been discussed in section 4.5.6, permitted 

coincidence measurements with undelayed and delayed Ha-pulses by means 

of a single coincidence module. Output pulses of the coincidence 

circuit were gated by the switching module to the respective scalers. 

One scaler registered real and accidental coincidences occurring during 

one switching period, and the other scaler counted accidental coinci

dences during the following period. The latter counts were obtained 

from measurements with delayed H^-pulses.

The proton beam current, intercepted by the collector in the 

collision chamber, was measured with a current integrator (Elcor 

model A309B). This instrument determined the instantaneous value of 

the beam current as well as the integral of the beam current over the 

length of the observation period. The integration time was controlled 

by the timer indicated in Fig. 25. The timer also controlled the 

counting time of all four scalers of the system. Current integration 

and pulse counting were started by a single switch and were auto

matically terminated when the timer reached the preset time. The
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automatic control of the scalers and the current integrator assured 

that integrated beam current and the emission of H - and L^-photons 

were measured during the same time interval.
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4.6.1 Measurement of the Transit Time Difference of the H -a

and the ^-Photomultipliers

In section 4.5.7, it was mentioned that the variable delay line, 

indicated in the block diagram of Fig. 25, was used to adjust equal 

transit time in the Lyman-a and the Balmer-a channel. It was rela

tively easy to measure the transit time difference of the two circuits 

from the outputs of the preamplifiers to the inputs of the coincidence 

module by applying photon pulses of the H^-preamplifier to both 

channels and observing the output pulses on a dual trace oscilloscope. 

However, it was much more difficult to determine the propagation 

times of the signals in the photomultipliers, which were also needed 

for the adjustment of equal transit time.

Transit times of photomultiplier tubes were measured by Q. A. 

Kerns (1956) and R. V. Smith (1956). Both authors used a pulsed light 

source and measured the time which elapsed from the incidence of a 

light pulse on the photocathode to the 50% point on the leading edge 

of the current pulse at the anode. This definition of the transit 

time of a photomultiplier tube is very useful and will be assumed in 

all following discussions.

For the adjustment of equal transit time in the La- and Ha- 

channels, one actually does not need the absolute transit times of 

the two photomultipliers, it is sufficient to know the transit time

4.6 Transit Time Measurements for the Photomultiplier Tubes
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difference. In order to measure this quantity, both photomultipliers 

were mounted in the light-tight housing of the calibration system for 

the H^-photometer and were irradiated by a nanosecond light source 

(TRW Instruments model 31A). The light source was a quartz discharge 

tube filled with deuterium. Although the peak sensitivity of the 

photomultiplier for the L^-photometer was far below the cut off wave

length of quartz, sufficient intensity was detected by the photomulti

plier to produce observable output pulses. The dc output currents of

the H - and the L -photomultipliers were 5xl0"8 and 2.4x10 8 amp,a a
respectively. Both current readings were within the limits for which 

the two tubes were rated.

Since preamplifiers of greatly different gain were used for the 

two photomultipliers, the preamplifiers were included (as an integral 

part of the respective photomultipliers) in the measurement of the 

transit time difference. The preamplifiers were connected to the 

photomultiplier tubes in the same way as during coincidence measure

ments and two 50fi cables of equal propagation time were used to connect 

the outputs of the preamplifiers to the vertical inputs of a dual 

trace oscilloscope (Tektronix 7704). The oscilloscope was triggered 

on output pulses of the H^-photometer, which had the shorter rise 

time. Pulses of both photometers were observed on the two traces of 

the oscilloscope. In a preceeding experiment, the difference in the 

pulse propagation time of the two oscilloscope channels was checked by 

feeding the same signal into both channels. Any difference in the
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pulse propagation time was less than or equal to 0.1 nsec. This was 

the limit of the time resolution at a deflection speed of 10 nsec/cm.

A greatly distorted transit time difference was observed when the 

preamplifier of the L^-photometer was overloaded by large photomulti

plier pulses. The light intensity at the photocathode of this tube 

was reduced by placing thin foils of plastic in front of the window. 

When the waveform of the output pulses was similar to that of single 

photon pulses, the correct pulse propagation time of the preamplifier 

was observed. With these precautions taken, it was observed that the 

combined transit times of the two systems of photomultipliers and 

preamplifiers were equal. The output pulses reached the 50% points of 

the leading edges at the same time. Therefore, equal transit time

of the H - and the L -channel was obtained when all circuits following a a
the preamplifiers were adjusted for equal pulse propagation time.

During the measurement of the transit time difference of the 

photomultiplier tubes and their respective preamplifiers, the H^-tube 

(RCA 7265) was operated with a voltage of 2.200 kV and the L^-tube, 

which was the solar blind EMR tube 542T, was operated with a voltage 

of 3.800 kV. The preamplifiers are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. The 

same photomultiplier voltages were used for all coincidence and cross 

section measurements.
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4.6.2 Measurement of Transit Time Variations of the Photomultiplier 

Tubes

Besides transit time measurements with the entire cathode irra

diated by the pulsed light source, Kerns (1956) and Smith (1956) made 

measurements of transit times when light pulses were incident on well 

defined areas of the photocathode, thus both authors were able to 

determine the transit time variation as a function of the position from 

which the photoelectrons were emitted. Kerns pointed out that the 

transit time variation between different parts of the photocathode is 

a limiting factor for the rise time of output pulses in scintillation 

counting. However, the transit time variation is even more important 

in measurements of single photon events in atomic physics, because it 

directly affects the observed time difference between correlated events. 

Coincidence measurements of single photons can be seriously distorted 

if the resolving time of the coincidence circuit is shorter than 

the transit time variations of the photomultipliers.

Because of the relatively short resolving time used for coinci

dence measurements of L - and Ha-photons, it was necessary to investi

gate the transit time variation of the two photomultipliers. The 

photocathodes of the tubes were scanned with an aperture of 2.5 mm 

diameter along a line through the center while light of the pulsed 

light source that passed the aperture was incident on the photocathode. 

The aperture was moved across the cathode with the micrometer drive
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of a traveling microscope, and a cathetometer was used to center the 

aperture with the photocathode.

Output pulses of the EMR photomultiplier were passed through a 

preamplifier, which was of the same type as that shown in Fig. 17, 

and the tube was operated with a voltage of 3.500 kV. The delay of 

the output pulses with respect to pulses of an internal photomultiplier 

of the light source was measured with an oscilloscope (Tektronix 7704) 

for different positions of the scanning aperture.

The oscilloscope was triggered by output pulses of the internal 

photomultiplier, which had a rise time of approximately 6 nsec. The 

delay of the output pulses of the EMR photomultiplier was determined 

from the time difference of the 50% points on the leading edges of 

the two pulses. The width of the leading edge of output pulses of 

the EMR tube corresponded to 4 nsec, thus the uncertainty of the 

measured delay times was approximately ±2 nsec. The light intensity 

incident on the photocathode was adjusted so that the peak voltage of 

the output pulses across a 100ft resistor was approximately 100 mV.

The light pulses were limited to this intensity in order to avoid 

large space charge effects on the transit time measurement.

In order to obtain absolute transit times, the reference time tf 

from the onset of the light pulse to the 50% point on the leading edge 

of the output pulse of the internal photomultiplier had to be 

measured. This time included the transit time of the internal photo

multiplier, the propagation time of the light pulse in the fiber
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optics from the light source to the Internal photomultiplier and the 

propagation time of the current pulse through the cable connecting 

the internal phototube with the output terminal. The onset of the 

light pulse was indicated by the leading edge of the current pulse 

that passed the light source during the discharge. From a 1.3ft 

resistor, a voltage pulse, called synchronization pulse, could be 

obtained, which was directly related to the onset of the light 

pulse. However, the pulse propagation time through a significant 

length of cable from the resistor to the output terminal had to be 

measured before the synchronization pulse could be used to determine 

the reference time.

The reflection coefficient Cr of a cable with characteristic 

impedance Z and a terminating resistor R is (Kerkhof and Werner, 1951)

Cr = (R-Z)/(R+Z) .

Assuming for the cable connecting the 1.3ft resistor with the output 

terminal a characteristic impedance of 50ft, one could expect a 

reflection coefficient of approximately -0.95 for a pulse propagating 

from the output terminal to the 1.3ft resistor. The total pulse 

propagation time of the synchronization pulse was measured by feeding 

pulses with fast rise time to the terminal and observing on an 

oscilloscope the input pulses and the negative, reflected pulses, which 

followed the input pulses with a delay time At. The pulse propagation 

time of the synchronization pulses was l/2At. After the time of tne
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onset of the light pulses was determined, the reference time t

could be measured by comparing the output pulses of the internal

photomultiplier with the synchronization pulses. The absolute value

of t =27.5 nsec was obtained from the time delay between the 50% r
points on the leading edges of the two pulses.

Adding the reference time to the measured delay between output 

pulses of the internal photomultiplier and those of the preamplifier 

of the EMR tube gave tne combined transit time of the tube and the 

preamplifier. The pulse propagation time of the preamplifier was 

'determined by measuring the delay of output pulses of the EMR tube with 

and without the preamplifier. After corrections of the measurements 

were made for the pulse propagation time of the preamplifier, which 

amounted to 9 nsec, the absolute transit time of the EMR photomulti

plier 542T was obtained as function of the position from which the 

photoelectrons were emitted. The measurements are shown in Fig. 26.

A similar variation of the transit time was observed along the 

diameter of the photocathode perpendicular to the line along which 

the measurements, shown in Fig. 26, were made. When the entire 

photocathode of the EMR 542T was exposed to the pulsed light source, 

the observed transit time was 33.5 nsec. This value is equal to the 

transit time observed at tne center of the cathode. When the photo

multiplier voltage Vp^ was raised from 3.500 kV to 3.800 kV the 

transit time t^ decreased approximately 1 nsec. This decrease is 

approximately the change of tp which is expected on the basis of the
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F ig .26 Transit Time o f EMR Photom ultiplier Tube 542  T versus

Position on the Photocathode
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■■ 1 / 2
proportionality of tt and (Vph)~

Measurements of transit time as function of position on the 

photocathode were also made with the RCA photomultiplier 7265, which 

was used in the H^-photometer. The results are shown in Fig. 27, 

and in Fig. 28 measurements with tne Bendix tube BX 762 are plotted.

This photomultiplier was considered for application in the Lyman-a 

photometer, but it was not used because of its lower quantum effi

ciency.

The measurements of the transit time variations of all three 

photomultiplier tubes showed that the transit time was increasing with 

increasing distance from the center of the cathode. Although the 

photomultipliers were tubes of different construction, this trend in 

the dependence of the transit time on photocathode position was cpmmon 

to them.

The measurements with the Lyman-a photomultiplier, EMR 542T, 

showed that the transit time of this tube did not vary more than 9 nsec.

The observed transit time of the H -photomultiplier did not exceed the
a

minimum transit time at the center of the cathode by more than 6 nsec.

It was therefore safe to use a resolving time of 10 nsec for coinci

dence measurements of H - and L -photons.ot ot
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POSITION ON THE PHOTOCATHODE (mm)

F ig .27 Transit Time of RCA Photomultiplier Tube 7265 
versus Position on the Photocathode
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F ig .28 Transit Time of the Bendix Photomultiplier Tube BX762
versus Position on the Photocothode



5.0 Data Acquisition

5.1 A Criterion for Coincidence Measurements

The low overall efficiency of the photometers made coincidence 

measurements of H - and L -photons very difficult. A comparison of
OL Ct

coincidence count rates and single photon count rates can demonstrate 

the problems involved. When 1.3*107 Lyman-a photons were counted 

during an observation time of 30 min, only 15 coincidences were 

detected in the same period. Coincidence measurements could be easily 

affected by pickup voltages, and it was therefore desirable to find a 

criterion which would determine an upper bound for the number of 

coincidences that could be expected for a particular measurement.

The number N of detected coincidences of Ho- and La-photons is 

related to the number of Nc' of cascade processes from the n = 3 level 

of atomic hydrogen to the ground state by the equation

Nc - e, eL V  K . (5.1)

e. and e, are the efficiency of the H - and L -photometers, respec- 
n L u

tively, and K is a reduction factor which accounts for the loss of 

coincidence counts due to hydrogen atoms leaving the observation region 

before the second transition from the intermediate n = 2 level has 

occurred or making the second transition after the resolving time has 

ended. The reduction factor K is limited to the interval

0 < K < 1 

134
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Equation (5.1) can be rewritten in the form

Nc/(eheL) = K N C ' . (5.2)

N ' is also the cascade contribution from the n = 3 level to the c

emission of Lyman-a photons. If NL' denotes the total number of 

Lyman-a photons which have been emitted in the observation region, then 

the following inequality exists

Nc ' < Nl' (5.3)

because N̂ ' is the sum of all contributions to the emission of Lyman-a 

photons including cascading as well as direct excitation of the 2P- 

level or the quenched 2S-level in the presence of an electric field.

N̂ ' can be expressed in terms of the number of detected 

La-photons

Nl' = NL/eL . (5.4)

Combining (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4), one gets the inequality

Nc < K N Len . (5.5)

This inequality must be satisfied by all coincidence measurements with 

and without quenching field. The quantity K is rather difficult to 

determine in the case of Lyman-a emission from the 2P- and the quenched 

2S-levels because it involves knowledge of the population of these 

levels. Replacing K by its upper bound, one finds the weaker
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inequality

Nc < e h NL . (5.6)

The relation (5.6) was very helpful in finding shortcomings in 

the electronic data acquisition system and faults in the measurements. 

After introducing the improvements described in the previous section 

and adjusting the correct delay time in the L^-channel, which was 

based on the measurement of the transit time difference of the two 

photomultipliers, it was possible to make coincidence measurements of 

'H - and L -photons which satisfied the condition (5.6). All coinci-
Ot Ot

dence measurements were checked to verify that (5.6) was satisfied.
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5.2 Procedure of Data Acquisition

5.2.1 Acquisition of Single Photon Counts

Counts of single L - and H -photons together with measurementsot ot

of integrated beam current and target gas pressure were obtained for 

proton beam energies ranging from 0.5 to 30 keV in order to determine 

excitation cross sections for the 2P-level of atomic hydrogen and 

apparent cross sections for the H^-line in charge exchange collisions 

of protons in argon and nitrogen. Absolute values of the 2P-cross 

sections, however, were not determined until the quantum efficiency of 

the ^-photomultiplier was known.

Prior to every cross section measurement, the collision chamber 

was evacuated to the lowest pressure, which was on the order of 

1.5*10"6 Torr and, at the same time, the ionization gauge for the 

measurement of target gas pressure was outgassed. After the ultimate 

pressure was reached, the pump hole of the collision chamber was 

closed and target gas was leaked into the chamber. The entrance aper

ture for the proton beam was then the only connection of the collision 

chamber with the rest of the vacuum system. Efforts were made to 

adjust the target gas pressure to the same value in order to facilitate 

evaluation of the measurements. No readings of target gas pressure 

were taken during operation of the r.f. ion source because it was 

observed that r.f. pickup affected the reading of an electrometer used 

for measuring the collector current of the ionization gauge. The
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pressure measurement was repeated after a series of cross section 

measurements. In general, there was only a small difference of a 

few percent between the two pressure readings. If larger differences 

were observed, the pressure for each cross section measurement was 

obtained by interpolation. Cross section measurements in nitrogen 

and argon were made at target gas pressures of approximately 1.26x10 

(at 24.5°C) and 1.06x10"^ Torr (at 24°C), respectively.

During all cross section measurements, the pressure in the 

vacuum system outside of the collision chamber was monitored by the 

ionization gauges No. 1 and 2, which are indicated in Fig. 1. Of 

great importance was the pressure in the section between the magnet 

and the collision chamber, whicn was measured by gauge No. 2.

Since the proton beam moves along a straight line in this section, 

charge exchange collisions could lead to a buildup of neutral hydrogen 

atoms, which would enter the collision chamber with the beam. The 

average pressure in this region was 5x10 6 Torr, and, therefore, the 

buildup of neutral hydrogen atoms was insignificant.

The proton beam energy was selected by adjusting the magnetic 

field with a current control and varying the acceleration voltage 

until maximum beam current was obtained. The calibration of the 

current control for the magnet in terms of proton energies was 

described in section 4.1.3.

Dark counts, which also included background counts, were 

determined before and after the measurement of the sum of photon and
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dark counts. At proton energies above 10 keV, it was necessary to 

measure dark counts while the acceleration voltage was applied to the 

electrodes of the ion source. During the measurement of dark counts, 

the proton beam was deflected from the entrance aperture to the 

collision chamber by changing the magnetic field. These precautions 

were necessary because background pulses were produced by the ion 

source when acceleration voltages above 10 kV were used. Below 10 kV 

no difference in the dark counts, measured with and without the 

acceleration voltage, was observed.

The sum of photon and dark counts and the number of dark counts 

alone were measured over periods of 5 min to obtain good averages.

For every selected energy value, three cross section measurements 

were made. At very low energies when the dark counts of the H - 

photometer were ten times larger than the photon counts of this 

photometer, ten measurements were made for every energy in order to 

obtain satisfactory averages. Counting of the photometer pulses and 

integration of the beam current was controlled by the same timer.

The collector for the beam current was provided with a suppressor 

electrode, to which a voltage of -90 V was applied to prevent distor

tions of the current measurements by secondary electrons.

The oxygen in the filter for the Lyman-a photometer was kept at 

a pressure of (795 ± 1) Torr by manual control. The temperature of 

the interference filter for the H^-photometer was also manually 

controlled. Oxygen pressure and filter temperature were checked
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prior to every measurement, and adjustments were made if necessary. 

The recorded observations included, besides the data from which the 

cross sections were derived, filter temperature, oxygen pressure and 

all voltages applied to the ion source.
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The objective of the coincidence measurements was the determina

tion of the ratio N /N, of the number N of detected coincidences ofc n c

Balmer-a and Lyman-a photons to the number of detected H^-photons. 

The quantum efficiency of the Lyman-a photometer was derived from the 

ratio (Nc/N^)q measured in the presence of an electric field, and an 

estimate for the cascade contribution from the n = 3 level to the 

excitation of the 2P-states was obtained from the ratio Nc/N^ measured 

in.the absence of an electric field. The derivation of the quantum 

efficiency from (Nc/Nn)q is given in section 6.4, and the cascade 

contribution from the n = 3 level to the excitation of 2P-states is 

discussed in section 7.5.

Since the number of coincidence counts was very small in compari

son with single photon counts, additional precautions besides those 

discussed in section 5.2.1 were taken for coincidence measurements. In 

order to search for erroneous coincidences, the apparatus was tested 

using uncorrelated light sources for the two photometers. The L - 

photometer was irradiated by the Lyman-a emission produced in the 

collision chamber, and the light path from the beam to the Ha~photo- 

meter was closed with a shutter. The H^-photometer was exposed to a 

low level of room light through a light leak. The room light had no 

measurable intensity in the wavelength region for which the Lyman-a 

photometer was sensitive. Coincidence counts observed under these

5.2.2 Procedure of Coincidence Measurements
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conditions were an indication that erroneous coincidences were 

produced in the apparatus. It was possible to detect with this 

method the presence of sources for erroneous coincidences and to 

eliminate them. No coincidence measurements were made until the test 

with uncorrelated light sources indicated that all sources of erroneous 

coincidences were eliminated. Prior to coincidence measurements, all 

high voltage insulators were cleaned in order to avoid spurious arcs 

which could be coupled into the electronic circuits and could cause 

false coincidence counts.

The delay time t0 of the photon pulses in the L^-channel which 

corresponded to equal transit time in both photometer channels was 

determined by feeding output pulses of the H^-preamplifier into both 

channels and adjusting the variable delay until coincidence counts 

indicated at what delay times tj and t2 the 50% points of the coinci

dence curve were reached. The mean value of tx and t2 was used as 

delay time t0 of the photon pulses in the La-channel.

This choice of t0 meant that equal transit time was adjusted by 

setting the delay to the midpoint of the coincidence curve. From 

the difference of tx and t2 the resolving time t of the coincidence 

module was obtained

t0 = (tx + t2)/2 (5.7)

t.r (5.8)
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The coincidence module was adjusted for t approximately equal to 

10 nsec.

The transit times of the two photometer channels were very stable.

The value of t0 was determined prior to every coincidence measurement,

but no real change of t0 was observed. The resolving time tr> however,

was not as stable as t0. Variations of t on the order of 1 nsec were

observed. For every coincidence measurement, the effective value of

t was determined from the observed number of accidental coincidences 
r

NfiC and the total number of pulse counts (N^+N^) and (N^+N^) in the 

L - and Ha-channels, respectively. tr was obtained from the equation 

(Evans, 1955)

Nac = 2(NL + NdL><Nh + " d h V *  > (5'9)

where t is the counting time and and are the dark counts of 

the two photometers. An average value tr = 10.6 nsec was obtained 

from all measurements. This value of tr was used for the evaluation 

of the coincidence measurements.

Because of the low rate of coincidence counts, long observation 

times were actually needed to reduce statistical fluctuations. How

ever, long counting periods could not be used because of the variation 

of the dark count rate of the H^-photometer. Therefore, an average

value of (N /N. ) was obtained from a minimum of three consecutive c n
observations with a counting time of 30 min. Dark counts were 

measured for 10 min after each observation period. This average was
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considered as one measurement corresponding to a minimum observation 

time of 90 min. During the 10 min periods of dark count measure

ments, the coincidence circuit was always operating, thus these 

periods were also used to search for erroneous coincidences.
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5.3 Estimate of the Fraction of Neutral Hydrogen Atoms in the 

Proton Beam

On the path from the magnet section to the collision chamber, the 

proton beam first passed a pair of vertical deflection plates and then 

moved along a straight line to the tube shown in Fig. 2, which carried 

at its end the entrance aperture to the collision chamber. The gas 

pressure in the system from the vertical deflection plates to the 

tube was monitored by ionization gauge No. 2 indicated in Fig. 1. 

the average pressure reading of this gauge was 5x10 6 Torr. The 

density no of neutral hydrogen atoms in the beam at tne position x, 

which are produced by charge transfer collisions of protons, is

n0 = np0{ac/(ac + °s)[l - exp{-nt(as + ac)x}] , (5.10)

where np0 is the original proton density in the beam at x = 0,

nt, a and o are the number density of the target gas, the charge 
u 0 S

exchange and the stripping cross sections, respectively. This 

equation was given by R. H. Hughes and coworkers (1968). It is a 

special case of a somewnat more general equation, which is discussed 

later.

The pressure 5x10"6 Torr corresponds to a number density of 

target gas molecules n^ = 1.625xl0n  (cm 3). Using for ac and ag the 

cross sections for nitrogen molecules (at 6.04 keV impact energy)
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o = 26.12x10“17 cm2 and 0 = 112.8xl0~17 cm2, one finds at the 
s c

entrance to the tube, which corresponds to the position x = 29.5 cm, 

the value n0/np0 = 0.005. This result means that, at the tube 

entrance, 0.5% of the number of beam particles are neutral hydrogen 

atoms.

In the tube, the proton beam traverses a region of varying gas 

pressure. Knudsen (Dushman and Lafferty, 1962a) has derived the 

pressure variation in a long tube through which a rarefied gas flows 

under the condition that the mean free path is large in comparison 

with the tube dimensions. The theory is based on the model of slip 

flow, and the following equation has been deduced by Knudsen:

L

Q - (4/3)(p2 - p,)va/ | (s/A2) dl (5.11)

0

Q is the rate of volume V at pressure p that passes the cross 

section of the tube

Q = p dV/dt . (5.12)

s and A are the length of the circumference and the area of the tube 

cross section, respectively. Knudsen's equation takes varying cross 

sections into account. L is the tube length, Pi and p2 are the gas 

pressures at the beginning and the end of the tube, and vfl denotes the 

average velocity of the gas molecules. For a cylindrical tube of 

radius r, Knudsen's equation can be reduced to the following form
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Q = ( 2tt/3 ) (p2~P i) vQr 3/L . (5.13)

The tube is connected with the collision chamber by the entrance 

aperture of 0.3185 cm diameter. The average target gas pressure in 

the chamber was pt = 1.28X10"11 Torr. The flow rate Q through the 

entrance aperture is (Dushman and Lafferty, 1962b)

Q = va(pt-p2)ird2/16 . (5.14)

d is the diameter of the aperture. Equating (5.13) and (5.14), one 

finds for p2 the equation

p2 = {(ptd2/16) + (2r3p1/3L)}/{(d2/16) + (2r3/3L)} . (5.15)

For the tube radius r = 0.86 cm, L = 13 cm and px = 5xl0~6 Torr, one

finds the pressure at the end of the tube p2 = 2.496x10 5 Torr. For 

steady flow, p varies linearly with the position x in the tube (Loeb, 

1961)

P = Pi + (P2-P1)X/L » (5.16)

and the corresponding variation of the number density of gas molecules 

is

nt(x) = (1.6251 + 0.4992x)10n  (cm"3) . (5.17)
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In the frame of reference moving with the beam particles, the 

production of neutral hydrogen atoms in the beam is described by the 

rate equation

dn0/dt = ntnpacvp " ntn°Vp°s * (5.18)

np denotes the instantaneous proton density, and vp is the proton 

velocity, which is also assumed to be the velocity of neutral atoms 

in the beam. If other collision processes are neglected, the sum of 

the number of protons and neutral atoms in the beam is conserved

np + n° = npo . (5.19)

Eliminating np in (51.8) with (5.19) and introducing x = vpt, one 

finds the variation of n0 with position x

dn0/dx = -nont(ac+as) + ntnpoac ' (5.20)

The general solution of (5.20) is (Kamke, 1944)

x

n0(x) = exp{- nt(ac+as)dz}[C+ npont ac exptJ
nt(ac+as)dy}dz] . (5.21)

0 0 0

At the entrance of the tube, n0(0) is pnpQ. Using this definition 

for p, one finds

C = Pnpo
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Inserting the value of C in (5.21), one gets the equation 

x x z
f  (

n0(x) = exp{-Jnt(ac+as)dz}[np0p+npoac ntexp{ nt(ac+as)dy}dz] ,

0 0 0

which can be rewritten in the form

n0(x)/npo = exp{-!nt(ac+as)dz}[p+ac/(ac+as)

0

x z

d/dz(exp{ nt(ac+as)dy})dz]

0 0

After integrating the term in the square brackets, one obtains the 

result

no/npo = {oc/(ac+as)}[l-exp{- nt(ac+as)dz}]+pexp{- nt(ac+as)dz). (5.22)

If p is zero and n^ is constant, one gets from (5.22) equation (5.10) 

for the special, initial condition ng(0) = 0.

Inserting (5.17) in (5.22) and evaluating the latter equation 

for p = 0.005 at the position x = 13 cm, which corresponds to the end 

of the tube, one finds n0/n = 0.0126. This result means that at 

the entrance into the collision chamber 1.26% of the number of beam 

particles consist of neutral hydrogen atoms.

Specializing (5.22) to the case of constant gas pressure, one

gets
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*
n0/np0 = {ac/(ac+as)}[l-exp{-nt(ac+as)x}]+pexp{-nt(ac+as)x} . (5.23)

The average target gas pressure in the collision chamber was 1.27x10
12

Torr. This pressure corresponds to a number density of 4.16x10 

nitrogen molecules per cm^. The distance of the observation region 

from the entrance aperture was 3.74 cm, and with p = 0.0126 one finds 

no/npo = 0.03. Therefore, the charge transfer collisions of the 

protons along the entire path from the vertical deflection plates to 

the entrance into the observation region result in 3% neutral hydrogen 

atoms in the beam.

The cross sections for charge transfer collisions in argon are of 

the same order of magnitude as those in nitrogen. The proton energy 

of 6.04 keV, which has been used for the estimate of neutral hydrogen 

atoms in the beam, is very close to the energy corresponding to 

maximum charge exchange cross section. Therefore, the value of 

n0/np0 = 0.03 can be considered as being typical for all measurements.
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5.4 The Linear Dependence of Photon Counts on Target Gas Pressure

Since a great variety of processes occur in collision experiments, 

it is often difficult to isolate the process under investigation 

from other processes which occur at the same time and even result in 

the production of secondary projectiles. Of great importance for all 

measurements of excitation cross sections is the problem whether the 

observed emission is the result of the impact of primary particles or 

an effect of secondary particles. At impact energies on the order of 

1 keV, it is practically impossible to conduct collision experiments 

in a way that would eliminate secondary particles. One has to be 

content with the goal to conduct the experiment in such a way that the 

effect of the primary particles is the dominating one.

The number of secondary particles produced in collision processes 

is proportional to the number of target gas particles in the inter

action region of the apparatus and, therefore, the number of excitation 

processes produced by secondary particles is proportional to the 

square of the target gas pressure in contrast to the linear dependence 

of excitation processes due to the impact of primary particles on 

the target gas. Measurement of the pressure dependence of photon 

counts is a valuable test to determine whether the observed data are 

affected by secondary particles. Photon counts per unit integrated 

beam current versus pressure were measured for both target gases.

Counts of Lyman-a photons as function of nitrogen pressure are shown
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in Fig. 29. The emission of H - and ^-photons was measured versus 

argon pressure, and the observed counts are plotted in Figs. 30 and 

31. The proton beam currents, observed during the measurements, were 

corrected for the loss of protons on the path from the viewing region 

to the collector. Figs. 29, 30 and 31 display a linear dependence of 

the count rates on target gas pressure over the range of the measure

ments. All target gas pressures, used for cross section and coinci

dence measurements, were in the range of the linear pressure depend

ence.

At target gas pressures beyond the range of the measurements 

shown in Figs. 29, 30 and 31, deviations from the linear dependence 

were observed. However, it was also observed that the pressure read

ings of ionization gauge No. 2 increased with increasing target gas 

pressure. This gauge monitored the pressure in the region of the 

relatively long path of the protons from the magnet section to the 

collision chamber, and it was assumed that the deviation from the 

linear pressure dependence was caused by the formation of a signi

ficant fraction of neutral atoms in the beam.

Besides the importance for the fundamental question of excitation 

by primary or secondary particles, the measurement of the pressure 

dependence is also an important test for the function of the apparatus. 

In connection with this measurement, disturbing effects of pickup 

voltages on the reading of target gas pressure were found, and distor

tions of the cross section measurements could be avoided.
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Fig.29 Counts of Lyman-QC Photons per Unit Integrated 
Beam Current versus Nitrogen Pressure
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ARGON PRESSURE (IO"4 Torr)

Fig. 30 Counts of Lyman-CXPhotons per Unit Integrated 
Beam Current versus Argon Pressure
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ARGON PRESSURE (10" Torr)

Fig.31 Counts of Balmer-CX Photons per Unit Integrated 
Beam Current versus Argon Pressure
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5.5 Data Reduction

During cross section measurements (using single photon counts), 

the following data were immediately obtained from the instruments: 

the number of photon counts N, tne target gas pressure p> the obser

vation time t and the integrated beam current Q

Q = I dt

where I is the instantaneous value of the beam current intercepted by 

the collector in the collision chamber. From these readings of the 

instruments, excitation cross sections were derived.

The number d2N' of photons emitted from the beam element dx in 

the observation region during the time dt is

d2N' = F antdt dx , (5.24)

where F, nt and a are the proton flux per unit time, the number density

of the target gas particles and the excitation cross section,

respectively. Expressing F by the beam current I' that passes the 

observation region, one gets

d2N' = (I'/e)antdt dx , (5.25)

where e denotes the proton charge. It has been assumed in (5.24) that 

the number of atoms excited in tne beam element from x to (x+dx)
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during the time dt equals the number of photons emitted from the same 

element. This equality of the number of excitations and the number of 

emitted photons is called radiative equilibrium.

Integrating (5.25) over t, one finds the number of photons emitted 

from the beam element dx

dN' = (Q'/e)ant dx (5.26)

where Q' is defined by the following equation

I' dt .

The number of photons which are detected is

dN = (Q7e)ont dx t(X) U dft . (5.27)

Photo
cathode

dft, e and t(X) are the solid angle subtended by a surface element of
q

the photocathode, the average quantum efficiency and the transmission 

factor of the photometer filter, respectively. W is the angular 

distribution of the emitted radiation. In general, W is a slowly 

varying function, and in good approximation, W can be replaced by a 

mean value. The distinction, made in the notation of dN' and dN by 

using a prime for the fundamental quantity and the unprimed symbol for 

the corresponding quantity obtained from measurements, will also be 

made in the following discussions.
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Introducing the definition of an effective solid angle ftg(x) of 

the photocathode seen from a point x on the beam axis

ne(x) = J t(X) da , (5.28)

Photo
cathode

one gets for the number N of detected photons emitted from the entire 

length L of the beam in the observation region the relation

L
N = (Q'/e) nt e W ag(x) dx . (5.29)

0

In order to simplify (5.29) further, the definition

L

ae = O/L) | ne(x) dx (5.30)
0

is introduced, a can be expressed in the following form

a = (N/Q1) e/(nt W L eq fi fi) . (5.31)

Q' is the integrated beam current that has passed the viewing 

region during the observation time, and (Q'/e) is the corresponding 

number of protons. A relation must be found between Q' and the inte

grated beam current Q intercepted by the collector. On the relatively 

long path of 24.4 cm from the center of the viewing region to the 

collector, the number of protons in the beam changes due to charge 

transfer collisions with the target gas. Combining the equations 

(5.19) and (5.23), one gets, using p = 0, the relation
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HpOO/ripo = {as/(a$+ac)} + {ac/(as+ac)}exp{-nt(as+ac)x} (5.32)

Hp(x) is the number density of protons in the beam at the position x. 

Introducing the ratio rip(d)/rip0 = f with d = 24.4 cm, one finds the 

following relation between Q and Q 1

Q = f Q* . (5.33)

Replacing Q' in (5.31) by Q/f, one gets

a = (N/Q) e f/(nt W L eq \ )  . (5.34)

The number density of the target gas particles and the target gas 

pressure p are related by the equation

nt = 3.536xl016 p(T0/T) (cm-3) , (5.35)

where p is measured in Torr. Tq and T are the temperature of the 

freezing point of water and the room temperature during the calibration

of the ionization gauge with a McLeod gauge. Both temperatures are

measured in degrees Kelvin. Equation (5.35) is based on Loscnmidt's 

number (Weast, 1971) n = 2.68719xl019 cm-3 at 0°C and 760 Torr.

The angular distribution W of photon emission can be expressed in 

terms of the polarization P and the angle 6 between the axis of 

symmetry and the direction of observation (Smith, 1935)

W = ( 1 /4 tt)3(1 -Pcos20)/(3-P) . (5.36)
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If no fields are applied to the observation region, it is assumed 

that the direction of the beam is the axis of symmetry. The 

direction of observation was perpendicular to the axis of the beam, 

and, therefore, one gets

W = (1/4tt)3/(3-P) . (5.37)

Inserting (5.35) and (5.37) in (5.34) yields

a = (N/Q) e f(T/T0)/{3.536*10% L cq(fie/4Tr) }(3-P)/3 . (5.38)

Using the definition of photometer efficiency e

e = Cq (fie/4ir) , (5.39)

and the value 1.602xl0”19 Coul for the elementary charge e, one gets 

from (5.38)

a = (N/Q)(T/T0)4.531xlO'36f{(3-P)/3}/(p Le) (cm2) . (5.40)

It is assumed in (5.40) that Q and L are measured in Coulombs and 

centimeters, respectively.

Equation (5.40) was used to calculate the cross sections in units 

of cm2 from the measured quantities N, Q, p and T. The measurements 

were corrected for anisotropy of the photon emission if data for P 

were available. If no data of P were available, P = 0 was used in 

(5.40). This value of P corresponds to isotropic radiation. The 

determination of the efficiency of the Lyman-a photometer was the
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major problem of the measurements and is discussed in sections 6.2.1 

and 6.4. The quantum efficiency eqh of the H^-photometer was 

obtained by calibrating the photometer with a standard lamp. The 

effective solid angle fl h of the H -photometer was calculated from6n ot
the geometry of the observation region and the transmission curve of

the interference filter shown in Fig. 12. Doppler shift of the

H -radiation was taken into account. The details of the calculation 
a

are discussed in section 6.2.2.

Although efforts were made to measure the dead times of the

1 - and the H -channel, no corrections for dead time losses are 
a a

included in the final equation (5.40). The reason for this omission 

was the relatively low count rate of photon pulses during cross 

section measurements. In general, the dead time losses were on the

order of 0.2% in the L - channel, and since the random error of the
a

measurements was ten times larger than the dead time losses, no 

corrections were made. In the H^-channel, the dead time corrections 

were even smaller than in the L^-channel. However, significant dead 

time corrections of H^-counts were made during the calibration of the 

Ha-photometer. Omission of the correction of photon counts, obtained 

during calibration runs, could result in an error in excess of 20%.

As indicated in Fig. 1, ionization gauge No. 3, which measured the 

target gas pressure in the collision chamber, was mounted at a dis

tance of approximately 25 cm from the observation region. Equations

(5.13) and (5.14) were used to estimate the pressure variation in the
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collison chamber. The result of the calculation was that, under the 

experimental conditions used for cross section measurements, the target 

gas pressure in the viewing region could be 0.1% lower than the 

reading of ionization gauge No. 3. In view of the accuracy of the 

pressure measurements, this variation of the target gas pressure was 

a negligible effect.



6.0 The Theory of the Calibration of the Lyman-a Photometer

In order to find the quantum efficiency of the Lyman-photo- 

meter from coincidence measurements of H^- and La~photons in the 

presence of an electric field, one has to know the number of coinci

dences which can be expected in the observation region for a given 

number of detected H^-photons. Because of the relatively short 

resolving time of the coincidence circuit and the short time the 

fast moving hydrogen atoms remain in the observation region of the 

beam, the number of detectable coincidences can only be determined 

if the life times of the intermediate 2s- and 2p-states are known. 

Since the life times of these states are not equal, one also has to 

know the branching ratio of ^-transitions or the bounds in which 

the branching ratio can vary.

In principle, all the information, needed for the evaluation 

of the coincidence measurements, can be obtained from appropriate 

auxiliary measurements. However, such measurements would be rather 

difficult. Therefore, the necessary information has been obtained 

from the quantum theory of a hydrogen atom in a weak electric field.

163
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6.1 The Hydrogen Atom in a Weak Electric Field

6.1.1 The Eigenvalue Equation

The procedure for carrying out the necessary quantum-mechanical 

computations for the hydrogen atom in a weak electric field follows 

the theory of the Stark effect of atomic hydrogen by G. Lueders 

as outlined in two publications of the author (Lueders, 1950 and 

1951).

The electric field, which was used for coincidence measure

ments, was 313 V/cm. The energy shift of hydrogen levels, produced 

by a field of this magnitude, is smaller than the fine structure 

splitting of the unperturbed atom. Therefore, it is of great 

importance that the electron spin, which is one of the determining 

factors for the fine structure, is taken into account. Lueders 

has based his theory of the Stark effect on the Pauli equation, 

which is given as an eigenvalue equation in (6.1).

. ZsL . --------— (t,?)+ezF+— -— (?[p ,z 0])f\u = E U. (6.1)
8m03c2 2m02c2r3 2m0c2 *

The first two terms of (6.1) are the familiar terms of the 

Schroedinger equation describing the kinetic and potential energy 

of an electron with mass m0 and momentum p moving in the Coulomb 

field of the nucleus with Z elementary charges e. In the case of 

the hydrogen atom, Z is equal to one. p represents the momentum



operator, and r is the interparticle distance. The third term of 

(6.1) is the relativistic correction of the Scroedinger equation,

the angular momentum and the spin operator, respectively. The 

fifth term is the potential energy of the electron in a homogeneous 

electric field t  in the z-direction. The last term describes the 

interaction of the electron spin with the motional magnetic field 

due to the applied field t .  E represents the energy of the electron 

which is the sum of kinetic and potential energy, and U is the 

'time independent eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian operator.

The following notations for the operators in (6.1) are introduced

The eigenvalues of the operator (H0 + Hx) are the energies Epj  given 

by the fine structure formula

and the fourth term gives the spin orbit interaction, t and ? are

(6.2)

8m03c2 2m02c2r3
(6.3)

H2 = ezF (6.4)

(6.5)
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a = n2/(4ir2m0e2) is the radius of the first Bohr orbit, n, a and 

j are the principal quantum number, Sommerfeld's fine structure 

constant and the total angular momentum quantum number, respectively. 

The second term of (6.6) is due to the relativistic correction of 

the wave equation and tne spin orbit interaction, which is given by 

the operator Hi.

The operator on the left hand side of (6.1) can be written in 

the following form

H = H0 + Hx + H2 + H3 . (6.7)
%

Equation (6.1) is solved using methods of perturbation theory.

The Hamiltonian of the unperturbed hydrogen atom is (H0 + Hj,

and (H2 + H3) is the perturbation operator for the problem. For

the eigenfunction U of H, an expansion in terms of eigenfunctions

of the unperturbed Hamiltonian is used. This expansion is

restricted to eigenfunctions , • with the same principal
n j l  »j  »nij

quantum number n. Eigenfunctions for other values of n would be 

needed for higher order approximations.

Inserting the first order approximation function U

(H0 + Hi + H2 + H3) Z A ^  = E E .

in (6.1), one finds

(6 .8)

(6.9)
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Equation (6.9) has to be approximately satisfied by the proper 

choice of the expansion coefficients Aw> The subscript w stands 

for the whole set of quantum numbers n, L, j, m^. n is fixed and 

is not included in the summation in (6.9). m^ is the magnetic 

quantum number. The functions are hydrogen functions in polar 

coordinates, which satisfy the following eigenvalue equations

t and $ are the orbital angular momentum operator and the spin 

operator, respectively.

Since the basis functions iJj are a set of orthonormal functions, 

multiplication of (6.9) with the complex conjugate functions 

and integration over the whole space leads to the set of equations

(6 .10)

and

( 6 . 11)

3 is the total angular momentum operator.

J = t + $

Z «i>v H0 + Hx + H2 + H3 ^w> Aw = E Ay (6 .12)
w
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(6.12) stands for a system of equations for all v, where v repre

sents the set of quantum numbers n, L, j, m^. The principal quan

tum number n, of course, remains fixed. The contribution of the 

operator H3 to the matrix element <v|Ho+Hi+H2+H3|w> can be 

neglected because matrix elements of p vanish if the wave functions 

have the same principal quantum number n (J.C. Slater, 1960). 

Introducing the notation

the system of linear, algebraic equations (6.12) can be written 

in the form of a matrix equation

The matrix elements Hy w are the sum of the matrix elements of 

the unperturbed Hamiltonian (Ho + Hi) and the matrix elements of 

the perturbation operator H2. Since the basis functions for the 

expansion (6.8) of U are eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Hamil

tonian, the matrix <v|H0+HxIw> is diagonal, and the diagonal elements 

are the energy values E„ _• given by the fine structure formula (6.6).n, j

The matrix elements of the perturbation operator H2

have the same form as matrix elements of the z-component of the 

dipole moment for electronic transitions, and, therefore, they are

<v|H0+H1+H2|w> = HVjW , (6.13)

(6.14)

<v |H2 |w > = <n,L,j ,mj|e r F cose|n',L',j',mj'> (6.15)
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subject to the same selection rules. Consequently, all diagonal

elements of <v|H2 |w> are zero, and non-vanishing matrix elements

<n,L,j,m.|H2|n‘,L',j',m •'> satisfy the conditions 
J vJ

AL = ±1, Aj = 0, ±1 and Amj = 0 . (6.16)

For the non-vanishing matrix elements, Lueders gave the following 

equations (Lueders, 1951)

<n,L,j ,nij IH2 1n,L+l ,j+l ,rrij> -
o _ /(j+l)2-m,2 /n2-(L+l):
^ n  J____________

2(j+1)

o n r*
2 Z eaF

(6.17a)

<n,L,j,mj|H2 |n,L+l,j,mj> = - eaF
m V n 2-(L+l )2

2(J+1)
, (6.17b)

where J = L + 1/2.

Equation (6.14) can be written as a system of homogeneous

equations

H - E6,„, k l = 0 •

. v,w vw J I wj
(6.18)

A necessary condition for the existence of a non-trivia! solution 

of (6.18) is the vanishing of the secular determinant

Hv,w " E6vw = 0 (6.19)

Equation (6.19) is an equation for determining the new energy levels 

of the perturbed hydrogen atom.
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The structure of the matrix Hy w depends on the numbering of 

the basis functions ij/1*) s _ by the index i, which is needed forn $ l 9 j »m j

algebraic operations but does not have physical significance and 

has not been indicated in the previous notation. The index i 

determines the numbering of rows and columns of the matrix Hy w>

which may also be written in the form

H, n = • m iHl^9? j m > . (6.20)i,g rn,L,j,mJ i^n,L,j,mj

Significant simplifications of the secular determinant (6.19) can be

obtained by a proper choice of the numbering system. Lueders (1951)

has shown that it is useful to group the wavefunctions in sets with the 

same magnetic quantum number m. and to give functions with the same
J

value of m. successive superscripts i. The numbering system of the
J

basis functions belonging to a fixed value of the principal quantum

number n is shown in Table 2. When there is no danger of confusion,

the basis functions will be identified only by the index i. In view

of the condition (6.16) Am. = 0 and the equations (6.17) for non-
J

vanishing matrix elements, one finds that the matrix H is reducedV jW

to a diagonal block matrix

'v,w
(6 .21)
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TABLE 2

(i)Number System of the Basis Functions i|r { _n * i j j  j i i i j

for a Fixed Value of the Principal Quantum Number n

(1
n,

4>2 = t
( 2
n,

*3 - *n,

(4
n,

n-1),(n-l/2),(n-l/2) = *n!|n-l),n- 3/2),(n-5/2)

(7)
n-1) ,(n-l/2),(n-3/2) ^  = V ( n - 2 ) ,(n-3/2),(n-5/2)

(g)

n-1),(n-3/2),(n-3/2) = V ( n - 2 ) ,(n-5/2),(n-5/2)

(9)
n-2),(n-3/2),(n-3/2) ^  = ^n,(n-3),(n-5/2),(n-5/2)

n-1),(n-1/2),(n-5/2)
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Each block of the matrix Hw belongs to a particular value of theV ,w

magnetic quantum number m^.

Because of the block structure of the matrix Hv>w, the secular 

determinant (6.19) can be factored into a product of determinants 

(J. de Pill is, 1969)

Each determinant Dm is the determinant of a square matrix in the
j

diagonal of (6.21) belonging to a particular value of m^. The number 

of rows and columns of a determinant D is equal to the number of
j

basis functions which belong to the corresponding value of m^. For

a given value n of the principal quantum number, the highest value of

m. is n-1/2. Since there exist only one basis function with m. = n-1/2, 
J J

the determinant ^r\A/2 has only one row and one column.

The meaning of (6.23) is that, within the accuracy of the theory,

which also is the eigenstate of the unperturbed atom for m^ = n-1/2.

(6 .22)

Dn-1/2 = En,(n-1/2) " E (6.23)

E = En (n-1/2) 1S a S0^ut10n (6.19) and is an energy eigenvalue

of the hydrogen atom in an electric field. The eigenfunction

corresponding to the energy value En 1S
»\

Ul, (n-1/2) = V(n-l),(n-1/2),(n-1/2) *
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All states of the hydrogen atom with m- = n-1/2, therefore, remain
J

unchanged in an electric field.

Energy eigenvalues of the perturbed hydrogen atom satisfy an 

equation

D = 0 m, = (n-1/2),(n-3/2).... (6.24)m. j

From the block structure of the eigenvalue equation (6.14), one 

can see that eigenfunctions of an energy eigenvalue E are linear 

combinations of basis functions with the same value of m.. The 

z-component of the total angular momentum 3 is therefore a constant 

of motion. The square of the angular momentum (3,3), however, is 

not preserved.

According to (6.17) matrix elements of the perturbation operator 

H2 for positive and negative values of mj are equal with the exception 

of a change in sign in (6.17b). This change in sign in (6.17b) can 

be eliminated if the basis functions with

L = j + 1/2 and m. < 0 (6.25)
J

are multiplied with -1. In this case, the elements of the secular 

determinants for m. and -m. are identical and the roots of the
J J

corresponding algebraic equations for the energy values are equal.

This means there exists a twofold degeneracy. For every energy value 

E two eigenfunctions with magnetic quantum numbers m^ and -m^ exist.

In the absence of an electric field, the degeneracy of the fine structure
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levels E • is (2j + 1). The electric field reduces this degeneracy 
n»J

to a twofold one. Since for m. and -m, the corresponding matrix
J J

elements of the eigenvalue equation (6.14) are equal, one obtains 

equal expansion coefficients A .  . for eigenfunctions belongingn j j jiiij
to m- and -m.. All eigenfunctions of the perturbed hydrogen atom 

J 0
can therefore be calculated from the solutions of the secular 

determinants for positive values of n y
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6.1.2 Numerical Evaluation of the Eigenvalue Equation for n=3 

6.1.2.1 Calculation of the Energy Eigenvalues

In order to facilitate the numerical calculations, the 

normalized energy shift 5

E ’  <E '  En , n - l / 2 > / < Z W / 2 a )

is introduced. For the case of the principal quantum number n 

Lueders has derived the following secular determinants:

m, = 5/2
J

■ 3/2

"j ■ 1/2

The quantity A is defined by the equation

A = e a F/(a2e2/2a)

K = 0

-5 0 9A//5”

0 -(1/162H -9A/(2/S)

9A/vTT -9A/(2v^) -1/162-5

= 0

-5 0 9A yftTTU0 0

0 -1/162-5 -3A/2A 3A/577 0

9A/rnrr -3A/2V5 -1/162-5 0 6A

0 3AVOT 0 -2/81-5 -3Av7

0 0 6A -3Av7 -2/81-5

(6.26)

3,

(6.27)

(6.28)

0. (6.29) 

(6.30
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From (6.28) and (6.29) one finds two algebraic equations for 5.

£3 + £3/81 + {1/26244 - A281/4K - A2/10 = 0 (6.31)

£5 + 5SV81 + {11 x3_7/4 - 405A2/ 4 K 3 + {5/813 - 17A2}£2

+ { 8 1 -  13A2/(5x81) + 812A V 4 K  - 3"7A2/5 + 81AV5 = 0. (6.32)

Factorization of the secular determinant has reduced the work of 

finding the energy eigenvalues to the problem of solving a third 

and a fifth order algebraic equation. Without factoring the secular

determinant, one would have to solve a ninth order equation.

The numerical value of A for an electric field F given in V/cm 

is (Lueders, 1951)

A = 7.304 x 10-6 F . (6.33)

For a field of 313 V/cm, one finds the value

A = 2.286 2 x 10-3 . (6.34)

Inserting this value in (6.31) and (6.32), one gets the following 

algebraic equations for eigenvalues of states with nij = 3/2:

£3 + 1.234 568xl0‘2 £2 - 6.793 147xl0-5 £ - 5.236 317xl0"7 = 0 . (6.35)

For eigenvalues of states with m. = 1/2, one obtains
J

£5 + 6.172 840x10"2 C4 + 7.272 532x10-^ £3 . 8.395 095 £2

- 9.987 467xl0“8 £ - 3.467 031x1c-11 = 0 . (6.36)
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The roots of (6.35) and (6.36) have been calculated on an IBM-360 

computer using the subroutine POLSOL (G. W. Westley and J. A. Watts, 

1970). The following values have been obtained:

Roots of the secular determinant for mj = 3/2 states 

0.719 808x10“2, -0.500285x10-2, -0.145 409xl0_1

Roots of the secular determinant for m^ = 1/2 states 

-0.358 251xl0-3, -0.899 978xl0“2, 0.112 886X10"1,

-0.240 482xl0-1, -0.396 108X10"1.



6.1.2.2. Calculation of the Expansion Coefficients of the 

Eigenfunctions

Using the calculated eigenvalues ?. and ?k, the expansion 

coefficients A^1') and of the perturbed eigenfunctions U- _W W I 3'Hj
were obtained from the two systems of linear homogeneous equations

-5i 0
N

9A//5 A (O'

0 -1/162-?. -9A/2»/5 a |0 = 0

9b/S5 -9A/2/5 -1/162-?. Al1>
I *

0 9A/3/10 0 0 A<k>

0 -1/162-?k -3A/2/5 -3A f iT ? 0 A<k>

9A/3/10 -3A/2/5 -l/162-?k 0 6A A<k>

0 3A/577 0 -2/81-Ek -3A/2" A^k)

0 0 6A -3/2A -2/81-Ek A^k>

The subscripts of the expansion coefficients correspond to the 

numbering system of the basis functions. Since all roots of the 

secular determinants have the multiplicity one, the ranks of the 

matrices of (6.37) and (6.38) are 2 and 4, respectively. The 

solution vectors of (6.37) and (6.38) are determined with the 

exception of an arbitrary factor. Therefore, one can set one of 

the unknown expansion coefficients A ^  in (6.37) and (6.38) equal
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to one and can compute the remaining coefficients from the resulting 

systems of inhomogeneous equations. and have been set

equal to one, and the following two systems of inhomogeneous equations 

have been obtained:
1

jT
H

f O A<1>' -9A/v^

0 -l/162-£.
b *

9A/2/5
t J

(6.39)

"^k 0 9A/3/10 0 ’A ^ ’ ' 0 '

0 -l/162-5k -3A/2/5 3A/5/2 A^k) 0

9A^3/10 -3A/2/5 -1/162-?k 0 -6A

0 3Av̂ 72 0 -2/81-5,
b J

3A/2

.(6.40)

For all calculated energy eigenvalues £. and the correspond

ing systems of linear equations (6.39) and (6.40) have been solved on 

an IBM-360 computer using the subroutine SIMQ (G. W. Westley and

J. A. Watts, 1970). The normalized eigenfunctions II. of the
’ j

perturbed n=3 level and the energy eigenvalues are summarized in 

Table 3. The basis functions are identified by their quantum 

numbers n, L, j, and m.,.
J
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Energy Eigenvalues and Normalized Eigenfunctions U ^ m<
J

of the n = 3 Level

TABLE 3

*1 = 0

U1,5/2 = ^3,2,5/2,5/2

C2 = 0.007 198 08

U2,3/2 = 0,770 773 ^3,2,5/2,3/2 " 0,207 468 ^3,2,3/2,3/2 

+ 0.602 384 t|»3 j  ̂ 3/2,3/2

C3 = - 0.005 002 85

U3,3/2 = ' 0,412 883 h,2,5/2,3/2 “ 0,882 741 ^3,2,3/2,3/2

+ 0.224 272 ^3j  >3/2,3/2

= - 0.014 540 9

U4,3/2 = " 0,485 220 ^3,2,5/2,3/2 + 0,421 574 ^3,2,3/2,3/2

+ 0.766 054 ^3#1s3/2,3/2

S5 = 0.011 288 6

U5,1/2 = 0,665 908 ^3,2,5/2,1/2 ’ 0,131 103 ^3,2,3/2,1/2 

+ 0.666 408 ^3>1j3/2,i/2 " ° ‘116 662 ^3,1,1/2,1/2 

+ 0.285 778 4^0,1/2,1/2

? 6 = - 0.000 358 251

U6,l/2 = ‘ 0,325 478 *3,2,5/2,1/2 " 0,818 765 ^3,2,3/2,1/2 

- 0.010 344 ^3ji,3/2,1/2 ' 0,437 143 ^3,1,1/2,1/2 

+ 0.180 244 ^ q j /2,1/2
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u7,1/2 = " 0,631 547 ^3,2,5/2,1/2 + 0,371 570 ^ 

+ 0.503 874 -j 3/2 1/2 ” ^15 ^

+ 0.456 666 % >0jl/2,l/2 

?8 = - 0.024 048 2

U8,1/2 = + 0,207 911 ^3,2,5/2,1/2 + 0,360 533 ̂

- 0.443 246 i 3/2 1/2 “ ^*656 425 ^

+ 0.446 574 ^3>o,1/2,1/2

\ g = - 0.039 610 8

U9,1/2 = 0,092 475 ^3,2,5/2,1/2 " 0,210 685 ^3,

- 0.324 712 \p3 1 2/2 1/2 + °-603 116 ̂

+ 0.691 285 a0,i/2,1/2

C7 = - 0.008 999 78

3,2,3/2,1/2 

3,1,1/2,1/2

3,2,3/2,1/2 

3,1,1/2,1/2

2,3/2,1/2 

3,1,1/2,1/2
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6.1.3 Perturbed Wavefunctions of the n=2 Level

In the case of the n=2 level, the magnetic quantum numbers 

m. of the basis functions can have only the values ±3/2 and ±1/2.
J

As has been shown in section 6.1.1, the secular determinant can 

be factored into two determinants. For the energy eigenvalues £, 

Lueders (1950) gave the two determinantal equations

m. = 3/2
J

(6.41)

m. = 1/2

-5 0 A/S’

0 -1/16-C -A/T

A/S’ -A/S' e-l/16-C

= 0 (6.42)

In (6.42), the term e has been added to the energy of the 

2S-|y2-state. e is the Lamb shift of this state measured in units 

of a2e2/2a. The value of e is based on an energy shift corresponding 

to 1051 MHZ> which has also been used by Lueders. The explicit 

expression for e is

e = 1.051xl09h/(a2e2/2a) .

In the eigenvalue equation for the n=3 level, the Lamb shift has 

not been taken into account. The reason for the different treat

ment of the two levels is the dependence of the Lamb shift on the 

principal quantum number n. Bethe and Salpeter (1957b) state that



the Lamb shift decreases and the Stark shift increases with in

creasing n. The critical electric field, for which the Stark 

shift equals the Lamb shift, decreases in proportion to l/(nVn2-l) 

For n=2 the critical field is approximately 475 V/cm, and for n=3 

this quantity decreases to 58 V/cm (Bethe and Salpeter, 1957b).

The latter value is small in comparison with the electric field of 

313 V/cm, which has been used for the coincidence measurements 

reported here.

The roots ^  of the secular determinant (6.42) have been 

calculated by means of an IBM-360 computer. The following energy 

eigenvalues E,̂  have been obtained:

5.523 55x10"1*, -5.498 365xl0-2, -6.456 926xl0'2 .

The expansion coefficients B ^  of the wavefunctions V. are thek i ,m.
solution vectors of the equation

-Si

\

0 A/S' 'bF

0 -1/16-q -A/3 = 0

Av^ -A/T e-1/16-5.
4

B ^

The solutions of (6.43) are the minors of the first row of the 

coefficient matrix. Using a normalization factor C, one finds the 

following equations for the B^1^
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B ^ C  =
-1/16-?. -Av^ 

-Av^ e-l/16-Ci

0 -A/3

A/5" e-1/16-?.

0 -1/16-?.

Ai/B" -A^T

The eigenvalues ?,. and the corresponding wavefunctions V. are i l ,m.
summarized in Table 4.

(6.44a)

(6.44b)

(6.44c)
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Energy Eigenvalues and Normalized Eigenfunctions
i

of the n=2 Level

*1 = 0

V1,3/2 = ̂ 2,1,3/2,3/2

= 5.523 55X10-1*

V2*1/2 = 0,995 154 ^2,1,3/2,1/2 " 6,165 085x10"3 ^2,1,1/2,1/2

+ 0.098 137 78 ^,0,1/2,1/2

C3 = -0.064 569 258

V3,l/2 = °-040173 07 ^2,1,3/2,1/2 ' 0,885 628 ^2,1,1/2,1/2

- 0.462 659 ^2,0,1/2,1/2

S4 = -0.054 983 651

V4,l/2 = ■°,°89 730 49 *2,1,3/2,1/2 " 0,464 328 *2,1,1/2,1/2

+ 0.881 106 ^2,0,1/2,1/2

TABLE 4
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6.1.4 The Basis Functions , _•N > L » J jlilj

For the calculation of transition probabilities and related 

quantities, the explicit form of the basis functions ^  |_sj m . 1S
v

needed. These functions, which are solutions of the unperturbed 

Pauli equation, are called Pauli functions. In polar coordinates 

the basis functions have the general form

l i  i m  = R(r) UL j m * (6,45)n »L»J ’mj n,L,j,m.

R , is the normalized radial part of Schroedinger's wavefunction 
n,L
for the hydrogen atom, and u. . is a function of the angles 0L »J jfiij
and <J) and the spin coordinate, u, . is an eigenfunction of the

l 9 J j

total angular momentum operator 3 and satisfies the eigenvalue

equation

(3,3) = j(j+l)(h/2Tr) 2 (6.46)
J

and

3, u, . = m.(h/2ir) u, . . (6.47)z L,j,mj jv L,j,mj

3 represents the sum of the orbital angular momentum operator t 

and the spin operator 3.

J  = t + 3 (6.48) 

For j = L + 1/2, one can construct an eigenfunction for the
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for the highest value of m- by taking the product of the spin
J

eigenfunction £+ and the normalized eigenfunction  ̂of the 

orbital angular momentum operator

uL,(L+l/2),(L+l/2) = VL,L5 * ^6’49^

£+ satisfies the eigenvalue equation

t zZ+ = l/2(h/2ir)C+ and = l/2(l/2+l )(h/2Tr)C+ . (6.50)

One can verify that u^ (l+-|/2) (L+l/2) 1S an e''9en^unct‘’on 0f 3 by 

operating with 3Z and (3,3) on u^ ^+1/2 L+l/2* ^or t*lls PurP°se» 

it is helpful to use the identity

(3,3) = 32 + (h/27r)3z + 3_ 3+ . (6.51)

3_ and 3+ are the lowering and raising operators, which are defined 

by the equations

3+ = 3X + i3y and 3_ = 3x - i3y . (6.52)

The result of the operation of 3^ on u, • is± L.j.mj

-t J >m i
± uL,j,m. = c± uL,j,m.±l » (6.53)

J.m-
where the factor C+ J is given by the equation

J.m,-
C± J = (h/2tt)>/j(j+l J-nij(mj±l) . (6.54)
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If the corresponding spin operator *>_ operates on £+ , one gets

t_E,+ = C1/ 2’1'2 K . (6.55)

and satisfies the equation

tzC  = -l/2(h/2ir)5” . (6.56)

{2(L+l/2)+l} eigenfunctions u^ l+1/2 m ^ave ^een stained ^rom 

UL L+l/2 L+l/2 ^  repeated operation of on this function.

Eigenfunctions u. • with j = L-l/2 have been constructed*- j j »m j

by operating on the function uL \_ L-l/2

UL,L-l/2,L-l/2 = " \ / S t  {vL,LC " ^ = VL,L-15 } * ̂6*57^

Operating with (3,3) and 3Z on u^ l-1/2 L-l/2’ one ^1ncls

this function is indeed an eigenfunction of J with j = L-l/2

and m. = L-l/2. The basis functions, expressed in terms of eigen-
J

functions of the orbital angular momentum operator and the spin 

operator, are summarized in Table 5.

For numerical calculations, one must compute explicitly the 

orbital eigenfunctions m in Table 5. This has been done by 

computing the functions from the following equation (Condon and 

Shortley, 1964)

v, 1 L- ^L~nl , -  (cos2e-1)L . (6.58)
* V  V(L-m ) 2 L! sin^ (d cose)

The computed functions are given in Table 6.
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TABLE 5 

Basis Functions

*1,0,1/2,1/2
=

Rl,0 v0,0 ?

*1,0,1/2,-1/2
=

Rl,0 v0,0 5

*2,0,1/2,1/2
=

R2 ,0 V0,0 ?+

*2,0,1/2,-1/2 = R2,0 V0,0 ?

*2,1,3/2,3/2
=

R2,1 vl,l

*2,1,3/2,1/2
=

R2,1 {/^ vl,0 C+ + A /3 vls1 O

*2,1,1/2,1/2 = R2,1 {^ 3  vl,l r  - A 73Vi j0 ?+}

*2,1,1/2,-1/2 = R2,l {/^ Vl,lD ^ - v/273‘ v-j 5 }

*2,1,3/2,-1/2
=

R2,l {/^ v1,-1 ?+ + ^ vl,0 °

*2,1,3/2,-3/2
=

R2,l Vl,-1 ?

*3,2,5/2,5/2
=

R3,2 v2,2 ^

*3,2,5/2,3/2
=

R3,2 {^ v2,1 ?+ + A T S  v2j2 o

*3,2,3/2,3/2
=

R3,2 {v̂ 75'v2 j2 r  - /T7 ? v 2 §1 z+ )

*3,1,3/2,3/2 = R3,l V1,1 ?+
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^3,2,5/2,1/2 R3,2 { ^ 7 5  v2j0 + 72/F v 2j1 0

^3,2,3/2,1/2 = R3,2 {✓175" v2>1 c - /27F v2jQ 5+ >

^3,1,3/2,1/2 R3,l { m  v1>0 + ^  vl,l r >

*3,1,1/2,1/2 = R3,l {J?]2 v1 ̂ c - /T7I v-j c+ )

^3,0,1/2,1/2 = R3,0 v0,0 C+

TABLE 6

Normalized Eigenfunctions of the Orbital Angular Momentum Operator

i<|>
vo,o =

Vi -j = -/3/87T sin0 e1*̂

v-| q = /3/4tr cos6

v-| _-j = 1/3/87t sine e"i(̂

v2 2 = 7157327 sin20 ei24>

v 2 -j = - / 1 5 / 8 tt sine cose e 

v2 q = / 5 / 1 6 tt (3cos2e - 1) 

v2 _-j = / 1 5 /8 tt sine cose e"1"̂

v2>_2 = /I5/32tt sin20 e"i2<}>
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6.1.5 Comparison of Computed Dipole Matrix Elements with 

Corresponding Matrix Elements given by Lueders

In his two publications on the Stark effect of the hydrogen 

atom, Lueders gave the matrices for the Hamiltonian operator 

(these were also used in this work) but he did not list explicitly 

the basis functions which he used for the expansion of the perturbed 

states. Since, in the literature, the basis functions _m > L , J }lll j

are defined only with the exception of phase factors, it was important 

to compute matrix elements r^  ̂= <ty.j |r |^>, which could be compared 

with those listed in Lueders1 paper, in order to assure that the 

functions in Table 5 and 6 lead to the same result.

For the calculation of matrix elements r. it is useful to 

express the radius vector r in polar coordinates.

r = x0r sin0 coscp + y0r sine sin<J> + z0r cose .

Expressing sin<}> and cos<}> in terms of exponential functions, one 

finds

r = r(x0-iyo) sine e1(fy2 + r(x0+iyo) sine e-1<V2  + r z0cose , (6.59) 

and from (6.59) one gets 

ro = (xo-iyo) sine e^/2 + (x0+iyo) sine e" 1<*>/2 + z0cose . (6.60)



With the basis functions from Table 5, one finds 

<2,1,3/2,1/2jr|l,0,1/2,l/2> =

The last equation can be simplified using the orthogonality and 

normalization of the spin functions.

U"»S+) = 0, (S+ ,£+) = (5_» 0  = 1 (6

<2,1,3/2,1/2 r 1,0,1/2,l/2> = <^,1^/3 V1 ,olr ^ l Rl ,0 v0,0> '

Integration over r leads to

<2,1,3/2,1 /21r 11,0,1/2,1 /2> = ^73 <V1,0^° I v0,0> ’ (6

where
00

4;? = { r2,i r Ri , o r2 dr •
0

n 1 I 1The values of R" have been taken from tables given by Condon 
n j l

and Short!ey (1964a).

Inserting the functions v-j Q and Vg g from Table 6, one

finds

<V1,0^°lv0,0> = <73/4^ cose| (x0-iy0)sin9 ei<()/2

+ (x0+iy)sine e"^/2 + z0cose |/1/4tt> .
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Because of the properties of the functions e+1'̂ , only one term of 

the last expression does not vanish.

<V1 o 1 r°! v0 0> = ^3/47/ <co s0|z oc o s0|/1/4tt> .

This equation can be written in the form

2tt 7Tf f

<V1 0 ^ 0  O'* = cos20 sin© d0 dcp

0 0

With the substitution x = cos0, one gets

<vi,o |7° |vo,o> = ?»,/I7T •

From Condon's and Snortley's tables one finds

R1,0 . a 2'5/2 3-9/2 >
2,1

where a is the radius of the first Bohr orbit. Inserting

and <v.| o |r0|vo 0> in (6.62) leads to

<2,1,3/2,l/2|r|l,0,1/2,l/2> = z0a 28/311/2 . (6.63)

Analogously, one obtains tne following results:

<2,1,1/2,1/2 |r|1,0,1/2 l/2> = -z0a 215/2/311/2 (6.64)

<2,1,3/2,1/2|r|1,0,1/2,-l/2> = -(x0-iy0)a 27/311/2 (6.65)

<2,1,1/2,1/2|r11,0,1/2,-l/2> = -(x-iy0)a 215/2/311/2 . (6.66)
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The matrix elements (6.63), (6.64), (6.65) and (6.66) are identical 

with the matrix elements given by Lueders in equation (14) of his 

publication (Lueders, 1950). One can therefore expect that the 

basis function in Tables 5 and 6 have the proper phase factors.
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6.1.6 Stark Shift of the n = 2 and n = 3 Levels

In the absence of an electric field, the energy separation 

of the fine structure levels is described by Sommerfeld's fine 

structure formula with additional corrections for the Lamb shift. 

From (6.6) one finds for the energy separation of states with the 

quantum numbers n and j from the level with j = n-1/2

the following form

-i " - - o2 e2/(2ahc) (Z/n)" {n/(j+l/2) - 1) . (6.68)
n,j n,n-i/2

In the case of the 2S y 2"sta,te» one has t0 ac*d t0 (6*68) the Lamb 

shift of 1.051x10"9/c (cm"1)- For the n = 2 and 3 levels, one gets 

the following term difference in the absence of an electric field:

- a2 e2 (Z/n)V2a {n/(j+l/2) - 1} . (6.67)

E2,l/2 " E2,3/2 -0.3652 cm 1

E2,l/2 (L=0) ‘ E2,3/2 -0.3302 cm 1

E3,3/2 ‘ E3 ,5/2 -0.03607 cm" 1

E3,l/2 ' E3 ,5/2 -0.1443 cm
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In the presence of an electric field, the energy separation 

of the perturbed fine structure levels can be obtained from the

energy eigenvalues £.j. Lueders (1951) gave the following equation

Ei " En,n-l/2 = 5,842 h  ĉm"^ * 6̂ '69^

Equation (6.69) has been evaluated using the computed eigenvalues 

The Stark shifts of the n = 2 and n = 3 levels in an electric

field of 313 V/cm are shown in Fig. 32 and 33.

The lines in Fig. 32 and 33, which connect the perturbed 

energy levels with unperturbed fine structure levels of well 

defined j-values have been drawn according to the non-crossing 

rule (Hund, 1927). From inspection of the perturbed wavefunctions 

in Tables 3 and 4, one can see that, in the case of the n = 2 levels, 

basis functions belonging to the assigned j-values of the field 

free state are the dominant components in the expansions of the 

perturbed states. In the case of the n = 3 level, basis functions 

belonging to the assigned j-values are not always the dominant 

components, but they are at least one of the two dominant components.

In spite of the strong contributions from basis functions of different 

j-values, one can still recognize from which fine structure levels 

the perturbed states arise.

The energy shifts, shown in Fig. 32 and 33, exhibit tne 

general feature of the hydrogen atom that the Stark-shift increases and 

the fine structure splitting decreases with increasing principal 

quantum number n.
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6.1.7 Life Times of Perturbed States of the n = 2 Level

Although an electric field of 313 V/cm has only a very small

effect on the energies of the n = 2 states, the effect of this field

on tne life times of the states is of great importance.

The transition probability P(V.. m , g+-|/2  ̂0f a Perturbed
J

state V.j m to one of the two ground states Q _i/2 

(Condon and Snortley, 1964b)

where e, h and X are the elementary cnarge, Planck's constant and

the wave length of tne emitted radiation, respectively. The life

time iu of a state V. is related to tne total transition probability 
1

P(V.,tot) from the state V.. to all lower states by the equation

l/P(V.,tot) (6.71)

Since there are only two lower states ^  Q and o 1/2 -1/2’

one gets for P(V..,tot)

(6.72)

Using tne expression
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and the equations (6.63), (6.64), (6.65) and (6.66), one finds 

<V1,1/2^1,0.1/2,l/2> = ^ 2 15/2/311/2 < ^ >  - b|1>) (6.73)

and

<Vi,1/21r 1^1,0,1/2,-l/2> = -(x°-iyo)a 311/2  ̂ + ^ B3 (6.74)

Inserting tne matrix elements in (6.72) leads to

P(V.,tot) = S ^ ^ ( | b | 1)|2 + |Bi1,l2)a2 .
1 3hX3 3

Because of the normalization of the expansion coefficients, the 

last equation can be written

P(v tot) = M j t W  2| i (1 . |b(1) |2) _ (6.75)

1 3hx3 3

(6.75) is equation (17) of Lueders' publication (Lueders, 1950).

With the wave length of 1215.67A for the Lyman-a line (Striganov 

and Sventitskii, 1968b), one gets

P(V.,tot) = 6.2579xl08 (1- | B ^ | 2) (sec-1) . (6.76)

Using tne coefficients B ^  of Table 4, one finds the following 

transition probabilities:

P(V2,tot) = 6.1977xl08sec-1 , P(V3,tot) = 4.9184xl08sec"1 

and P(V4,tot) = 1.400xl08sec"1 .
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The corresponding life times of the states are:

Tw = 1.61xl0'9sec t „ = 2.03xl0"9sec tv = 7.13xl0'9sec
v2 3 4

V4 y 2 1s the perturbed ^"\/z state and 1/2 anc* ^3,1/2 are states 

of the perturbed 2P-level.

The total transition probability of the state V-j 1S

»P(V-| ,tot) = 6^ 3~  <vi ,3/2 ir 1^1,0,1/2,l/2> 

and with the matrix element

27
<V1,3/21r î*1,0,l/2,l/2> = -(xO-iyo) ^5 a (6-77)

one obtains the life time

ty = 1.60xl0"9sec

V1 3/2 1S the unPerturbed 2P3/2 state of the hydrogen atom.

I. A. Sell in (1964) has determined the life time of tne 

2S^ 2  state in uniform electric fields by radiative decay length 

measurements. Witnin the accuracy to wnicn the grapn of his
-9

measurements can be read, he determined a life time of 7.2x10 sec

in a field of 310 V/cm. This value is in good agreement with the

computed value t., = 7.13xl0"9sec based on an electric field
4

of 313 V/cm.
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6.1.8 Transition Probabilities of Perturbed States of tne n=3 Level

6.1.8.1 States with Positive Magnetic Quantum Numbers mj

The objective of tne theoretical investigation of tne hydrogen 

atom in a weak electric field is the calculation of parameters 

needed for evaluation of the coincidence measurements of Ha- and 

L^-photons. In section 6.1.7 the life times of the intermediate 

n=2 level have been computed. Considerably more work is involved 

in the calculation of the branching ratio of H -transitions to the 

2S- and 2P-levels. In order to obtain a weighted average for the 

branching ratio, one must compute all transition probabilities for 

each state of the n = 3 level.

The case of the state U-| 5/,2 is relatively simple because the 

only allowed transition from this state is the transition to the 

state 3/2 and botb states remain unperturbed in the presence 

of an electric field. The matrix element for this transition is

<Ul,5/2^lVl,3/2> = ^3,2,572,5/2^^2,1,3/2,3/2> * (6-78)

As nas already been done in section 6.1.5, matrix elements of basis

functions i|;_ . • m and , are written in the form
n ,L , j ,n i j  Tn ,L ,j .m^

J J
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With this notation the transition probability p(u-j ,5/2,V1 ,3/2^ 1S

<3,2,5/2,5/2|r|2,l,3/2,3/2> 2 , (6.79)P(U v ) = 6~--e—' 1,5/2*1,3/2  ̂ 3hx 3

where denotes the wave length of the H^-line.

The matrix elements <U. |r|V. ,>, which are needed for theI )lTlj j
calculation of transition probabilities from perturbed states, have

been evaluated using the expansions of U. and V. in terms of
* j K,mj

basis functions ib , _• _ , wnich are listed in Tables 3 and 4. Fromn» l j j jiHj

the states U.. 2Transitions are allowed to V. ̂ 2  anc* t0

the ground state Q 1/2* The fol^owln9 notations are used for 

expansion coefficients of perturbed wavefunctions The n = 2

level

Ui,3/2 = 4°^,2,5/2,3/2 + 4 % , 2 , 3 / 2 , 3 / 2  + 4 " S ,1,3/2,3/2* ^6 -80)

The subscripts of the coefficients are in accordance witn the 

numbering of the basis functions given in Table 2. The capital 

letter B with corresponding superscripts and subscripts is used 

to denote expansion coefficients of wavefunctions ^  The 

n = 2 level.

Vk,l/2 = 4 ^ 2 , 1  ,3/2,1/2 + 4^2,1,1/2,1/2 + B4k^2,0,l/2,l/2* 6̂*81)

If one inserts (6.80) and (6.81) into the matrix elements
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<Ui 3/21^ 1̂ ,0,l/2,l/2> and <ui,3/21r V̂k,m^ and takes the selection
J

rules for the basis functions $ . . into account, one getsn, l , j ,nij

<di ,3/21^11 ,0 ,l/2 ,l/2> = A^i)<3,1,3/2,3/2|f|l,0,l/2,l/2> , (6.82)

<Ui,3/2^lVl,3/2> = 4^^<3,2,5/2,3/2|r 12,1,3/2,3/2>

+ A ^ < 3 , 2,3/2,3/2| r 12,1,3/2,3/2> , (6.83)

and

kUi ,3/2^1 Vk,l/2> = A^i)B^k)<3,2,5/2,3/2|r|2,l,3/2,l/2>

+ A^i)B(k)<3,2,3/2,3/2|r|2,l,3/2,l/2>

+ A^i)B^k)<3,2,3/2,3/2|r|2,l,l/2,l/2>

+ Aj^B^k)<3,1,3/2,3/2|r|2,0,1/2,l/2> . (6.84)

The states U.. are linear combinations of basis functions 

with magnetic quantum number m. =1/2.
J

Ui ,1/2 = 4 ^ 3 ,2 ,5 /2 ,1 /2  + 4 ^ 3 ,2 ,3 /2 ,1 /2  + 4 ' V l  ,3/2,1/2 

+ 4 1 ̂ 3 ,1,1/2 ,1/2 + 4 1^ 3 , 0 ,1/2 ,1/2 • (6-85)

The matrix elements for transitions to the two ground states 

,0,1/2,±1/2* the states V1,3/2 and Vi,l/2 are:
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<ui/1/2|r|1.0,l/2,l/2> = A^i)<3,l,3/2,l/2|r|l,0,l/2,l/2>

+ A*1)<3,1,1/2,l/2|r|l,0,1/2,l/2> (6.86)

<uijl/2|r|1,0,l/2>-l/2> = A^<3,l,3/2,l/2|r|l,0,l/2,-l/2>

+ A*1)<3,l,l/2,l/2|r|l,0,l/2ft-l/2> (6.87)

<Ui,l/2l?|Vl,3/2> = A^i)<3,2,5/2,1/2|r|2,l,3/2,3/2>

+ Ag1̂ <3,2,3/2,l/2|r|2,1,3/2,3/2>

+ Ag1^<3,0,l/2,l/2|r|2,l,3/2,3/2> (6.88)

<Ui ,1/2^1 Vk,l/2> = A^i)B^k)<3,2,5/2>l/2|r|2,l,3/2,1/2>

+ Ag1' <3,2,3/2,l/2|r|2,1,3/2,l/2>

+ A^i)B^k)<3,2,3/2,l/2|r|2,l,l/2,l/2>

+ A^i)B^k)<3>0,l/2,l/2|f|2,1,3/2,l/2>

+ Ag1* ̂ ^<3,0,1/2,1/2 |r| 2,1,1/2,l/2>

+ A^i)B(k)<3J,3/2,l/2|ri2>0 Jl/2,l/2>

+ A ^ B j k)<3,l, 1/2,l/2|r|2,0,1/2 l/2> . (6.89)

In addition to transitions corresponding to the matrix elements 

(6.86), (6.87), (6.88) and (6.89), there are also allowed transitions 

from U.j t0 states exPansi°n coefficients of



are equal to those of Vk y 2, but, as has been discussed in section 

6.1.1, basis functions with j = L-l/2 must be multiplied with (-1).

For states _ y 2 one 9ets the expansion

Vk,-l/2 = B2K^ 2 , 1,3/2,-l/2"B3k^2,l,1/2,-l/2+B4k^ 2 , 0,1/2,-1/2 *(6 *90)

Using (6.90), one finds the following matrix elements for transi

tions from the states U. t0 _]/2

,<Ui,l/2^1 Vk,-l/2> = A5i)B2k)<3,2,5/2,l/2|r|2,l ,3/2,-l/2>

+ Ag1^B2k^<3,2,3/2,1/2|r|2,1,3/2,-l/2>

- Ag1^B2k^<3,2,3/2,l/2|r|2,1,1/2,-l/2>

+ A^i)B^k)<3,0,l/2,l/2|ri2,l,3/2,-l/2>

- A^i)B^k)<3,0,l/2,l/2|r|2,l,l/2,-l/2>

+ A ^  B|k)<3,l,3/2,l/2|r|2,0,l/2,-l/2>

+ A^1)B^k)<3,1,1/2,l/2|r|2,0,1/2,-l/2> . (6.91) 

The matrix elements <n,L ,j ,m-|r|n',L',j',m •'> have the general
J J

form

= <Rn ,LuL J , m / l Rn',L'UL',j Mn,'"' (6’92) 
J J

206
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If the integration over r is carried out first, one gets

n 1 L1
<n,L,j,m.|r|n',L',j1,mj'> = R <uL , j 1V  ,j' ,m. ’ (6*93)

D * L J J

n1 I 1where R , denotes the integral n,L

m

n',L'n jL f
= Rn , r Rn , , , r2 dr . „ . I n,L n ,L

n,L i

Expressing the angular momentum eigenfunctions uL j >m. in terms of 
. J
spin and orbital functions

u, . = a v. _£~ + b v, / » (6.94)L,j ,m. L,nr L,(m-lr
J

one can expand (6.93) further.

n',L'
<n,L,j,m.|r|n',L\j‘,m.'> = R {aa*<v, m Ir°!vi'

J J n,L *

+ bb'<vl,m-ll?°IV,m'-l>1 • (6'95)

Using the shorter notation

<vL,m |ro|VL* = <L,m|r01L1 ,m'> , (6.96)

equation (6.95) can be written in the form

n' ,L'
<n ,L,j,m.|r1n',L1,m-*> = R {aa'<L,m|ro|L',m'>

J J n,L

+ bb'<L,m-l|r01L* ,m'-l>} . (6.97)
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From (6.97), one can see that the matrix elements

<n,L,j ,m. |r|n',L',j',mi'> can be obtained from linear combinations 
J J

of <L,m|r0|L',m'>. The coefficients a and b in (6.97) and (6.94) 

are given in Table 5.

The values of Rn ' L' have been taken from tables of Condon and n 91
Shortley (1964b). However, the authors have listed only the squares

of Rn and when the sign of the quantity has been in doubt, the 
n,L

values have been computed using Gordon's equation (Gordon, 1929, 

and Bethe and Salpeter, 1957b)

Rn , ’ L_1 = M ) n , ~L-' / ( n + D K n ' + L - p r  (4nn‘ )L+1(n -n 1)n+n'~2L~2 „

n,L 4 (2L-1)! V (n -L -1 ) ! ( n ' - L ) ! (n+n ')n+n'

x{F(-nr,-nr' , 2 L , - - ^ n _ )
I r r n-n' 2

n-n° 
n+n' F(-n -2,-n 1,2L,- 4nn ■■■--)} .

r r (n-n1)2 7
(6.98)

(n-n1)2

In the above equation, F(a,b,c,y) is the hypergeometric function

F(a,b,c,y) - 1 + l l i ^ ± U ^ + ... , (6.99)

and nf and nf' are defined by the following equations

nr = n - L , nr' = n ' - L

Because the parameters a, b and c are integers, the series for the 

hypergeometric functions terminate.
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The matrix elements <L,m|r01L‘,m'>, which are needed for the

calculation of transition probabilities of the states have
J

been computed and are listed in Table 7. Using these values, the

matrix elements <n,L,j,m.|r|n',L',m',m.'> have been obtained from
J J

(6.97). The results are given in Table 8. With the known values

of <n,L,j,mj|r|n',L' ,j1,mj'>, the matrix elements <Uj>m.|r|Vk>m >
J J

can be computed using equations (6.82) through (6.91). Transition 

probabilities P(U- ,V. ,) for allowed transitions from the statesi »mj
U. to V. , and transition probabilities P(U. ,g) to the ground i,m. k,m. i »mj

J J J
state have been obtained from the equations

p(U v ,) = 64tt- ~ 
**mj mj shXh3

(6 .100)

and

<Ui , m J r l'l'l,0 ,1/2 ,-1/2> | } ’ (6 .101)

where X is tne wave length of 6562.79A of the H -line and Xft is n a p

the wave length of 1025.7A of the Lyman-6-1ine. The equations 

(6.82) through (6.91), (6.100) and (6.101) have been evaluated by 

means of an IBM-360 computer. The calculated transition probabilities 

are listed in Table 9.
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TABLE 7

Matrix Elements <L,m|ro|L',m'>

<2,21 r011 »1> = - ( V l y 0)/vS <2,0|r011 »-l> = -(xo-iyo)/*^

<2,11 r011,1> = <1 »1 |r010,0> = -(xo-iyo)/^

<2,1 |r0|l *0> = -(x0-iyo)//TTT <l,0|r„|0,0> = z0//T

<2,0|r011 ,1> = (x0+iy0)/v3TT <1 ,-1 |r010,0> = (x0+iy0) / A

<2,01 r011 »0> = z02//TE'

TABLE 8

Matrix Elements <n,L,j,m.1r|n',L',j1,mj'>

t . ^2.1<3,2,5/2,5/2 j"? j 2,1,3/2,3/2> = -(x0-iy0 )R^ ̂ //5

<3,2,5/2,3/21 r) 2,1,3/2,3/2> = z02 R ^ / 5  

<3,2,5/2,3/2|r|2,1,3/2,l/2> = - ( V ^ o ) ^  R ^ * ^ 5 

<3,2,5/2,l/2|r|2,1,3/2,3/2> = Cx0+iy0)

<3,2,5/2,l/2|r|2,l ,3/2,l/2> = R ^ / S

<3,2,5/2,l/2|r|2,1,3/2,-1 /2> = -(x0-iy0)v^ R^/(5/f)

<3,2,3/2,3/21 r 12,1,3/2,3/2> = -z0R
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Table 8 (continued) 

<3,2,3/2,3/2|r| 2,1,1/2,1/2> = -ft-iy0 )

<3,2,3/2,3/21 r| 2,1,1/2,l/2> = -fo-1y0 )

<3,2,3/2,l/2| r| 2,1,3/2,3/2> = -(xq +iy0 )

<3,2,3/2,l/2| r| 2,1,3/2,l/2> = -Zq R ^ 15

<3,2,3/2,l/2| r| 2,1,3/2,-1 /2> = -(x0-iy0 )2 r|*2/15

<3,2,3/2,1/21 r| 2,1 ,l/2,l/2> = l0/2 r|*|/3

<3,2,3/2,l/2|r| 2,1 ,l/2,-l/2> = -(x0-iy0) R^/(3/2)

<3,1,3/2,3/21 r| 2,0,1/2,l/2> = "(^0-iy0 )

<3,1,3/2,3/21 r| 1,0,1/2,l/2> = -(x0-iy0) R ^ j / ^

<3,1,3/2,l/2] r| 2,0,l/2,l/2> = % S Z r|’°/3

<3,1,3/2,1/2|r|2,0,1/2,-l/2> = -(x0-iy0) R ^ / O / Z )

<3,1,3/2,l/2|r|l,0,1/2,1/2> = z„ /2/3

<3,1,3/2,l/2|r|l,0,l/2,-l/2> = -(x0-iy0) R3|°/(3/2)

<3,l,1/2,1/2|r|2,0,l/2,l/2> = -z0 r|*°/3

<3,1,1/2 ,1/2 |r| 2 ,0 ,1/2 ,-l/2> = -(x0-iy0) R3 J /3

<3,1,1/2,1/2|r|l ,0,1/2,1/2> =



Table 8 (continued)

<3,1,1/2,1/2|r|l ,0,1/2,-!/2> = -(xo-iyo) R^j/S

<2,1,3/2,3/21 r 11,0,1/2,1 /2> = -(x0-iy0) R ^ J / ^

<2,1,3/2,l/2|r| 1,0,1/2 ,l/2> = z0/2 R ^ / 3

<2,1,3/2,l/2|r|l ,0,1/2,-1 /2> = -(x0-iy0) 4;?/(3/2)

<2,1,1/2,1/2|r|l ,0,1/2,l/2> = -z0 Rg^/3

'<2,1,1/2,1/2|r|l ,0,1/2,-l/2> = -(xo-iyo) R2 j /3

<3,0,1/2,l/2|r| 2,1,3/2,3/2> = -(x0+iy0) 4 ; ? / ^

<3,0,l/2,l/2|r|2,l,3/2,l/2> - ? o ^ Ri;§/3

<3,0,l/2,l/2|r|2,l,3/2,-l/2> - (xo-iyo) R3;J/(3^)

<3,0,1/2,1/21 r 12,1 ,l/2,l/2> ■ i ;J/3

<3,0,l/2,l/2|r|2,l,l/2,-l/2> - -(Xo-iyo) r|;J/3

<2,1,3/2,-l/2|r|l ,0,1/2,1 /2> - (x0+1y0) R^/(3/2)

<2,1,1/2 ,-1/2 |r 11 ,0,l/2,l/2> * -(xo+1yo) r)|?/3
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TABLE 9

Transition Probabilities for Allowed Transitions from States

U. to V, , and the Ground State in Units of 107sec_1 
1 ,mj j

U1,5/2 U2,3/2 U3 ,3/2 U4,3/2

V1,3/2 6.464 1 .97729 0.002 10 1.252 48

V2,l/2 0.000 1.66260 1.796 17 0.323 69

V2,-l/2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

V3 ,1/2 0.000 0.80904 2.569 67 2.029 91

V3,-l/2 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.0000

V4 ,1/2 0.000 0.48379 1.883 14 0.381 67

V4,-l/2 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Gr. St. 0.000 6.07546 0.842 14 9.825 42

U5,l/2 U6,1/2 U7 ,1/2 U8 ,1/2 U9 ,1/2

V1,3/2 0.24044 0.03729 0.92378 0.07527 0.01091

V2,1/2 2.36670 0.09249 1.22661 0.22732 0.16686

V2,-1/2 0.62525 1.37851 0.45081 0.10888 0.02832

V3 ,1/2 0.61433 1.49171 0.73778 0.24293 0.92317

V3,-l/2 0.53465 0.50930 0.14164 1.30574 0.05794

V4,l/2 0.68429 1.25139 0.15754 0.08000 0.34089

C\J1**
>

0.79957 0.70676 0.53523 0.61338 0.16884

Gr. St. 7.66342 3.20128 4.26176 10.5040 7.85557
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6.1.8.2 States with Negative Values of m^

In order to evaluate the transition probabilities from energy 

sublevels of the n = 3 level of a hydrogen atom in an electric field, 

one has to investigate the transition probabilities of all states 

belonging to a given sublevel. The degeneracy of energy sublevels 

of the perturbed atom is twofold. Two states with magnetic quantum 

numbers ±m- belong to each sublevel. Transition probabilities of
J

states with positive values of m, have been evaluated in section
J

In order to discuss the relation between transition probabilities 

for allowed transitions from states with positive and negative values

<n,L,j,m• |r|n1,L',j1 ,m• ■> are derived. The general form of a basis 
J J

function , • with j = L+l/2 is n,L,j ,m.

One can immediately see that ijr , • is a normalized function.n» l ) j tin j

In order to prove that _ is an eigenfunction of the totaln , j .
. J

angular momentum operator J, one has to show that the function 

satisfied the eigenvalue equations

6.1.8.1.

of m-, a few general expressions for the matrix elements 
J

J

(2L+1)"1/2 {A+nij+1/2 vU m £+

(6 .102)

(6.103)
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and

(6.104)

Since J_, is the operator (Lz + Sz), (6.104) is obviously satisfied; 

and m. = m + 1/2. In order to prove (6.103), it is helpful to use
J

the operator relation

(3.3) = J 2 + (h/2Tr)J + J_ J+ (6.105)

Using (6.53), one finds

J-J+VL,m+l̂ ' 2tt {L(L+1 )-(m+l )(m+2)+l }v|_>m+-|£ 

y 2/UL+l)-m(m+l VL , /  • (6.106)

and

( J , 3 ) A ^ T 7 7  vL>m+15' 2tt

2tt /L+m+1 A 2+L-m2-m

f^-]2/I7m/L2+L-m2-m v. E+ . (6.107) 
(2tt j L,m

Analogously, one gets

( 3 , J ) / r a ] W  V /  = JCJ+l) fer vL+nij+1/2 v |_,mC+
/

2tt ’/C::mVt2+L-ni2-m v, £+ . (6.108)
l ,m
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Adding (6.107) and (6.108) leads to the result

( W ) { / R y T 7 7 v L>m+lr  ♦ / R y T T ?  vL_ / }  =

vL.m+)^' + vL.m«+J '

Since R , is not affected by (3,3), the eigenvalue equation (6.103) 
n j l

is satisfied. Using the same approach, one proves that tne basis 

functions belonging to the quantum number j = L-l/2 have the general 

form

n,L,nij v^L+T
i- vLim+1r  - ^ - L / ’ • (6J09)

The matrix elements <U. m |r|V. >, which are given in
* j K,mj

section 6.1.8.1, are bilinear forms of the expansion coefficients

A. „ and B. m 
1 ,mj 1 ,mj

J J J J J J

In section 6.1.1 it has been shown that one obtains tne perturbed

eigenfunctions U. _m and Vk _m from the expansions of Uj and
J O  J

V. by using the following relations between corresponding
j

coefficients

3,L,j,-m^
(6.111a)
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B2,LJ,m if j = L+l/2

(6.111b)

~B2,L,j ,nij if J = L-l/2

Instead of running indices, the full set of quantum numbers of 

the corresponding basis functions have been used in (6.111a) and 

(6.111b) to label the expansion coefficients. In addition to 

(6.111a) and (6.111b), a relation between matrix elements

<'l’n,L>;S,nJf I V , L ' , n V > ^  ‘V u j . - m J r l V . L ' . j V n , /  1sJ J J t ^
needed in order to find a relation between the matrix elements
*

and <Ui,-n.j l? lVk.-m;i'>' which
the allowed transitions from states with positive and negative 

values of m^.

In polar coordinates, the basis functions j_ j #m. have the
J

general form

iii • = (avi r+ b v. f )R i (6.112)^n,L,j,nij vL,n£ L,m* n,L

Rn ^ is a function of r, and v^ m and v^ m+  ̂ are functions of the 

angles e and $.

imcp
v, = w, (6) • (6.113)
L’m L,m /27

If transitions with Am. = 0 and Aj = 1 are now considered, one gets
J

for the matrix element



<n,L,o>mj |?|n,,L+l,j+1,iy ■ vL,m5+ + b VL>m+15")Rn>LIr|

Integration over r and the spin coordinates leads to the equation

<n,L,J.nij|if|n',L+l,j+l,nij> = rU,lL+1 <aa‘<uL,ml?»lvL+l .m”

+ bb'<vL,m+ll7»IVl.m+l>) ' (6'114)

The unit vector can be written in the form

ro = (x0-iyo)^ sine e1*̂  + (x0+iy0)̂ - sine e-1'̂  + z0cose. (6.115)

Carrying out the integration over cj> in <v^ m l^oIv[_+] >m>» one finds

<vUn,l?»lvL+l,m> = ?o<«L, J cos0lwLtl.m> • (6’116)

The matrix element <v^ m | I v l+T m* can eva1ua1:6C* further using 

the relation (Condon and Short!ey, 1964a)

cos0w. = wI+1 m_ /(L+1-m)(L+l+m) /(L-m)(L+m7~ /fi n 7\
’ ’ V  (2L+1 ) (2L+3) L-l ,ri\/ (2L-1 )(2L+1

From (6.117) and the orthogonality relations for associated Legendre

functions (Sommerfeld, 1947), it follows that

<vL,mlr°lvL+l,m> “ ' (6-118)

Inserting the values of <vL>J r 0|vL+,<m> and <vL>m+1 l?o|vL+1 >nl+1>

218
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into (6.114), one gets

<n,LJ,mj|f|n',L+1 ,j+l ,mj> » z0 Rn,LL+1{as V(2L+1 H2L+3)”̂ '

* • (6J19)

For j = L+l/2, one finds from (6.102) the following values for a, a 1, 

b and b':

.• - V
v 2L+1

L+l+mj+1/2 

2(L+1)+l

/L-m.+l/2 /L+l-m.+1/2

b = V 2L+1 and b' = V 2(1+1H  '

Inserting the values of a, a 1, b and b‘ in (6.119) leads to the result

, / ( j+1 )2-m-2
<n,L,j,m. |r|n',L+1 ,j+l ,m.> = z0R /  7--- 7---  • (6 .120)J J n,L 2(j+1)

Analogously, one finds for j = L+l/2, Aj = 0 and Anij = 0

<n,L,j,mj|r|n' ,L+1 = z0R” ^ L+1 2j(j+1~)' * (6.121)

and for j = L-1/2, Aj = 1 and Am^ = 0, one gets

i 14.1 ^j2-111!2
<n,L,j,m.|r|n',L+1 ,j+1 ,m-> = z0Rjl f ------- . (6.122)

J J n >*- gj

For transitions with Am. = 0, all coefficients of the bilinear
J

form (6.110), which represents the corresponding matrix elements, are
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given by the relations (6.120), (6.121) and (6.122). From these

relations it follows that only the coefficients

<n,L,j,m.|r|n',L+lJ,mj> change their signs if m.. is replaced by

-m., but in this case the product of the expansion coefficients 
J

(A , • B i . .-I _• _ ) also changes its sign according to (6.111) 
n , L , j , m j  n , L + i , j , n i j

because one expansion coefficient belongs to the quantum number

j = L-l/2. In all other terms of the bilinear form (6.110), the

product of the expansion coefficients as well as the factors

<n,L,j,mj|r|n',L+1,j+l,mj> remain unchanged if the sign of m^ is

reversed, and, therefore, the whole matrix element < U ^ <| r | > is
J J

unaffected by the change of sign of m^.

<U

For transitions with Am. = ±1, numerical evaluation of the
J

coefficients < n , L , j ,m.|r|n',L',j1 ,m.•> led to the result

l<ui.m = l<ui,-"i1l?lvk,-m,*l> l • (6'124)
J J J J

The meaning of (6.124) and (6.123) is that transition probabilities for

allowed transitions from states U. and U. to the same energy
* j 1,‘mj

levels are equal. This result simplifies the calculation of the 

branching ratio of H^-transitions because the transitions which have 

to be considered can be limited to transitions from states L). witn 

positive values of the magnetic quantum number m..
J
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6.1.9 The Branching Ratio of H^-Transitions

The branching ratio I\ of H -transitions from a given state

U. , which is of interest for the evaluation of the coincidence 
1 ,mj

measurements of H - and L -photons, is the fraction of H -transitionsa a a
from U.. m to perturbed 2S-states. r. is defined by the following 

equation

ri = ^P^Ui,m.,V4,l/2^+P Ûi,m.,V4,-l/2^}/^k^m.1 P(Ui,m.,Vk,m.'
J J J J J

Since the coincidence measurements did not distinguish between Ha- 

transitions from different states of the n = 3 level, one needs an 

average value rh of . The discussion in section 6.1.8.2 has shown 

that it is sufficient for the averaging process to consider only 

values of states with positive magnetic quantum numbers m.. An
J

appropriate weighting factor is the product (N. f.), where denotes

the population of the states U.. m and _m , and f. is the fraction
3 J

of all transitions from the state m resulting in emission of
J

Ha-photons.

fi ■ < & . ■  (6-’26>
J J J J

P(U, m ,tot) is the transition probability to all states below U • _ .' l ,m • i>m •
J J

P(U, ,t°t) - P(U, g ) + k E , P(Uf .Vk ,) (6.127)
J J J J J
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P(U. ,g) is the transition probability to the ground state, which 
l »m •

Because of the lack of knowledge of the occupation numbers N.,

equation (6.128) cannot be evaluated. In principle, it is possible

to measure rk using the method of delayed coincidences of H - and L - n a a
photons. H -transitions to tne 2S-state in the presence of an electric

field are distinguished from transitions to the 2P-state by the longer 

life time of the intermediate state, and the branching ratio could be 

obtained from the analysis of the life times of the intermediate states 

as well as the relative number of transitions to different intermediate 

states. However, such measurements would be rather difficult because 

they involve distinction between coincidences of single photons with 

average delays of 1.8xl0“9sec and 7.1xl0‘9sec. The investigation of 

photomultiplier tubes in section 4.6.2 has shown that the transit 

time of the tubes can vary approximately 10xl0~9sec, and, therefore, 

the photometers have not a time resolution of the required accuracy.

In view of the difficulties, which are involved in the measure

ment of rh, an approximate value r of was determined by assuming 

that all N. are equal. With this assumption one gets

is defined in (6.101). The weighted average of I\ is

(6.128)

a

r = (z f, r.)/(E f,) .
i i

(6.129)
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From (6.125) and (6.126), it follows

r = IT
/(S f,) . (6.130)

• 1
P^ i

J

Equation (6.130) was evaluated using the computed transition probabi

lities P(U. ,V. ,) of Table 9, and an average value r = 0.183 of

Because of the approximations made in the computation of r, it was 
important to determine the bounds of the branching ratios r^. For 

this purpose, the equation (6.125) was evaluated for all states m

computed values are summarized in Table 10. The smallest value of 

I\, which is r1 = 0.00, is unlikely to be the true value of rh because 

in this case the states Ug would be the only excited states of the

n = 3 level and no transitions to the ground state would occur. This 

means that no L0-radiation would be emitted. Emission of L -radiation
P P

has, however, been observed in the presence of an electric field 

(Andreev et al., 1967).

The quantities P(U- m ,tot), which have been computed for the

evaluation of (6.130), have their own significance because they 

determine the life times x. of the states U. _ .t 1 9III •

J J
the branching ratios r. was obtained.

i,mj ’ k,mj

J
with positive m.. The values of r. range from 0.00 to 0.358. The

J

1/p(Ui,m ,tot) 
J

(6.131)
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TABLE 10

Branching Ratios r. of H -Transitions from Perturbed States U.i a * »,,lj

r1 = o.ooo r4 = 0.095 r7 = 0.166

r2 = 0.098 r5 = 0.188 r8 = 0.261

r3 = 0.301 r6 = 0.358 r9 = 0.300

TABLE 11

Life Times of States U. of the n = 3 Level
* j

in an Electric Field of 313 V/cm 

t-j = 1.55xl0-8sec = 7.24xl0”9sec t-j = 1.18xl0"8sec

t 2 = 9.08><10”9sec = 8.53xl0"9sec Tg = 7.60xl0"9sec

Xg = 1.41xl0~8sec Xg = 1.15xl0"8sec Xg = 1.05xl0”asec
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The calculated life times of states of the n = 3 level in an electric 

field of 313 V/cm are summarized in Table 11.
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6.1.10 Polarization of Lyman-a Radiation Emitted in Cascade 

Processes from tne n = 3 Level

The polarization state of the Lyman-a radiation, emitted in 

cascade processes from the n = 3 level, is important for the calibra

tion of the L^-photometer by means of coincidence measurements of 

H - and L^-photons because the polarization affects the angular 

distribution of the Lyman-a photons, and, therefore, it affects the 

number of coincidences which can be detected. Because of the 

different life times of the intermediate states, one must distinguish 

between cascade processes leading to intermediate 2s- or 2p-states, 

and consequently, one needs for the evaluation of the coincidence 

measurements in the presence of an electric field the polarization of 

Lyman-a radiation emitted from the quenched 2s-state as well as the 

polarization of the radiation emitted from intermediate 2p-states.
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6.1.10.1 Polarization of the Lyman-a Radiation Emitted from the 

Quencned 2s-State

The discussion of the polarization of Lyman-a radiation, which is 

emitted in transitions from the quenched 2s-level, is simplified by tne 

fact that there are only two states V4 and ^4,-1/2 wh1*ctl be^or>9 to 

this level. The final states of these transitions are the ground

states îi 0 y 2 1^  and o 1/2,-1/2* From the exPansion (6-9°) for 

the perturbed state -j^ and selection rules AL = ±1 and

Aj = 0,±1 for the basis functions . . , one gets for transitionsn » l j j >1*1 j

with Am. = 0 the following matrix element
J

<V4,1 / 2 ^ 1 ,  0,1/2, l/2> = B^4)<2,l,3/2,l/2|r|l,0,l/2,l/2>

+ B^4)<2,1,l/2,l/21r|1 ,0,l/2,l/2>.(6.132)

With the matrix elements of Table 8, equation (6.132) can be written 

in the form

<V4 ,1 /21r î 1,0,1/2,l/2> = z°R2 J {B2 ^ /3_B3 • (6.133)

Using the equations (6.120), (6.121) and the relation (6.111b) between 

expansion coefficients belonging to positive and negative values of m^, 

one finds the same expression for the matrix element

<V4,-l/2Ir 1^1,0,l/2,-l/2>
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<V4 , - 1 / 2 ^ ^ 1 ,0,1/2,-l/2> " z 0R2 j {B24 ^ /3"B3 ^ /3} • (6.134)

Tne matrix elements for the only possible transitions from 

V4 1/2 and V4 -1/2 wlth Amj ^ 0 are 

<V4,1/zlf l+1.0.1/2,-1/2’ = B(4 )<2,l,3/2,l/2|f!1.0,l/2,-l/2>

+ B^4)<2,1,1/2,1/2|?|1,0,l/2,-l/2>

and

' <V4,-l/2l?:|','l,0>l/2,l/2> " B<4)<2,l,3/2,-l/2|f|l,0,l/2,l/2>

- B^4)<2,1,1/2,-l/2|r|l,0,1/2,l/2> .

With the result of Table 8, one gets

<V4,1/ 2^ 1 , 0 , 1 / 2 , -l/B* ■ -( V i y o ) R ’; X 4)/ ( 3 ^ B ( 4)/3> <6 -135)

and

<V4,-l/2lf l*1.0.1/2.1/2> = (xo+iyo)R2;?(B^4)/(3/?)+B'4)/3} . (6.136)

Although the matrix elements <V^ -j/2f^i^i o l/2,-l/2> and

<^4 -1/2I^l^l 0 1/2 l/2> are different, the absolute values of their

components in the x- and y-direction are equal.

I(xo-<v4si/2l^l^l,0,l/2,-l/2> Î = l(Xo*<V4 #_i/2lr 1^1,0,l/2,l/2>  ̂K 6-137)

and
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l(y°’<V4 J / 21̂ 1,0 J / 2,-1/2^ 1" !(y°’<V4,-1/21^ 1,0,1/2,1/2>^ (6,138)

From the last two equations and from (6.133) and (6.134), one finds 

that, for transitions from the V4 ^  anc* V4 _-|/2 sta,tes» ^ e  absolute 

values of components of the dipole matrix elements along a given 

coordinate axis are equal.

The direction of the electric field f  is the axis of polari

zation. t  is assumed to be in the z-direction. The Uyman-a 

radiation has been observed in a direction perpendicular to t . One 

can therefore choose the y-direction to be the direction of observation. 

The intensity I of the Lyman-a radiation with electric field vector 

parallel to the plane spanned by t  and the direction of observation is

rp ■ <Nl/2 + N-l/2)hv I* ' 2 1 (6'139)

where N-j^ and are the occupation numbers of the states V4 ^

and V4 _i/2’ resPective^y• lz l denotes the absolute value of the 

matrix element <V4 ,0,l/2,T/2>’ Analo90usly, one gets for the

intensity I with electric field vector perpendicular to the plane 

spanned by the axis of polarization and the direction of observation

I, - (l«1/2 + N 1/2)hv |x|2 , (6.140)
s 'U' 3hA3

where |x| is the absolute value of the x-component of the matrix 

element <v4sl/2lr 1̂ 1,0,l/2,-l/2>*
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R2!l{B24>/(3^  + B34)/3,| (6-141)

The polarization P is defined by the equation

P = (Ip - Is)/(Ip + ls) . (6-142)

and for the polarization P2S of the Lyman-a radiation from quenched 

2S-level one finds

P2s = ( M 2 - Ix|2) / ( M 2 + |x|2) • (6.143)

A noticeable result of (6.143) is that the polarization of the 

Lyman-a radiation emitted in transitions from the quenched 2s-level 

is independent of the population numbers of the two states of this 

level. The polarization is therefore independent of the collision 

process leading to the excitation of the 2s-level and is determined 

only by the atomic structure.

Inserting the expressions for |z| and |x| in (6.143) leads to the 

result

(B^4 ) ) 2/6 - /2b[4) B^4)/3 
P =  l i — 1--------- 1 3  . (6.144)

5 ( B ^ ) 2/18 - /2 B ^  B ^ / 9  + 2 ( B ^ ) 2/9

Using the expansion coefficients B^4  ̂ = -8.973 049x10 2 and 

B^4) = -0.464 328 of Table 4, one finds the value P2s = -0.4197.

This value is very close to the value -0.415, which one obtains from
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graphical interpolation of polarization measurements by I. A. Sell in, 

J. A. Biggerstaff and P. M. Griffin (1970).
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6.1.10.2 Polarization of the Lyman-a Radiation Emitted from the 

2p-State in the Presence of an Electric Field

For the polarization of Lyman-a radiation emitted from the 2p-

level, one cannot expect such a general result as in the case of the

radiation from the 2s-level. Because of the larger number of states

belonging to the 2p-1evel, the polarization of the radiation from this

level is dependent on the population numbers of the states Vk m>.
J

However, the population of the states V. , which is of interest,
» j

'is the population produced by cascading from the states U. of the

n = 3 level. If N,, denotes the number of hydrogen atoms excited to
i

the states U. _  of the n = 3 level, one finds for the intensity In -1 r 9̂ -r
of Lyman-a radiation emitted in cascade processes

T _ u 64ir4e2i - hv -------
p,2p 3hx3

p<ui , t n . ’ V2 , l / 2 '  + p (u i , m , ’ V2 , - l / 2 *  
U 2 I2 I N  J     -------

1 1 P<u1,m.-tot)

P (U1.m1-V3,l/2) + P(U1.r»,’V3,-l/2) I 
+ |Z3|2 £ N„ - 1      --

1 1 P(U1,m,-tot>
J

where |z2 | and |z3| are the moduli of the z-components of the matrix

elements <V2>1/2lr l'J>i }0,l/2,1/2> and <V3,l/2lr ^l ,0,1/2,1/2* ’ 

respectively.

Since the population numbers Nu of the states m are not
 ̂ 3

known, an approximate value of I 0 has been computed by assuming
P *^P
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that all N., are equal to N. With this approximation one finds 
1

P^ui,mi’V2>l/2' + P*Ui,m<’V2,-l/2'
|z2 |2z ------r  _  m u . .  6 4 T T l t e 2I <5_ Nhv 

P’2p 34*’ P*Ul,m.’tot*
J

P*Ui,m,’V3,l/2' + p(ui,mi*V3,-l/2''
♦ U.I2 t .. U _   ----------U

1 P(U, .tot)
J

(6.145)

Since corresponding transition probabilitities for positive and negative 

values of m. are equal, it is sufficient to include in the summations
J

of (6.145) only transition probabilities from states U.. m with posi-
J

tive values of m.. Using the shorter notation
J

P^Ui,m.,Vk,l/2^ + P Ûi,m.’Vk,-l/2^
f(V.) = E ---- -̂---------------- ------------  , (6.146)

K i P(U, _ ,tot)
1,mj

one can rewrite (6.145)

!p,2p = N h v S ^ i { | z 2 |2f(V2) + |z3 Pf(V3)} . (6.147)

Besides radiation from the states -\ji ancl V3 the intensity

L  also includes radiation due to transitions from the state V, ,/0. s,2p 1,3/2

Since transitions with Am. = -1 are the only allowed transitions from
J

this state, the electric field vector of the emitted radiation is 

perpendicular to the plane spanned by the axis of polarization and the 

direction of observation. By analogy with (6.147) one finds for Ig 2p
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'S.2P ' Nhv 53sl|l{|Xl|2f(v1)+lx2 12f(V2)+|x3|2f(V3)} . (6.148)
3hA3

and for the polarization of the Lyman-a radiation from the 2p-level 

one obtains

P2P ’ (|z2|2+|x2 |2)f(V2)+(|Z3|2+|X3|2)f(V3)+|x1Pf(V,)

Equation (6.149) has been evaluated using the computed transition 

probabilities of Table 9, and a value ~ -0*041 has been obtained.
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6.2 The Effect of Doppler Shift on the Photometer Sensitivity

6.2.1 Effect of Doppler Shift on the Lyman-a Photometer

The notion of the effective solid angle of a photometer has 

been introduced in (5.28).

t(X) is the transmission factor of the photometer filter at the wave 

length X. An oxygen filter was used for the Lyman-a detector. With 

number density no of oxygen molecules and a path length s', the 

transmission factor t(X) is

where a (X) denotes the absorption cross section of molecular oxygen.O

The thickness s of the oxygen filter, which is part of the 

Lyman-a photometer shown in Fig. 10, is 1.45 cm. If the radiation 

traverses the oxygen filter at an angle 3 with the normal of the 

photocathode,

e (6 .2 .1 )

Photo
cathode

t(X) = exp{-n0 afl(X) s'} , (6 .2 .2 )

s s/cos3 . (6.2.3)

The detection geometry is shown in Fig. 34. The cartesian 

coordinates in the plane of the photocathode are 5 and n with the
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origin at the cathode center. The beam of protons and excited H-atoms 

is parallel to the cathode surface at a distance z = 6.29 cm, and the 

coordinate along the beam axis is x. The beam is considered to be a 

line source, and x = 0 is the intersection of the beam with the axis 

of symmetry of the photocathode. The solid angle of a surface element 

d£dri at the position (C>n) seen from the position x of the beam, is

dfi = dCdnz/{(x-£)2 + n2 + z2}'^ . (6.2.4)

The angle of incidence 3 of the light, emitted at x and incident at 

(£>n) is given by the equation

cos3 = z//(x-£)2 + n2 + z2 . (6.2.5)

From (6.2.5), one finds the path length s' in the oxygen filter

s' = s/(x-£)2 + n2 + z2/z (6.2.6)

Due to Doppler shift, the wave length of the photons incident at (£,n) 

depends on the angle $ between the propagation vector of the light and

the velocity v of the emitting hydrogen atoms. This relation is

described by the equation

X = X0{l-(v/c) cos$} . (6.2.7)

From the cosine-theorem for the spherical triangle A, B, C in Fig. 34, 

it follows
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cos$ = cosacosb + singsinb cos^ .

Since b = 90°, one finds

cos$ = sin3cos<f> 

cos<}) and sin3 can be expressed in terms of the coordinates £ and n

sin3 = /(£-x)2+Ti2//(£-x)2+ri2+z2

and

coscj) = (£-x)//U-x)2+n2

With the last two equations one gets for (6.2.7)

X = X0{l-(v/c)(C-x)//(5-x)2+ri2+z2> , (6.2.8)

and with (6.2.2), (6.2.4) and (6.2.6), equation (6.2.1) can be written

Rc

S>e(x) - j  j _  z aa(x) s/(;-x) W / z }  ^  (6 2 9)

-Rc _/Rc2"Jl2 {U-x)2+n2+z2}3/2

Rc is the cathode radius. Measured absorption cross sections cra(X), 

published by M. Ogawa (1968) and K. Watanabe were used for the 

calculation of fie(x). In order to facilitate the numerical evaluation 

of (6.2.9), a piecewise approximation of ln{cr (X)} in terms of fourth
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order polynomials was computed.

ln{a (X)} = -43.384 41 -7.047 07(X-1212.5)
d

+14.230 53(X-l212.5) 2 -9.544 23(X-l212.5)3 

+ 1.990 43(X-l212.5)  ̂

for 1212.5A < X < 1214.8A

ln{a (X)} = -46.089 75 -0.182 55(X-1216.0)d
+ 0.859 06(X-l216.0)2 -0.059 70(X-1216)3

-0.091 63(X-1216.0),+

for 1214.8 A < X < 1217.8 A

ln{a (X)} = -44.915 19 + 0.400 04(X-1217.8)d
+0.174 36(X-l217.8)2 -0.045 71(X-l217.8)3

+0.001 76(X-1217.8)*»

for 1217.8 A < X < 1220 A

Each polynomial is a least square fit of the logarithm of the measured 

absorption cross sections in the corresponding wave length region. The 

accuracy of the values of oa(X), obtained from the representation of 

ln{a (X)}, is on the order of 1% in the range from 1213.6 A to
d

1219.0 A.

Due to Doppler shift, fte(x) is energy dependent. At twelve 

positions x in the observation region including the vignetted part of 

this region, (x) was calculated for 18 different energies ranging
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from 0.522 keV to 30.3 keV. The numerical evaluation of the integral 

in (6.2.9) was carried out on an IBM-360 computer.

In order to find an estimate for tne error involved in the 

numerical integration, fte(x) was computed for the special values 

n0 = 0 and x = 0. In this case, fi (0) equals the solid angle 

fi(0) of the photocathode seen from a point on the axis of symmetry 

through an evacuated oxygen filter. fi(0) can be obtained from 

elementary integration

q(0) = 2tt(1 -cose)
%

where 9 is the half angle subtended by the photocatnode. The 

comparison of the exact calculation with the computer result indicated 

an accuracy of 0.16% of the numerical integration by means of a finite 

Riemannian sum. The integration was carried out with a step size of 

1 mm for £ and n» and the cathode diameter was 28.6 mm. The area 

near the cathode perimeter is a major source of errors. Since the 

contribution of this area to the value of fig(x) is smaller when the 

oxygen filter is filled with 02 at a pressure of 795 Torr, which was 

the operating pressure, one can expect that the actual error of the 

numerical integration is less than 0.16%.

The variation of fig(x) with position x is shown in Fig. 35 for 

beam energies E of 0.00, 6.05 and 30.3 keV. It has been assumed that 

the kinetic energy of excited hydrogen atoms, produced in charge 

excnange collisions of protons with target gas particles, equals the
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(Lyman-CX Photometer)
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energy of the primary, protons. A strong asymmetry of the curves for 

E = 6.05 and E = 30.3 keV can be noticed. This asymmetry is caused by 

the variation of a (X) with wave length. If X is shifted towardsd
shorter wave lengths with respect to the minimum of the absorption 

curve, a rises faster than in the case of an equal deviationd
towards longer wave lengths. This trend is enhanced by the fact that 

the wave length X0 of the Lyman-a line is not exactly at the minimum 

of the absorption curve of molecular oxygen. The deviation of X0 

from this minimum is towards shorter wave lengths. At the position 

x = -7.39 mm, the beam enters the unrestricted (i.e. not vignetted) 

part of the observation region. At this position, Doppler effect causes 

a shift primarily towards shorter wave lengths, and therefore has a 

lower value than on the opposite end of the unrestricted region where 

Doppler effect causes a shift primarily towards longer wave lengths. 

Values of ftg(x) for a beam energy of 6.05 keV are listed in Table 12.

The observation region of the beam, shown in Fig. 36, was defined 

by two baffles at a distance of 5 mm from the beam axis with a spacing 

of 1.59 cm. Tne total length of the unrestricted observation region 

was 1.48 cm, and the vignetted parts extended the observation region 

on both ends by 2.47 mm. The relatively large values of in the 

vignetted region at the beam exit affect the overall efficiency of 

the photometer, and, therefore, the vignetted region was included in 

the evaluation of the measurements.
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TABLE 12

Effective Solid Angle ftg(x) of the Lyman-a Photometer for E = 6.05 keV 

x (mm) ne(x) (Sterad.) x (mm) ftg(x) (Sterad.)

-9.86 0.00 6.00 0.099 3382

-8.63 0.025 6984 7.39 0.099 2006

-7.39 0.071 9400 7.97 0.075 8146

-6.00 0.076 0672 8.63 0.049 6140

-4.00 0.081 5302 9.86 0.00

-2.00 0.086 5116

0.00 0.091 2310

2.00 0.095 4236

4.00 0.098 2000
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The overall efficiency of the photometer has been defined in 

(5.39).

e = eq ne/4TT

where

ftQ = (1/L) ftjx) dxe e
0

The values of ft were calculated from the computed values of ft (x)
6 **

using the trapezoidal rule. Due to Doppler shift, e is a function of
%
the beam energy E. Ratios of e(E)/e(6.05) are plotted in Fig. 37.

In the discussion of the transmission factor t(X) of the oxygen 

filter, only the absorption of the gas has been taken into account. 

The absorption of the windows has not been considered. The reason 

for this omission is that the absorption of the window materials 

lithium and magnesium fluoride is practially constant in the wave 

length range over which the Lyman-a line is shifted by tne Doppler 

effect. In equation (5.39), the transmission factors of the windows 

are implicitly included in the quantum efficiency e^.
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BEAM ENERGY E (keV)

Fig.37 Relative Efficiency of the L^-Photometer versus 

Beam Energy
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6.2.2 Effect of Doppler Shift on the Ha-Photometer

In order to investigate the effect of Doppler shift on the sensi

tivity of the H^-photometer, one must evaluate the effective solid 

angle fth(x) for this photometer. The dispersion element of the 

H^-photometer was an interference filter, the transmission curve of 

which is shown in Fig. 12. The observation region of the beam, which 

was viewed by this photometer, was defined by a pair of plates at a 

distance of 5 mm from the beam axis. Pertinent dimensions of the 

observation region are shown in Fig. 36. The spacing of the plates was 

identical to that of the beam defining plates for the Lyman-a photo

meter. The spacing of both sets of plates was adjusted to 1.59 cm with 

the same tool, which was also used for the alignment of the plates.

The ^-photomultiplier was, however, mounted at a distance z of 22.66 cm 

from the beam in order to limit the angle of incidence for the inter

ference filter to 5.16°. The radius, R , of the pnotocathode was
w

2.13 cm. In comparision with the Lyman-a photometer, the larger distance 

of the photomultiplier from the beam resulted in a shorter vignetted 

region of the observed beam. The length of the unrestricted viewing 

region was 15.26 mm, and the vignetted regions on both sides of the 

observed beam had a length of 0.97 mm. In the case of the Lyman-a 

photometer the length of the vignetted region was 2.47 mm.

For the calculation of ^(x), one can rewrite equation (6.2.9) 

in the form
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Rc \ 2-r\2

fih'(x) = 2 | | z t(X)/{(?-x)2 + n2 + z2>3/2 dcdn . (6.2.11)

0 - »̂Rc2-n2

In order to facilitate the evaluation of (6.2.11), one needs an

analytic representation of t(X) for the interference filter. For this

purpose a least square fit to ^log{t(x)} has been computed.

10log{t(x)} = -0.551 0656 -0.139 1711(x-X0)
-0.007 7281(X-X0)2 +0.000 7959(X-X0)3 .

X0 = 6562.79 A is the wave length of the Ha-line. The accuracy of this 

representation of t(X) is 2.7%. The wave length X of the Doppler 

shifted H -line has been calculated using (6.2.8). Equation (6.2.11)a
has been evaluated at 18 points of the observation region and for 14 

values of the beam energy E at each point. The numerical integration of 

(6.2.11) has been carried out on a Data General Nova 820 computer.

Values of ^h(x), computed for a beam energy of 6.05 keV, are 

plotted in Fig. 38. ftn(x) assumes its maximum at the entrance to the 

unrestricted viewing region, which corresponds to the position x = -7.63 

mm. At the entrance of the viewing region, the radiation, which is 

incident on the photocathode, is primarily shifted towards shorter wave 

lengths, and from the transmission curve in Fig. 12, one can see that 

this means a higher transmission factor for H^-radiation. At the end of 

the unrestricted viewing region, the Doppler effect shifts the H^-line
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primarily towards longer wave lengths in a spectral region of lower 

transmission factors, and consequently, ^(x) attains a considerably 

smaller value at this position. The values of fth(x) for the beam 

energy of 6.05 keV are listed in Table 13.

The effect of Doppler snift on the photometer efficiency eh is 

shown in Fig. 39. Over the energy range of the calculation, the 

ratios eh(E)/eh(6.05) increase with increasing beam energy.
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TABLE 13

Effective Solid Angle «h(x) of the H^-Photometer 

x (mm) fih(x) (Sterad.) x (mm)

-8.60 0.00 5.00

-8.10 6.756 57xl0-3 6.00

-7.63 1.022 93xl0'3 7.00

-7.00 1.005 65xl0"3 7.63

-6.00 9.784 02xl0“3 8.10

-5.00 9.513 80x10"3 8.60

-4.00 9.246 18xl0'3

-3.00 8.981 47xl0-3

-2.00 8.719 95xl0"3

-1.00 8.461 87xl0'3

0.00 8.207 49xl0"3

1.00 7.957 03x10-3

2.00 7.710 67xl0"3

3.00 7.468 60x10~3

4.00 7.230 99xl0'3

for E = 6.05 keV

fih(x) (Sterad.)

6.997 99xl0“3 

6.769 72xl0'3 

6.546 29xl0“3 

6.408 05xl0-3

2.288 96x10"3 

0.00
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6.3 Emission per Unit Beam Length of Lyman-a Photons in Coincidence 

with H -Photonsa

Wnen an electric field of 313 V/cm is applied to the observation 

region of the apparatus, one can expect that the emission of H^-photons 

is uniform over the length of the field of view. In an electric field 

of 313 V/cm, all states of the n = 3 level have life times of approxi

mately 10"8 sec, and before entering the viewing region, the particles 

travel a distance of 1.2 cm between the field electrodes. At an energy 

of 6.05 keV, which corresponds to a particle velocity of 1.08xl08 

cm/sec, the travel time of hydrogen atoms over this length exceeds the 

life time of Stark-perturbed states of the n = 3 level. In addition, 

the atoms are already affected by the fringing field in the beam region 

before the electrodes, and one can therefore assume that, with respect

to H -radiation, tne beam is in radiative equilibrium when it enters 
a

the viewing region.

If N^‘ is the total number of H^-pnotons emitted per unit time in 

the entire viewing region of the H^-photometer of length Lh, the 

emission per unit time and unit length is

dV  V

The number of H^-photons detected per unit time and emitted in the 

interval from E, to (£+d£) of the observation region is

dNh ■ {iy/Lh) d5 eqh (0 Wh , (6.3.1)
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where is the angular distribution of the Ha~radiation and e h

denotes the quantum efficiency of the H^-photometer. Although

(dN^'/dC) is constant in the observation region, the number of

detected H^-photons per unit time and unit beam length is not constant

because &.(£) varies with position £. The emission of detected H - 
n a

photons gives rise to the population of the n = 2 level that results

in the emission of L -photons which can be detected in coincidencea
with H -photons. However, the L -photons are generally not emitted a a
at the same location as the corresponding H^-photons because of the 

^relatively high velocity of the emitting atoms.

If one considers a number Nq of atoms which have been excited at 

the time t0, one finds for the number of photons dN emitted in the time 

interval from t to (t+dt) the following relation

dN = N0 e dt/f , (6.3.2)

where t is the life time of the excited state. In order to apply

(6.3.2) to the problem of Lyman-a photons emitted in coincidence with

Ha-photons, one must distinguish between Ha-transitions to intermediate

2S- and 2P-states. This distinction becomes necessary because of the

different life times of 2S- and 2P-states. If r denotes the branching

ratio of H -transitions to 2S-states, which is defined in section 6.1.9, 
a

(dN,/d^)(1-r) is the number of detected H -photons per unit time and
II

unit beam length emitted in transitions to 2P-states. In order to 

simplify the discussion, the emission of Lyman-a photons from 2P-states
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is considered first, and x-| = 1.82*10"9 sec denotes the average life 

time of these states. For the number d3Nc-|' of Lyman-a photons from 

the 2P-states, emitted in the time interval from t to (t + dt) by atoms 

which have emitted detected Ha~photons in the time interval from t0 

to (t0 + dt0), one finds

-(t-t0)/T,
d3Ncl' = (Nh7 L h)(l-r) d5dt0eqh fih(S) Wh e dt/x, (6.3.3)

At the time t, the emitting atoms travel with velocity v in the interval 

from x to (x+dx) of the observation region. The time difference t-t0 

can be expressed in the form (x-£)/v, and (6.3.3) can be written as 

follows

-(x-d/v-n x ,
d3Nd  1 = (Nh7 L h)dt0(l-r) eqhd5 nh(?) Wh e dx/(vx-,) (6.3.4)

Equation (6.3.4) can be interpreted as the contribution of ^-emission 

in the time interval from t0 to (t0+dt0) at locations in the interval 

from £ to (£+d?) to the emission of Lyman-a photons in the interval

dx. Durinq the time interval dt , H -photons have also been emitted at
*  o ot

other locations upstream from the interval dx. One finds the total

contribution to the emission of Lyman-a photons in coincidence with

H^-photons at locations in dx by integrating (6.3.4) over £. Since the

population of the 2P-states cannot build up over a longer time than the

resolving time x of the coincidence circuit, the integration has to be r
limited to the interval from (x-xrv) to x.
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r -(x-O/vt,
d2Ncl' = (Nh7 L h)dt0(l-r)eqh(Wh/x1v){ ^(S)e d£}dx (6.3.5)

Integration of (6.3.5) over the whole observation time leads to the 

total number of Lyman-a photons emitted in coincidence with H^-photons 

at locations in the interval dx.

From this equation, one finds the emission per unit beam length of 

Lyman-a photons in coincidence with Ha-photons during the observation 

time to be

In (6.3.6) the assumption is made that x is in the interval

x v < x < Lu. If x is in the interval 0 < x < t v , the integration in r —  —  n “• —  «
(6.3.6) starts at £ = 0, which is the beginning of the viewing region 

of the H^-photometer. The third region, which has to be discussed, is 

the interval L^ £  x £  LL, where LL is the end of the field of view of 

the Lyman-a photometer. In this interval, the emitting atoms are 

outside the viewing region of the H^-photometer, which ends at L^, but 

they are still in the vignetted viewing region of the La-photometer,

f 6/vx, -x/vt,

dNcl' = (Nh7 L h)(L-r)(eqhWh/Tlv){ J V C)e dC}e dx

X-TfV

dx
X-TfV

nhU) e  ̂ d£ ’ (6.3.6)
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and Lyman-a photons, emitted in this region, can still contribute to

coincidence counts if the corresponding Ha~photons have been emitted

in the field of view of the H^-photometer. For x in the interval

Lh £  x £  L^, the integration over £ starts at x - tfv and ends at

£ = Lu. If one introduces the function h

Si(x) =
£/v t, 

flh(C) e d£ ,

one finds for dMci'/dx the following expressions:

dNcl' V  „  £qhWh -X/VT1

dx
(l-r) 'qh

Tiv
S-| (x) for 0 £  x £  trv

jii i Nh 1 e ,W. -x/vt-,
=  (l-rJ-^rr-e {Silxj-Ux-x v)} for x v<x<Lh

dx I.Tlv i i r r

and

dNcl' v

dx
—  (l-r) - f  
Lh 1

eqh"h -X/VT1e {S1(Lh)-S1(x-xrv)} for Lh<x<LL<

(6.3.7)

For further simplification of dN^'/dx, it is useful to define 

the function
' S^x) , 0 £  X £  TrV

{S-|(x) - S-,(x-Trv)} , TrV £ X £ L h (6.3.8)

(Si(Lh) - Si(x-Trv)} , Lh £ X £ L L

■x/v-|
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Using (6.3.8), one can write the equations (6.3.7) as a single 

equation

Analogously, one finds for the number NC2' of Lyman-a photons from

2S-states emitted in coincidence with detected H -photons the equation01

The variation of relative values of dNc-j'/dx and dN^'/dx are 

shown in Figs. 40 and 41, and the functions G^(x) and G2(x) are given 

in Table 14. From Figs. 40 and 41, one can see that the emission of 

Lyman-a photons in coincidence with detected H -photons has signifi-ot

cantly decayed at the end of the viewing region of the L^-photometer, 

which corresponds to the position x = 18.46 mm. This observation 

indicates that the loss of coincidence counts due to H-atoms, moving 

out of the field of view before emitting a Lyman-a photon, is rela

tively small in spite of the high particle velocity.

(6.3.9)

(6.3.10)

G2(x ) is defined by analogy with G-|(x), and a life time 

t2 = 7.13xl0"9 sec has been used for the perturbed 2S-states.
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TABLE 14 

Functions G-j(x) arid G2(x)

x (mm) G-j (x) G2(x)

0 .00 0 .00 0 .00

0 ,6 0 9 .140  46xl0" '+ 2.164 46x10 " 4

0 .97 2.754 6 5 x l 0 " 3 7.094 40x1 O'4

1.21 3.703 6 9 x l 0 " 3 9.996 50x10 -tt

1 .60 5.023 2 9 x l 0 " 3 1.452 4 5 x l 0 " 3

2 .60 7.201 2 2 x l 0 " 3 2.486

CO1OXCOC\J

3 . 6 0 8 .300 O lx lO '3 3.360

CO1oXCO

4 . 60 8 .795  8 9 x l 0 " 3 4 .095 56x1 O'3

5.60 8.955 52x1O"3 4.708 17xl0~3

6 .60 8.928 3 2 x l 0 " 3 5.213

CO1OX<3-00

7 . 60 8 .798 0 2 x l 0 " 3 5.626 0 5 x l 0 -3

8 .6 0 8.611 6 0 x l 0 " 3 5.956 6 3 x l 0 " 3

9 .60 8.395 4 8 x l 0 ' 3 6.216 0 2 x l 0 ' 3

10.60 8 .164 50x10 ‘ 3 6.413 4 1 x l 0 " 3

11.60 7 .926  8 5 x l 0 " 3 6.547

CO1OXC\J

12 .60 7.683

CO1OXCOC\J 6 .434 61x l 0 ~ 3

13.60 7.441 4 5 x l 0 -3 6.240 7 1 x l 0 " 3

14.60 7.204 1 6 x l 0 " 3 6.049 5 8 x l 0 " 3
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TABLE 14 (continued)

x (mm) G-|(x) G2(x)

15.60 6.971

C
O10XC\JLO 5.861 68x1 O’3

15.99 6.877

C
O10XCOC\J 5.788

C
O10X

16.23 6.819 95x10-3 5.745 30x10"3

16.57 6.433 CO 00 X 0
1

C
O

5.611

C
O10XO

17.23 4.754
C

O1OXCOID 5.103 67xl0"3

18.46 2.673 2xl0"3 4.055 IxlO"3
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6.4 Quantum Efficiency of the Lyman-a Photometer in Terms of

Coincidence Counts of H - and L -Photonsa a

In section 6.3, the emission per unit beam length of Lyman-a 

photon in coincidence with detected H^-photons has been discussed.

These results are used here to find an equation for the total number of 

detected coincidences in the presence of an electric field. In equa

tions (6.3.9) and (6.3.10), expressions have been given for the 

emission of Lyman-a photons from intermediate 2S- and 2P-states. The 

polarization of the radiation, emitted from 2P- and 2S-states, is 

different, and, therefore, the photons are emitted with different 

angular distributions. If denotes the angular distribution of the

radiation from intermediate 2P-states and W2 is the angular distribu

tion of L^-photons, emitted from 2S-states, the number Nc of detected 

coincidences of H - and L -photons isa a

t-L l-i
r dNc l ' f dNc 2 ‘

Nc = eq|_Wl J  Oe(x) dx + e LW2  fifi(x) dx. (6.4.1)
dx dx

0 0

The lower boundary for the integration in (6.4.1) is the beginning of 

the viewing region of the Ha-photometer, and x = L^ is the end of the 

field of view of the Lyman-a photometer, denotes the quantum 

efficiency of the L^-photometer.

Inserting (6.3.9) and (6.3.10) in (6.4.1), one finds
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N G-j(x) fle(x) dx

V

0

k

+ F £qh ^ ^ 2  eqL ^2(x) ^e^x  ̂ *̂x

0

(6.4.2)

In order to simplify the last equation, the following quantities are 

defined:

and

k
/

V  = (1/Lh4u) G1(x) Re(x) dx

0

LL
r

Kg' = (l/Lh4Tr) I G2(x ) fle(x) dx

0

(6.4.3)

(6.4.4)

Using the definitions (6.4.3) and (6.4.4), equation (6.4.2) can be 

written in the form

Nc - { i y ( l - r ) £ qh eqL W, K,' + Nh 'r  eqh eql_ «2 K2 ' }  4ir Wh . (6.4.5)

The number of emitted Ha-photons Nh ' is related to the number of 

detected Ha~photons by the equation

Nh ” V  eqh fih Wh (6.4.6)
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Dividing (6.4.5) by leads to 

N
jp = O-r) e L W1 4 ^ 7 ^  + re L W2 4TTK2 7 Q h . ( 6 . 4 . 7 )
h

Introducing the quantities

K1 = 7 n h (6.4.8)

and

K2 = K27JTh , (6.4.9)

one can rewrite (6.4.7)

N
IP = {(l-r)W1 4n K-j + r W2 4ir K2> eqL . (6.4.10)
h

Since the Lyman-a radiation has been observed at an angle of 90° to the 

electric field, one finds from (5.36) the following values for W-j and

W1 = (1/4tt)(3/3-P1) and W2 = (1/4tt)(3/3-P2) .

From (6.4.10) one gets an equation for the quantum efficiency eqL of 

the Lyman-a photometer

Cqi - (Nc/Nh)/{(l-r)(3/3-P1)K1 + rK23/(3-P2)} . (6.4.11)

The quantities and «2 in (6.4.11) have been obtained from 

numerical evaluation of (6.4.3) and (6.4.4) using the functions G^(x),
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G2(x ) and n (x) given in Tables 14 and 12. The following values have 

been calculated:

K1 = 6.632x10"3 and K2 = 4.543x1 O'3 .

Inserting these values in (6.4.11) leads to the final equation for the 

quantum efficiency £q[_ in terms of the coincidence measurements at

6.05 keV.

EqL = (Nc/Nh)/{6.632xl0"3(l-D3/(3-P1) + 4.543x10“3r3/(3-P2)} (6.4.12)

»i

The branching ratio r and values for the polarizations P-| and P2 have 

been computed in sections 6.1.9 and 6.1.10.

It deserves notice that the structure of equation (6.4.11) indi

cates a relatively insensitive dependence of on r if K-j3/(3-P-|) and 

K23/(3-P2) have similar values. In the special case when these two 

quantities are equal, is even independent of r. This observation 

is particularly important in view of tne approximations, which have been 

made in the computation of r.
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6.5 The Problem of Angular Correlation

In the study of coincidences of photons, emitted in cascade 

processes by a quantum mechanical system, the question arises whether 

the emission of the two photons is independent or whether there exists 

a directional correlation between successively emitted photons. This 

problem has been investigated to great extent in nuclear physics with 

the result that an angular correlation between cascaded photons indeed 

exists, but the existence of this effect is subject to important 

restrictions. Unless the life time of the intermediate nuclear state 

is shorter than 10"^ sec (Frauenfelder et al., 1965), the correlation 

pattern, which represent the anisotropy in the angular distribution of 

the second photon, is affected by extranuclear fields. The assumption 

of an undisturbed nucleus is justified if the life time t of the 

intermediate state satisfies the condition (Frauenfelder et al., 1965)

t «  h/AE , (6.5.1)

where AE is the interaction energy. If the condition (6.5.1) is not

satisfied, one can expect tnat extranuclear fields cause the nucleus to 

rotate and thus reduce the anisotropy of the angular distribution.

The effect of angular correlation on cascades of optical photons

was discussed by Hanley and Blair (1972). The authors used two transi

tions of Nel for coincidence measurements and introduced corrections 

for their measurements based on the assumption of undisturbed angular
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correlation. The life time of the intermediate state is approximately 

2.3xl0"8 sec (Wiese et al., 1966). This value is larger by a factor of 

2000 than the upper bound of life times for which one expects undis

turbed angular correlation in nuclear physics. Since the authors did 

not refer to any measurements of angular correlation in atomic physics, 

it seems that this effect has not been verified for optical transitions.

Because of the large magnetic dipole moment of the atomic shell, 

the angular correlation of optical photons can easily be disturbed by 

stray magnetic fields t . From the classical equation of motion for 

'the angular moment 3

3 = - [e $/2m0, 3] ,

one can see that 3 precesses with an angular velocity = e|f|/2m0.
— 7 — 1In a stray field of 2 Gauss, w attains the value of 1.759x10 sec ,

and during a life time of 2.3xl0~8 sec the atomic system experiences

a rotation of approximately 23.2°. This example demonstrates that 

undisturbed angular correlation of optical photons can be expected 

only in a field free chamber.

In the case of the Hydrogen atom, any angular correlation of

cascaded H - and L^-photons is affected by hyperfine structure inter

action because of the relatively large magnetic dipole moment of the 

nucleus. An estimate of the interaction energy can be obtained from 

the hyperfine structure splitting of unperturbed states of the n = 2 

level. The magnetic hyperfine structure splitting for the hydrogen
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atom is given by the following equation (Slater, 1960)

yo Z3 F(F+1) - 1(1+1) - j(j+l)

<H1> * J(j, 1)(ul/2)  ■

where yQ, yB> Z, n and a are the permeability of space, Bohr magneton, 

number of elementary charges of the nucleus, principal quantum number 

and radius of the first Bohr orbit, respectively, g^ is the gyro- 

magnetic ratio of the nucleus, the magnetic moment of which is given 

by the equation

y ~ 9^ yg  ̂ • (6.5.3)

I denotes the angular momentum quantum number of the nucleus, and F is 

the quantum number of the total angular momentum of the atom including 

the nucleus. The values of F range from j-I to j+I. For a proton, I 

has the value 1/2, and gN is 1.521 OOxlO"3 (Evans, 1955b). Evaluation 

of (6.5.2) leads to interaction times (h/AE) of 1.79xl0~9 sec,

5.38xl0"9 sec and 13.4xlo"9 sec for the 2S1y2"> 2Pl/2"s 2P3^2-states, 

respectively. These values of the interaction times are of the same 

order of magnitude as the life times of perturbed n = 2 states, and one

can thus expect that any angular correlation of cascaded H - and L -pho-
a a

tons is strongly affected by magnetic interaction between the nucleus 

and the electron and any possible anisotropy of the angular distribution 

is reduced by this interaction.
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7.0 Results

7.1 Results of Coincidence Measurements of H - and L -Photonsa a

in the Presence of an Electric Field

From tne coincidence measurements of H - and L -photons in thea a

presence of an electric field of 313 V/cm, the following average

value for tne ratio (N /Nj of coincidence to H -counts was obtained:c n a

Nc/Nh = 1*21xl0"l+ ±30%*

The indicated error is the standard deviation of the individual

measurements. The statistical fluctuations AN „ of accidental coinci-ac

dence counts are ac

Since tne coincidence counts fJ are obtained from the difference of thec
numbers (N +N 1 and Na„, the uncertainty of N„ produced by tne statis-

C g C o C C

tical fluctuations is /2N,„. On the basis of statistical fluctuationsac

of accidental coincidence counts, one could expect a random error of

±36% for the ratio (N /N. ). The observed random error of 30% is tnere-c n

fore within the limits given by the statistical fluctuations.

Evaluating equation (6.4.12) with the computed branching ratio 

T = 0.183 and the values Px = -0.041 and P2 = -0.4197 for the 

polarization of Lyman-a radiation emitted from 2P- and 2S-states, 

respectively, one finds for the quantum efficiency e  ̂of the
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Lyman-a photometer the value

e . = 1.99xl0-2 .qL

Since the computation of r and Px has been based on the assumption
that all Stark-perturbed states U. „ of the n = 3 level of atomic

hydrogen are equally populated and this assumption may not be valid,

one must investigate the effect of different relative populations on

the values of e ..qL
Tne greatest deviation from the above computed value, e^, can be

expected if only one perturbed state U. of the n = 3 level is
3 / i

excited. Under tnis assumption, values of the polarization, » of

the Lyman-a radiation emitted from perturbed 2P-states in cascade

processes from the state U- were computed. Quantum efficienciesI jIll •
(i) J ( i)

eqL resu"'1:l'n9 ^rom values P£ ' and the branching ratios I\ of

Table 10 were calculated using equation (6.4.12). Tne values of

are summarized in Table 15. One finds the greatest deviation from

for the assumption that U-j ^  ls on^y excited state of the n = 3

level. This case does not occur in actual collision processes because,

if Ui is the only excited state of the n = 3 level, no Lyman-6

radiation would be emitted in charge exchange collisions of protons

with argon atoms in the presence of an electric field. This radiation

has however been observed by Andreev and coworkers (1967), and the

intensity of the Lyman-a line has increased with increasing electric

field.



Values e , for the Quantum Efficiency of the Lyman-a *CJL
Photometer Calculated under the Assumption that

U. is the Only Excited State of the n = 3 Level  ̂,m •

TABLE 15

u.i,m. £(1)q>L
eqL ' eqL 

eqL

U1>5/2 2.43xl0"2 +0.22

U2,3/2 1.92xl0-2 -0.04

U3 ,3/2 1.87xl0"2 -0.06

U4,3/2 2.00x10"2 -0.005

U5,1/2 1.71xlO-2 -0.14

U6,l/2 1.93xl0"2 -0.03

U7 ,1/2 1.85xl0"2 -0.07

U8 ,1/2 1.93xl0-2 -0.03

U9,1/2 1.96xl0“2 -0.015
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The values of Table 15 show that the major uncertainty of 

eqL does not anse from the ^ac*< knowledge of the population of 

n = 3 states but from the random error of the coincidence measurements. 

One can write equation (6.4.11) in the form

eq i = {Nc/Nh)/K ‘ (7J)

The error propagation law leads to the following equation for the mean 

relative error of

^  = /(A (Nc/Nh)/(Nc/Nn)F + (AK/K)2 . (7.2)
qL

From Table 15, one can see that AK/K is smaller than 0.22. If one 

takes for AK/K the second largest value, which is 0.14, one finds a 

mean relative error of 33% for the quantum efficiency e^.
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7.2 Excitation Cross Sections for 2P-States in Charge Exchange

Collisions of Protons

With the value = 1.99xl0~2 for the quantum efficiency of the 

Lyman-a photometer, the measurements of excitation cross sections for 

2P-states of atomic hydrogen in charge exchange collisions of protons 

with argon atoms and nitrogen molecules were evaluated. The results 

are shown in Figs. 42 and 43 and values of the measured cross sections 

are summarized in Tables 16 and 17. The errors, given in Tables 16 and 

17, represent only random errors AN/N of photon counts, and the proton 

energies in Tables 16 and 17 and Figs. 42 and 43 are the energies in 

the laboratory frame of reference. The 2P-cross sections for charge 

exchange collisions of protons with argon atoms were corrected for the 

small anisotropy in the angular distribution of the Lyman-a radiation 

due to polarization. Polarization measurements of Gaily and coworkers 

(1968) were used for these corrections. No polarization measurements 

of Lyman-a radiation produced in charge exchange collisions of protons 

with nitrogen molecules are known. Therefore, the measurements were 

evaluated by assuming that the polarization is zero. Besides contri

butions from direct excitation of the 2P-states, the cross sections 

in Figs. 42 and 43 and Tables 16 and 17 also contain cascade contribu

tions from higher hydrogen levels.

The cross section measurements are affected by a number of errors. 

In addition to the discussed uncertainty about the value of e^, the
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TABLE 16

Cross Sections a(2P) for the 2P-States of Atomic Hydrogen 

in Charge Exchange Collisions of Protons with Argon Atoms

^Prot. a(2P) Random ^Prot. Random
keV 10'17cm2 Error keV 10" cm Error

0.52 0.86 ±5% 6.90 2.03 ±4%

0.64 0.94 ±3% 7.90 2.23 ±2%

0.78 1.14 ±2% 8.84 2.44 ±7%

0.90 1.25 ±2% 10.3 2.46 ±4%

1.08 1.34 ±8% 11.86 2.68 ±9%

1.15 1.40 ±8% 12.5 2.63 ±6%

1.30 . 1.44 ±12% 12.9 2.66 ±3%

1.54 1.61 ±8% 13.8 2.60 ±4%

1.70 1.68 ±4% 14.4 2.57 ±1%

1.87 1.73 ±7% 15.3 2.58 ±2%

2.09 1.79 ±5% 15.8 2.37 ±7%

2.25 1.88 ±8% 16.8 2.36 ±6%

2.80 2.15 ±9% 17.5 2.28 ±6%

3.35 2.23 ±10% 18.5 2.26 ±6%

4.08 2.15 ±11% 19.2 2.24 ±6%

4.80 2.21 ±12% 20.5 2.03 ±9%

5.33 2.15 ±10% 21.4 2.13 ±8%

6.05 2.11 ±10% 22.7 2.10 ±11%
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TABLE 16 (continued)

^Prot. °i7^  Random ^Prot. ° } ^ \  Random 
keV 10" cm2 Error keV 10 cm Error

23.6 2.02 ±13% 29.2 1.71 ±2%

24.6 1.91 ±10% 30.3 1.61 ±2%

25.7 1.76 ±8%

26.8 1.81 ±10%

27.6 1.69 ±8%

28.6 1.75 ±8%
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TABLE 17

Cross Sections a(2P) for the 2P-State of Atomic Hydrogen 

in Charge Exchange Collisions of Protons with Nitrogen Molecules

EProt.
keV

o(2P)
10~17cm2

Random
Error EProt.

o(2P)
10~17cm2

Randon
Error

0.64 0.576 ±6% 1.70 1.67 ±2%

0.78 0.659 ±4% 1.85 1.76 ±2%

0.90 0.705 ±3% 2.09 1.90 ±2%

1.08 0.860 ±3% 2.34 1.98 ±2%

1.15 1.02 ±8% 2.79 2.06 ±4%

1.54 1.42 ±5% 3.39 2.17 ±1%

3.95 2.07 ±4% 17.5 1.88 ±9%

4.77 2.04 ±3% 18.7 1.87 ±0.2%

5.31 1.98 ±4% 21.4 1.74 ±7%

6.04 1.92 ±4% 23.6 1.55 ±3%

6.80 1.97 ±5% 24.6 1.55 ±1%

7.70 1.98 ±4% 27.6 1.48 ±2%

8.63 2.05 ±3% 28.6 1.39 ±3%

10.3 2.07 ±4% 29.2 1.35 ±U

11.3 2.10 ±2%

12.9 2.08 ±2%

14.2 2.04 ±3%

15.8 1.99 ±4%
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results are affected by errors in the measurements of the target gas 

pressure p and the integrated beam current Q. Since the collector for 

the measurement of beam current was provided with a suppressor electrode 

to prevent secondary electrons from leaving the collector, one can 

assume that the only source of errors for the current measurement was 

the instrumental error of the integrating current meter, which is of 

the order of 1%. The error of the pressure measurement was of the 

order of 10%.

The accuracy of the manometer, which monitored the 02 pressure in 

the oxygen filter of the Lyman-a photometer, was 1.5%. Since and 

the quantity K in (7.1) depend in a similar form on the transmission 

factor of the oxygen filter, one can assume that the effect of this 

error on the photometer efficiency = eq|_̂ e/^7T cancels out in first 

approximation.

From the error propagation law and equation (5.34), one finds the 

following equation for the compound error A of the cross section 

measurements:

= ^ U C q i / C q L F  + ( ^ P / P ) z + (AN /N )Z +  (AQ/Q)2 . ( 7 . 3 )

Inserting the relative fractional errors of c^, p, N and Q in (7.3) 

leads to an error of 35% for the excitation cross sections of the 2P- 

states in charge exchange collisions of protons with argon atoms and 

nitrogen molecules.
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The energy dependence of the 2P-cross sections for proton impact 

on argon and nitrogen does not resemble the energy dependence of the 

total charge exchange cross sections for the two gases. After reaching 

a maximum value at low energies, the total charge exchange cross 

sections monotonically decrease with increasing impact energy, while 

the 2P-cross sections exhibit two maxima. The second maximum is much 

more pronounced for proton impact on argon than for collisions with 

nitrogen molecules. At 6.0 keV, the 2P-cross sections for proton 

impact on argon and nitrogen amount to 1.9% and 1.7% of the respective 

total charge exchange cross sections.

)
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7.3 Apparent Excitation Cross Sections for the Ha-Line

Besides excitation cross sections for the 2P-1evel of atomic 

hydrogen, apparent cross sections for the emission of H^-radiation in 

charge exchange collisions of protons with argon atoms and nitrogen 

molecules were measured. Because of the relatively short path length 

of 3.7 cm from the entrance aperture of the collision chamber to the 

beginning of the observation region, the beam of protons and excited 

hydrogen atoms was not in radiative equilibrium in the viewing region 

of- the apparatus. Up to beam energies of 18 keV, excitation to the 

3D- and 3P-level of atomic hydrogen was practically in equilibrium 

at the entrance to the viewing region, but, due to the long life time 

of the 3S-states (1.60xl0~7sec), more hydrogen atoms were excited to 

the 3S-level than H^-photons were emitted in transitions from this 

level at all beam energies used for the measurements.

Although the results of the ^-measurements have not the basic 

significance of cross section measurements, they have, however, 

some importance in connection with the measurements of excitation cross 

sections for the 2P-level insofar as an upper bound for cascade contri

butions from the n = 3 level can be obtained from the apparent H^-cross 

sections. In addition, the Ha-cross sections for charge exchange 

collisions of protons with argon atoms indicate a very interesting 

structure at low energies. Measurements of the apparent H^-cross 

sections are shown in Figs. 44 and 45, and tne results are summarized
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in Tables 18 and 19. The errors, given in the Tables 18 and 19, 

represent only random errors of the measurements. For the purpose of 

comparison, Ha-cross sections, measured by Phil pot and Hughes (1964) 

for proton impact on nitrogen, are indicated by triangles in Fig. 45. 

The observation region of the beam, used by Philpot and Hughes, had a 

length of 3 cm, and its beginning was located at a distance of 0.5 cm 

from the entrance aperture of the collision chamber.

The quantum efficiency e of the H -photometer was determined 

with a random error of 6%. The total uncertainty of the quantum 

fef.ficiency is, however, ±10% because of variations of eq over a longer 

period of time. The temperature of the interference filter was held 

within ±1°C. This uncertainty of the temperature produced an error of 

approximately 7% in the value of the transmission factor. With a 10% 

error of the pressure measurement and a mean random error of 10% in 

the photon counts, one finds from the error propagation law a compound 

error of 19% for the apparent H^-cross sections. The measurements of 

apparent H^-cross sections were corrected for the anisotropy in the 

angular distribution due to polarization. Polarization data of 

Andreev and coworkers (1967) and Murray et al. (1966) were used for 

these corrections.
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TABLE 18

Apparent Cross Sections a ( H ) for the H^-Line in Charge

Exchange Collisions of Protons with Argon Atoms

F o(H ) c o(H )
^Prot. , a Random Prot. Random 
keV 10"17cm2 Error keV 10“ cm2 Error

0.64 0.86 ±17% 7.90 0.90 ±7%

0.78 0.82 ±13% 8.84 0.87 ±3%

0.90 1.13 ±14% 10.3 0.85 ±8%

1.08 1.27 ±11% 11.86 0.79 ±3%

1.15 1.27 ±16% 12.5 0.81 1+ O

1.30 1.24 ±12% 12.9 0.72 ±12%

1.54 1.09 ±18% 13.8 0.74 ±3%

1.70 0.93 ±17% 14.4 0.71 ±6%

1.87 0.81 ±7% 15.3 0.68 ±6%

2.09 0.73 ±16% 15.8 0.68 ±4%

2.25 0.72 ±9% 16.8 0.64 ±2%

2.80 0.69 ±15% 17.5 0.60 ±6%

3.35 0.71 ±16% 18.5 0.60 ±4%

4.08 0.80 ±10% 19.2 0.60 ±11%

4.80 0.86 ±18% 20.5 0.56 ±15%

5.33 0.89 ±22% 21.4 0.54 ±9%

6.05 0.88 ±7% 22.7 0.49 ±14%

6.90 0.88 ±6% 23.6 0.51 ±5%

24.9 0.52 ±9% 27.6 0.47 ±14%

25.7 0.49 ±11% 28.6 0.47 ±11%

26.8 0.48 ±10% 29.2 0.47 ±8%
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TABLE 19

Apparent Cross Sections for the H^-Line in Charge 

Exchange Collisions of Protons with Nitrogen Molecules

EProt.
keV

o(H )or
10 cm

Random
Error

^Prot.
keV

a(H ) a
10"17cm2

Randon
Error

0.78 0.25 ±28% 2.25 0.69 ±1%

0.90 0.39 ±28% 2.70 0.77 ±5%

1.08 0.39 ±10% 3.35 0.82 ±6%

1.15 0.45 ±12% 3.83 0.78 ±6%

1.37 0.51 ±6% 4.80 0.74 ±11%

1.54 0.62 ±10% 5.33 0.72 ±3%

1.70 0.62 ±5% 6.05 0.70 ±5%

1.87 0.59 ±5% 6.90 0.68 ±1%

2.09 0.66 ±1% 7.90 0.63 ±2%

8.84 0.61 ±3% 21.4 0.43 ±3%

10.3 0.59 ±2% 23.6 0.39 ±5%

11.86 0.54 ±5% 24.6 0.43 ±3%

12.9 0.56 ±2% 27.6 0.42 ±1%

14.4 0.55 ±3% 28.6 0.42 ±21%

15.8 0.51 ±4% 29.2 0.35 ±2%

17.5 0.48 ±6%

18.7 0.47 ±1%

19.2 0.47 ±6%
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7.4 Variation of Excitation Cross Sections for the L - and H -Linea a

with Electric Field

The variation of excitation cross sections for the H - and L -linea a

with electric field were measured, and the results are shown in Fig. 46. 

The electric field was applied to the observation region of the beam, 

and the field intensity ranged from 0 to 336 V/cm. The measurements 

were made with 6.05 keV protons impacting on argon atoms. With increas

ing field strength, the apparent cross section for the H^-line decreases 

until the values for this cross section "level out" at an electric 

field of approximately 150 V/cm. The decrease of the H^-cross section 

in an electric field can be understood by considering the fact that, 

in the presence of an electric field, transitions to the ground state 

are allowed from all perturbed states of the n = 3 level with the 

exception of the two states with magnetic quantum numbers m. = 5/2
J

and m. = -5/2. If one assumes that the excitation of the n = 3 level
J

remains unchanged in an electric field, the reduction of the H^-cross 

section can be explained with an increase in Lyman-6 transitions to 

the ground state.

An increase in the emission of Lyman-8 radiation, produced in 

charge exchange collisions of protons with argon and other noble gas 

atoms, was indeed observed by Andreev and coworkers (1967), when an 

electric field was applied to the interaction region. The authors 

found that, up to a field of approximately 200 V/cm, the L -intensity
P
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increased with increasing electric field and remained at a constant

level for higher fields. These measurements were made at a proton

energy of 14 keV. In general, the variation of the Lyman-B intensity

exhibits a dependency on the electric field which is complementary to

that of the H -intensity shown in Fig. 46 and seems to indicate that a
the sum of emitted L0- and H -photons remains constant in an electric

p CX

field. The observation that the constant level of H^-emission in 

Fig. 46 is reached at a lower field than that of the L^-emission could 

be attributed to experimental differences in the two measurements.

The cross sections for the Lyman-a line in Fig. 46 increase with 

increasing field strength and reach, at approximately 230 V/cm, a 

practically constant level. This increase of the Lyman-a cross sections 

can be explained with transitions from the perturbed 2S-states, which 

are metastable under field-free conditions. After the life time 

t (2S) of tne perturbed 2S-states has been reduced to a sufficiently low 

value, the emission of Lyman-a photons reaches radiative equilibrium, 

and any further reduction of t(2S) does not result in a further increase 

of Lyman-a radiation.

Andreev and coworkers (1966) measured ratios {I^(2S)/I^(2P)} of 

Lyman-a intensity from 2S-states to Lyman-a intensity from 2P-states 

versus electric field and observed that, at approximately 500 V/cm, the 

ratios {IL(2S)/IL(2P)> reached a constant value. On the basis of this 

observation, the authors concluded that, at 500 V/cm, the 2S-states 

reach their minimum life time. Although this interpretation explains
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the observation of a constant level of the ratios (I^(2S)/I^(2P)} at 

fields above 500 V/cm, it is not correct. Lueders' calculations (1950) 

showed that the life time of 2S-states decreases up to fields of at 

least 103 V/cm.

Andreev and coworkers obtained the intensity I^(2S) of Lyman-a 

radiation from the 2S-states by subtracting the La~intensity observed 

under field free conditions from the L^-intensity in the presence of 

a field. A constant level of the ratios {IL(2S)/IL(2P)} is therefore 

equivalent to a constant level of the total L^-cross section a^p in the 

presence of an electric field. The observation of a constant level 

of aLF can be explained with radiative equilibrium without making 

assumptions about the existence of a minimum life time. Under the 

experimental conditions used by Andreev and coworkers, the radiative 

equilibrium was reached at a higner field than that which is indicated 

by the curve for La-cross sections in Fig. 46. Andreev and coworkers 

made their measurements at beam energies of 20 and 30 keV wnile the 

data, shown in Fig. 46, were obtained at a beam energy of 6.05 keV.

Both measurements were made at similar distances from the entrance 

aperture of the collision chamber, one can therefore expect that, 

for a beam at higher energy, a shorter life time of the excited 

particles is required in order to obtain radiative equilibrium.

Besides beam energy, other experimental conditions such as the range, 

over which the electric field extends, affect the detailed shape of 

the curve of L -cross sections versus electric field.
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7.5 Results of Coincidence Measurements in the Absence of an 

Electric Field

Coincidences of Lyman-a and H^-photons were also measured in the 

absence of an electric field at a proton energy of 6.05 keV. The 

observed ratio (N /N. ) of coincidence to H -counts wasC m Ot

(Nc/Nh)o = 0.97x10"* ± 24% .

On the basis of statistical fluctuations of accidental coincidence 

counts, one could expect a random error of 36%. The observed random 

error is therefore within the bounds given by the statistical fluctua

tions.

For the number of coincidences of H - and L -photons in tneOt ot
absence of an electric field, one finds an equation similar to (6.4.10)

( W o  = eqL O - r 0) W0 4u Kq , (7.4)

where Tq is the branching ratio of ^-transitions to 2S-states in the 

absence of a field and W0 is tne angular distribution of the Lyman-a 

photons. The branching ratio r0 is explicitly defined in section 6.1.9, 

and the quantity K0 = 6.708x1 O'3 is defined by analogy with equations 

(6.4.8), (6.4.3) and (6.3.8). For the computation of K0, one has to 

evaluate these equations with the life time t 0 = 1.6x10 9 sec of the 

unperturbed 2P-states. Since £q^ is known, the quantity (1~ro)» which 

is the branching ratio of H^-transitions to 2P-states, can be obtained
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from (7.4). For observation of the L -radiation perpendicular to the ' a

proton beam, which defines the axis of polarization, one finds the

value 4ttW0 = 1.05. This value is obtained from equation (5.35)

using a polarization, P, of 14% (Gaily et al., 1968). Equation (7.4)

leads to a value (l-r0) = 0.693. Since the determination of (l-r0)
involves two coincidence measurements, an appreciable error in the

value of (l-r0) can be expected. K0 has been computed with sufficient

accuracy, and computational errors can be neglected. The major

uncertainty of (l-r0) arises from the errors of (Nc/Nh)o and eqL.
£rom the error propagation law, one finds a mean error of 43%.

The computed value of (l-r0) can be used to determine the cascade
contribution k, from the n = 3 level to the excitation cross section h
o(2P) for 2P-states. kh is given by the following equation

kh = . (7.5)

With the apparent cross section = 0.88x10 17cm2 for the Ha-line 

and the excitation cross section a(2P) = 2.11x10 17cm2 for 2P-states, 

one finds the value kh = 0.29. This result means that, for a proton 

impact energy of 6.05 keV, 29% of the population of 2P-states of 

hydrogen atoms, formed in charge exchange collisions of protons with 

argon atoms, are produced by cascading from 3D- and 3S-states.
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8.0 Discussion

8.1 Comparison of the Measured Cross Sections with Published Data

Excitation cross sections for the 2P-level in charge exchange 

collisions of protons with argon atoms along with data of Pretzer 

and coworkers (1963a, 1963b) and of Andreev et al. (1966) are shown 

in Fig. 47. The two measurements of Pretzer and coworkers are indi

cated by squares and triangles in Fig. 47. Pretzer's second measure

ments are close to Andreev's results. Pretzer and coworkers calibrated 

th.eir Lyman-a photometer by comparing measurements on H2 with the 

results of Dunn et al. (1966) for the same target gas. The absolute 

values of Dunn's measurements were based on Fite and Brackmann's 

Lyman-a cross sections for electron impact on molecular hydrogen.

The final basis for the absolute values of the latter measurements 

were theoretical cross sections.

Andreev and coworkers calibrated the detection system for 

Lyman-a radiation by comparison with absolute measurements the 

authors had made using an ionization chamber filled with nitric oxide. 

A similar energy dependence is exhibited by all measurements shown in 

Fig. 47, but tne absolute values of the cross sections, reported here, 

are significantly different from the measurements of Andreev et al. 

and Pretzer and coworkers.

Although efforts were made to eliminate erroneous coincidence 

counts during the calibration of tne Lyman-a photometer by coincidence
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measurements of H^~ and L^-pnotons, there is a possibility that 

coincidence counts were produced by pickup noise and led to an 

erroneously high photometer efficiency, which, on the other hand, led 

to erroneously low cross section values. The criterion (5.6), which 

sets an upper limit for the number of coincidence counts, was satisfied 

in all coincidence measurements, but it is only a relatively coarse 

estimate of an upper bound for the coincidence counts. Therefore, 

coincidence measurements could have been affected by pickup noise even 

though the criterion (5.6) was satisfied. As it has been shown in 

section 6.3, the emission of Lyman-a photons in coincidence with 

detected H^-photons was not uniform in the observation region of the 

beam, and, therefore, a further source of errors could have arisen 

from a strongly non-uniform photocathode sensitivity of the Lyman-a

photomultiplier.

Pretzer and coworkers estimated that the uncertainty of the 

absolute values of their results is 45%. The cross sections of this 

work are just above the lower limit of absolute values given by these 

authors (Pretzer et al. (1963b). Andreev and coworkers, on the other 

hand, stated an error of 20%. The lower limit of the absolute values 

of their results on argon is significantly above the cross sections 

reported here. The absolute values of Andreev's results are based on 

Watanabe's measurement of the photoionization yield y of nitric oxide 

at the wave length of the Lyman-a line. This is a very difficult 

measurement, which also involves absolute measurement of light
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intensities. The y value of approximately 50%, which was at first 

obtained by Watanabe (1953) and his group, is significantly smaller 

than the later value of 82%, on which Andreev based his measurements. 

Assuming that all absorbed photons at wave lengths below 1250 A 

produce photoionization of NO, Watanabe (1953) expected to find a 

value of 100% for y.

Andreev's measurements were made at very high target gas pressures 

of approximately ICf3 Torr. Although the path length of the proton 

beam from the entrance aperture of the collision chamber to the 

observation region was only 3.5 cm, a significant buildup of neutral 

hydrogen atoms can occur along this path due to the large value of 

the charge exchange cross section. If we consider a proton beam with 

an energy of 9 keV, which corresponds to a low energy value in 

Andreev's measurements on argon, one finds from equation (5.10) that 

12% of the beam particles at the entrance of the observation region in 

Andreev's apparatus were neutral hydrogen atoms. Since at 9 keV the 

Lyman-a cross section for neutral H-atoms is 18% higher than that for 

protons a systematic error of +2% is introduced in the measurements.

The buildup of neutral atoms in the beam also affects the determination 

of the number of projectile particles entering the observation region, 

but, from Andreev's description of the apparatus, it is too difficult 

to determine the effective path length from the entrance aperture of 

the collision chamber to the collector for the beam current.

The buildup of neutral atoms in the proton beam can actually start 

before the particles enter the collision-cnamber. However, Andreev
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and coworkers stated tnat tne gas pressure in the system outside of the 

collision chamber was in the range from 2 to 3x10 6 Torr, and at this 

low pressure, the buildup of neutral atoms is negligible. The 

statement of such a low pressure outside of the collision chamber 

implies tnat the authors achieved a pressure differential of the order 

of 300 to 500. Under similar conditions, pressure differentials of 

30 to 60 are reported in the literature (Hughes et al., 1966).

In spite of the high target gas pressure used by Andreev and 

coworkers, the effect of neutral atoms on the results is relatively 

small. However, there is a possibility that other effects could lead 

to erroneously high cross section values. Andreev measured the 

Lyman-a radiation emanating from a very short section of the beam.

The length of the observation region was only 3.2 mm, and under this 

condition, the light, emitted by atoms in the vignetted region of the 

beam, makes a significant contribution to the observed intensity.

From Fig. 3 of Andreev's publication (Andreev et al., 1966), one finds 

that light emanating from a 0.7 mm long section outside of the indicated 

observation region, can enter the detector and, therefore, contributes 

to the registered number of photons. Although the vignetted part of 

the beam is rather small, the contribution of the light emanating 

from the vignetted regions on both sides of the field of view amounts 

to approximately 22% of the recorded intensity.

Andreev and coworkers did not indicate that they included the 

vignetted part of the beam in the evaluation of their measurements.
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Corrections for the effect of neutral particles in the beam and for 

the L^-radiation, emanating from the vignetted beam region would 

reduce Andreev's result at 9 keV from 4.24x10 17cm2 to 3.22 10 17cm2. 

The corrected value of 3.22xl0~17cm2 is between Pretzer's earlier 

measurement of 3 .74xl0_17cm2 and the result of this work. At 

approximately 9.0 keV, a cross section of 2.44x10 17cm2 was obtained. 

This value is approximately 24% below the corrected value of Andreev's 

measurement.

Measurements of excitation cross sections for the 2P-states in 

charge exchange collisions of protons with nitrogen molecules are 

compared with results of Bireley and McNeal (1971) and Van Zyl et al.

(1967) in Fig. 48. Bireley and McNeal obtained absolute values for 

their results by calibrating the L^-photometer with data of Pretzer 

and coworkers for proton impact on argon. Van Zyl and coworkers 

normalized their measurements with cross sections obtained by Dunn 

et al. (1962) for the same process. Although the three sets of 

measurements, shown in Fig. 48, exhibit a similar energy dependence, 

the absolute values of the cross sections are significantly different.

For the purpose of a more detailed comparison of the energy 

dependence, the measured cross sections for proton impact on argon 

were scaled with a factor of 1.9, and the scaled values are plotted 

in Fig. 49, which also includes data of Bireley and McNeal (1972) 

for the same process. Over the wide energy range from 1 to 20 keV, 

both sets of data exhibit the same energy dependence. Bireley and
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McNeal used a Lyman-a photometer with the very small acceptance angle 

of 1.2°, while the acceptance angle of the photometer, used for the 

work reported here, was 12.8°. The good agreement in the energy 

dependence of the two sets of data, which have been measured with 

widely different acceptance angles of the respective photometers, can 

be attributed to Doppler shift corrections of the measurements of 

this work. One can assume that the difference in the energy 

dependence at impact energies above 20 keV, where the particle velocity 

approaches 1% of the speed of light, is an indication of a noticeable 

effect of the Doppler shift an Bireley and McNeal's results.

The agreement of the energy dependence of the cross sections 

reported here with that in the work of Bireley and McNeal in the 

range 1 to 20 keV demonstrates that the Doppler shift corrections, 

described in section 6.2.1, permit the use of oxygen filters in wide 

angle photometers for the measurement of Lyman-a radiation emitted by 

fast moving atoms.

The difference of the absolute values for the 2P-cross sections 

of this work from cross sections, obtained with different calibration 

methods, is not unusual for cross section measurements involving 

absolute intensity measurements of vacuum ultraviolet radiation.

Andreev and coworkers1 (1967) measurements of excitation cross sections 

for the 3P-states of hydrogen in charge changing collisions of protons 

in neon differ by a factor of two from values which de Heer and his 

group (1963) obtained for the same process. Pretzer and coworkers'
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measurements of excitation cross sections for the 2P-states of hydrogen 

for proton impact on neon are smaller by a factor of almost three 

than de Heer's results (de Heer et al., 1963). De Heer used the 

branching ratio method to calibrate his detection system. A brief 

discussion of this method is given in section 2.3.5.

If error bars, representing the uncertainties of the absolute 

values, were indicated in Fig. 47, the error bars of Pretzer's 

measurements would extend below the results of this work over the 

entire energy range of the measurements, and, therefore, the results 

of both measurements do actually not contradict each other. The 

respective error bars of Andreev's measurements and of this work do 

not overlap, but in view of the uncertainties of both sets of 

measurements, the small separation of the error bars is insignificant. 

It may be that the final answer to the problem of the correct absolute 

values of the cross sections will be found at a level where the error 

bars of Andreev's measurements and this work meet.
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8.2 On the Problem of Lyman-a Emission from the Metastable 

2S-State in the Upper Atmosphere

The measurements of Lyman-a cross sections versus electric field

in Fig. 46 indicate that relatively small electric fields affect the

size of the apparent cross sections. It has been pointed out in

section 7.4 that the shape of the curve in Fig. 46 depends on the path

length of the beam of protons and excited H-atoms in the field. One

may therefore expect that, for the very long path lengths of particles

In. the upper atmosphere, the Lyman-a cross section begins to increase

at much smaller fields than under laboratory conditions. The increase

of the L -cross sections in an electric field has been attributed to a
Lyman-a radiation from the perturbed metastable 2S-states. The 

possible contribution of L^-radiation from this state to the total 

intensity produced by an incoming flux of protons will be investigated 

here.

In order to obtain an estimate for the magnitude of the effect of 

auroral fields on the life time of 2S-states, one can use Lueders' 

simplified equation (Lueders, 1950) for the probability of dipole 

transitions P(2S,g) from 2S- to the ground state in the presence of 

an electric‘field.

P(2S,g) = 4.45*10"6 F2 P0(2p,g) (8.1)
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F is the electric field measured in (V/cm), and P0(2P,g) =

6.27xl0"8 sec-1 is the transition probability of unperturbed 2P-states. 

The highest electric fields, which have been observed in auroral 

plasmas are of the order of 10"2 V/cm (Halliman and Davis, 1970), but 

even for fields of this magnitude, one finds for P(2S,g) only the 

small value of 0.28 sec"1. This value is twenty-five times smaller 

than the probability P£q for two-quantum transitions from the 2S- to 

the ground state (Breit and Teller, 1940). P£q has the value 7 sec 

The life time of 2S-states remains practically unchanged in auroral 

fields of the observed magnitude, and H-atoms in the 2S-state are 

primarily de-excited by collisional quenching. At particle velocities 

of approximately 108 cm/sec, V. Dose and coworkers (1969) measured a 

cross section of 2xl0"15cm2 for this process in nitrogen. The very 

few radiative transitions from 2S-states lead predominantly to the 

emission of two photons, the combined energy of which equals that of a 

Lyman-a photon, and, for all practical purposes, one can state that, 

in proton auroras, no Lyman-a radiation is emitted from 2S-states.
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